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I
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II. Objectives and Scope
III. Mathematical Modeling Background
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Flow Measurement Information
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Seven students from Lehigh Universtiy and Muhlenberg College have con-
ducted a water quality investigation of the Lehigh River during a l2-week
period of the sumer of 1974. LERM (Lehigh River Modeling Project) involved
field, laboratory, and quantitative analysis of various water quality pa-
rameters for the critical lower 47-mile stretch of the river and the appli-
cation of a steady state mathemtical model utilizing the accumulated data.
During the eight weeks of intensive river sampling, mostly using a
rowboat, five runs of the Lehigh River were completed which included 41
river stations, 22 tributaries and 55 effluents. All grab samples were
taken in appropriate containers, chilled, and analyzed the same day or the
following in the Lehigh University sanitary engineering laboratory. The
~ .following water quality parameters were measured; temperature, dissolved
oxygen (DO), s-day biochemical oxygen demand (BODS)' pH, alkalinity,
hardness, total and fecal coliform, fecal streptococci, chloride, sulfate,
nitrite, nitrate, ammonia, Kjeldahl nitrogen, phosphates, calcium, magnesium,
potassium, and sodium.
Also the flow for each effluent and tributary along the reach from Jim
Thorpe to Easton, Pennsylvania had to be measured, estimated, or calculated.
The Ott current meter was used to measure the Lehigh River flow at five
stations. The river had an average sumer flow of 400 cfs at Jim Thorpe and
1045 cfs at its confluence with the Delaware River.
Several special studies had been previously done on the Lehigh River,
which drains 1364 square miles. However the limited amount of water quality
data generated were only useful as background informtion and were not adequate
for the sumer modeling approach. Besides being input for the desired model,
the extensive water quality and quantity analyses serve as a data base for





















Because of its completeness, flexibility, computer adaptability, and
documentation, the new steady state AUTOSS model from the Environmental
Protection Agency, part of the AUTO-QUAL modeling system, was chosen to be
applied to the river. The flow and chemcal constituents for each effluent
and tributary are input into the mathemtical model which had been set up on
the Lehigh University CDC 6400 computer. Using the "channel-junction method"
to represent the river, the AUTOSS model predicts conservative chemical parameters
for equal-sized river sections by mass balance techniques. The 47-mile length
considered was divided into 100 sections, each of about 0.5 mile. The model
uses decay and other interaction variables to model the nonconservative con-
stituents of dissolved oxygen, biochemical oxygen demnd, nitrogen forms and
bacteria, all of which react through time with the water.
The model mass balance for chemical constituents generally predicts a
concentration profile similar to actual measurements. Most increases in flow
and chemical constituents occurred between Allentown (RM 16.0) and Glendon
(RM 3.0) caused by Allentown sewage, Little Lehigh Creek, Monocacy Creek,
Bethlehem Steel Corporation, and Saucon Creek which contains Bethlehem sewage
flow.
Dissolved oxygen was the major constituent of concern. Various sources
and sinks could be accounted for by the AUTOSS model. Assuming negligible
photosynthetic activity and benthal demand, a profile agreeing within
1 mg/t DO was developed. The river has near saturation DO of 9 mg/t from Jim
Thorpe to Allentown. Below Allentown an oxygen demand is exerted which causes a
sag to 4.5 mg/t before the Glendon Dam (RM 4.0) followed by recovery to about
8 mg/t before the Easton Dam (RM 0.3). Much of the oxygen decrease was accounted
for by nitrification of the heavy amonia loadings from Bethlehem Steel Cor-
poration and SaucoD Creek. General literature values were used for the ammonia





















adjusted upward because of the aeration of the numerous low-head dams.
Further studies would be needed to verify the assumed parameters which pro-
duced a sag profile within 0.5 mg/t DO.
The predicted bacterial concentration showed the greatest variability
from measured values. High total coliform levels of from 1000 to 6000
organisms per 100 ro exist over the 47-mile stretch. Bacterial concentra-
tions from wastewater treatment plants on the river and tributaries maintain
the high concentrations in the Lehigh River.
Water quality data are one of the major limitations to applying a
proper mathematical model to a river. This study focuses the need for
further work in the lower Lehigh River below Allentown to better assess
the exact interactions which cause the DO sag. Also the sources of bacterial







The Lehigh River drains 1364 square miles in Eastern Pennsylvania and is
the second largest tributary to the Delaware River (See Map in Appendix)., ~
~ower 47-mile stretch from Jim Thorpe to Easton has been chosen for a water
quality investigation.l The river is of good quality in its headwaters but re-
ceives various pollutant inputs in the lower half being studied. Municipal
wastewàter is contributed by Allentown, Bethlehem by way of the Saucon Creek,
Catasauqua, Slatington, and Jim Thorpe. The industrial dischargers are
Bethlehem Steel Corporation, GAP, New Jersey Zinc, American Nickeloid, Pfizer,
Keystone Lamp, Ingersoll-Rand, and Crivellaro Dairy.
hThe Lehigh River has had a yearly flow of about 2300 cfs at Bethlehem. Flow
measurements have been maintained by the U. S. Geological Survey since about
1923 at Walnutport, Bethlehem, and Glendon within the study area. Also the
following tributaries are monitored: Pohopoco, Aquashicola, Little Lehigh,
and Monocacy. The minimum seven-day consecutive flow to be expected once in
ten years is 350 cfs at Bethlehem'1
Historically the Lehigh has served as a spawning area for various anadromous
fish, but this was frustrated by the construction of low-level wooden dams by
coal miners in the 1800' s. There are presently seven low-head dams within the
study area, changing the water level from about three to 20 feet at each
station. In order of size from smallest, these dams are: Palmerton, Hokendauqua,
Allentown: Hamilton Street, Northampton, Treichlers, Glendon, and Easton.
Not only do these create great pools of river water but they also complicate
,
the water quality interactions since benthic sediments accumulate behind
each.
The Lehigh Basin above Palmerton is underlain by thick patterns of sand-
stones, shales, and conglomerates which produce little dissolved solids in
neutral surface waters. From just below the Lehigh Gap (River mile 35.7)
to the mouth, the prevalent rock types are slate, limestone, and dolomite.
This causes the ground water that infiltrates into the river in this lower
region to be alkaline.
The Lehigh River has various beneficial uses including domstic, industrial,
and agricultural water supply, fishing, boating and swimming. jThe water qual-
ity criteria and abatement plan established by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania




















Since 1961 the U.S.G.S. has been monitoring water chemistry parameters
at two of their gaging stations, Bethlehem and Easton. At Easton an
instrument continuously records specific conductance, temperature, and
dissolved oxygen. At Bethlehem, the following parameters are monitored monthly:
discharge, dissolved silica, calcium, magnesium, sodium, potassium, bicarbonate,
carbonate, sulfate, chloride, nitrate, orthophosphate, dissolved solids,





~In addition to the above data, several special studies have been done on
the Lehigh River with limited ammounts of water quality data generated. These
include those by Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources, Lehigh
University, and the Delaware River Basin Commission. (See References).
However, the data collected were not adequate to use in a comprehensive

































II. OBJECTIVES AN SCOPE
~
In the summer of 1974, the NSF Student-Originated Studies project bed
the general objectives to develop and apply a mathematical water quality
model to the Lehigh River. As the particular model was chosen and more famil-
iarity with the available data, physical limitations, and study area were
attained, the general objectives evolved into the following specific objectives:
1) Establish a water quality data base for the 47-mile stretch of
the Lehigh River from Jim Thorpe to Easton, Pennsylvania.
.
2) Quantitate all effluents and tributaries of the Lehigh in the
designated study area and measure common water quality parameters.
3) Determine the flow for all significant effluents, tributaries, and
the river at established sampling stations.
4) Apply the sumer 1974 water quality and flow data using the EPA
AUTOSS steady state mathematical model.
5) Compare predicted water quality parameters obtained from the model
with the measured average summer river results.
6) Define the assumptions and computational approaches needed to
complete the computer modeling.
7) Analyze the general water quality condition of the river without
detailed characterization" of the extent or nature of the complete
ecological impact.
8) To critique the utility of the water quality data.
9) Recommnd additional research areas for better water quality
analysis and prediction on the Lehigh River.
In addition, a general project purpose was to familiarize students
with interdisciplinary research involving field sampling, hydrologic analysis,
computer programming, laboratory analysis, and mathematical model building.
The water quality study permitted the students to apply technical expertise
to a significant societal problem.
3.
I
I III. MATHTICAL MODELING BACKGROU
I
A mathematical model can predict water quality in term of quantifiable
parameters through a determnistic mass-balance relationship. Conservative
constituents and non-conservative constituents, which decay with time, 'can
be analyzed using a single system model having a functional relationship between
inputs and output. For a river quality study the point-source inputs
are the tributary and discharger flows and concentrations àlong the main






Most mathematical water quality models examine the coupled dissolved
oxygen system and use the same theoretical basis as the single system. Thus
a mass balance is taken about a designated volume of river with all oxygen
sources and sinks being computed or input. However, in a coupled system an
output, like the nitrogenous oxygen demand for the river, is utilized
as an input for the following river section being evaluated.
Water quality models can be made to be very sophisticated to analyze the
dynamic behavior of a river. However, for the purposes, effort, and time óf
this student study a steady-state model was chosen over an advanced scholastic,
non-steady, or probabilistic approach. Because of its easy accessability,
good documntation, and technical soundness the Environmental Protection
Agency AUTOSS model was selected for the project. It is part of 1:lle F.A
AUTO-QUAL Modeling system and could readily be adapted to the Lehigh University
CDC 6400 computer.
Basically the AUTOSS model complimented the assumptions needed to
more easily apply an initial mathematical model to the Lehigh River water
quality. The water was considered homogeneous throughout each cross-section,
i.e. one-dimensional, and non-dispersive. Also first-order rate kinetics were
applied by the system to the biochemical reactions being modeled. Similarly
the project could and did extend the approach to bacterial reactions. Thus
for non-conservative constituents the rate of change of material was directly
proportional to its concentration at each moment in time.
A mathematical model is only as good as its input data. Thus extensive
water quality sampling done in this project permitted a detailed river
analysis in sections of about 0.5 mile. All data entered in the AUTOSS comuter
model must be referenced to river mile and are linearly interpolated between














river mile, were needed for a complete water quality modeling: initial river
flow; river depth and width along the stretch; water temperature; inflows and
flow diversions; inflow concentrations of the particular conservative consti-
tuents considered; inflow concentrations of dissolved oxygen (DO); carbonaceous
biochemical oxygen demand (CBOD), nitrogenous oxygen demand (NBOD), indicator
bacteria considered; CBOD, NBOD, and bacterial decay rates; reaction rate
photosynthesis-respiration rate; and oxygen uptake of the sediments.
The AUTOSS model uses the "channel-junction" method to mathematically
describe and represent the river on a digital computer. The network established
by means of the computer exists under the following assumptions: 1) the natural
channel can be accurately represented by a system of discrete volumes,
2) within each junction all water propererties are uniform, i.e. fully mixed,
and 3) junction values have point values at the center of a junction.
A complete description of the network, programmd in Fortran, appears
in the EPA "AUTO-QUAL MODELING SYSTEM" report. The minor changes made in
the model for adaptation to the Lehigh River can be obtained from the Lehigh
University sanitary and hydraulic engineering division. The Appendix has
a listing of a sample input and output for one run of the mathematical model





































iv. LEHIGH RIVER SAMLING PROGR
An effective samling program was necessary to generate appropriate
data on which to calibrate the mathematical model. The most common physical,
biological, and chemical parameters to be measured in this baseline study
were: river depth, width, velocity and flow, temperature, dissolved oxygen
(DO), biochemical oxygen demsnd (BODS), pH, alkalinity, hardness, chloride,
phosphates, sulfate, Kjeldahl nitrogen, ammonia, nitrate, nitrite, total
and fecal coliform, and fecal streptococci. The program schedule
permitted eight weeks of intensive samling.
From detailed 15' U.S.G.S. topographic quadrangles possible river sampling
stations were located almost every mile. These stations had to be rep-
resentative, accessible and easily recognizable for repeated sampling through-
out the sumr.
Because of its size of 600 to 1300 cfs during the summer, the Lehigh
River had to be sampled using a rowboat. The exact samling program evolved
from one complete initial run dow the 47-mile stretch to acquaint the group
with the area and its problems. The group located 19 tributaries and 13
dischargers, including 9 N. J. Zinc pipes and 21 Bethlehem Steel Corporation
outfalls, although some had no flow.
The river sampling locations were readjusted in hope of obtaining represen-
tative samples above each individual discharger and then sufficiently dowstream
to allow for adequate mixing of the effluent with the river. Also samples
were taken before and after each of the lowhead dams to determine the
reaeration and benthic demand effects. The U.S.G.S. topographic maps showing
all the samling stations for river mile (RM) 0.0 to 47.0 appear in the
Appendix.
Typical sampling proceeded as follows. Three students with the boat
and all the equipment drove to the beginning river station for the day, usually
at one of the dams. Two used the boat to collect river, effluent, and trib-
utary samples along approximately a 10-mile stretch for a typical day. Also
the participants in the boat measured or estimated flow for all outfalls.
The other student measured tributary and river flows and collected some samples.








Samples were collected in clean 300 m1 DO bottles, 500 m1 Nalgene
bottles, and sterile 200 m1 bottles. At each site the time, temperature and
depth were recorded in the field book. Then the bottle numbers for the
respective samples were also noted. One DO bottle was fixed with appropriate
chemicals to permit Winkler method titration in the lab. The other DO
bottle was used to incubate a 5-day BOD test. The Nalgene bottles were for
the chemical analyses, and two were generally taken at each site. One
sterile bottle was for bacterial analysis. The bottles were immediately
placed in an ice cooler on the rowboat for preservation until they could be
taken to the Lehigh University sanitary 'engineering laboratory the same day
for analysis.
River samples were generally collected at a depth of 18 inches and at
the middle of the cross section. Care was taken to samle upstream from the
boat and to exclude any unrepresentative circumstances. Effluent pipes had to
be sampled in many ways because of the unique locations and shapes of each.
However, all were generally accessible by anchoring the boat and walking
along the river bank. Tributaries were sampled in the middle about ioa
feet upstream from the confluence with the Lehigh River.
Eight weeks of Lehigh River sampling permtted five runS from Jim Thorpe
to Easton. This produced three complete sets of data for the major dischargers.
Because the flow did not decrease much during the summer and there were no
unusual environmental conditions, the data for the summer was averaged to






































LERM WATER QUALITY SAMPLING STATIONS: 1974
NO. LEHIGH RIVER LOCATION RivER NO. LEHIGH RIVER LOCATION RIVER
MILE MILE
1 Jim Thorpe 46.2 22 Above Hamilton Street Dam 16.9
2 Route 209 Bridge 41.8 23 Below Hamilton Street Dam 16.8
3 NE Ext Pa. Turnpike Bridge 40.4 24 Below Kline's Is land 16.1
4 Bowmanstown Bridge 39.1 25 Dutch Hill Water Tank 15.1
5 Above Palmerton Dam 37.1 26 Power lines at Rittervi11e 14.0
5 ' Below Palmerton Damn 37.0 27 Old Bethlehem Fabrica tors 12.8
6 Weider's Crossing Bridge 35.1 28 Surefit 12.1
7 Walnutport Bridge 33.0 29 Above Monocacy Creek 11.5
8 Above Treichlers Dam 28.5 30 Minsi Trail Bridge 10.6
9 Below Treichlers Dam 28.4 31 Above Saucon Creek 9.5
10 Laurys Station 26.1 32 Freemansburg Bridge 9.2
11 Spring Creek 24.7 33 Below Steel City Island 8.4
12 Above Northampton Dam 23.5 34 Lower Saucon Power Lines 7.3
13 Below Northampton Dam 23.4 35 Bethlehem Boating Club 5.7
14 9th Street Bridge 22.3 36 Above Islam Park 5.0
15 Above Hokendauqua Dam 21.2 37 Above Glendon Dam 3.2
16 Below Hokendauqua Dam 21.1 38 Below Glendon Dam 3.1
17 Catasauqua Bridge 20.5 39 Glendon Bridge 2.2
18 Race Street Bridge 19.9 40 Train Trestle Bridge 0.9
19 Route 22 Bridge 18.8 41 Above Easton Dam 0.1
20 Tilghman Street Bridge 17 .6






















LEHIGH RIVER TRIBUTARY AND EFFLUENT IPCATIONS
TRIBUTARY ¡EFFLUENT RIVER
MILE






Wes t BOWIans Creek
Fireline Creek
Lizard Creek
N. J. Zinc 4/1
N. J. Zinc 4/2
N. J. Zinc 4/3, 4, 5, 6
N. J. Zinc 4/7
N. J. Zinc 4/8




























































Bethlehem Steel 4/15, 16, 17





Cement Arch Below Island
Crivellaro & Sons Dairy










































To apply a mathematical model to a river system, the hydrologic system
parameters must first be know. Depth, width, and cross-sectional area of the
river channel through the length studied were generally obtained from Arm
Corps of Engineers maps. The detailed maps show soundings taken every 10 feet
across the river at 200 foot intervals during the sumer of 1936 and 1945.
Based on measurements at several locations, average depths and widths to
compute the cross-sectional area at each mile or half mile were determined
(T able 3). This was the only complete data available for the river other
than U.S.G.S. topographic quadrangles.
The U.S.G.S. had conducted two incomplQte time-of-travel studies on the
Lehigh River in October 1970 and August 1973. However these studies were not
at the same flow rates as the summer of 1974 and neglected the effect
of most of the dams on the river. Thus the velocities from the time~of-travel
studies for the various reaches were merely used to check with the velocity
measurements made in this study.
All river and tributary flows were determined using an Ott current meter
suitable for velocities up to 16.4 feet per second. The intervals between
measurements of velocity on a tranquil section of a stream were determined
by the width and shape of the stream bed at the location. For shallow depths
of less than 6 inches, the number of revolutions of the velocity meter was
obtained by placing the meter below the surface at 0.6 of the depth. For
greater depths in accessible pprtiÒns of the river, the student participant
waded across the cross section and positioned the meter in measured intervals
at 0.2 and 0.8 of the depth. From these readings an average velocity for














v = 1.512 (N) + 0.115 if N ~ 0.51
V = 1.647 (N) + 0.046 if N) 0.51
.1 where N = the number of revolutions per second






Knowng the depths and intervals between measurements, the component
cross-sectional areas could be computed. A computer program (see Appendix)
was written to compute the total by summng the individual flows calculated
by both a linear and quadratic algorithm. Flow is obtained from the identity:
I
I Flow (cfs) = Velocity (fps) x Area (ft2)
I
I
A check on the calibration of the Ott meter was performed in a 39-foot
open section of laboratory flum. The probe was attached to a variable
speed monorail and set at one half the depth. The test results agreed with
the manufacturer's within 3% (See Appendix).
No submerged diffuser outfalls were being used on the Lehigh River. The
flows for the effluents had to be measured or calculated by various means
because little flow data was available from the industries. The municipal
waste water plants did have reliable flow data. Wherever possible, small
flow rates were determined by timing the filling of a known container volume.
Large flow outfalls were computed by the flow methods show in the Appendix:
critical depth or trajectory method. It was attempted to compare these grab
flow readings with EPA National Pollution Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) permt values to arrive at average flows for each discharger. The
water intake from the river at Northampton Water Co. (RM 24.7) and Bethlehem
Steel Corp. (RM 11.6) were obtained from the companies.
The model provides for the consideration of net evaporation - rainfall
for the period being modeled. For the steady state summr period of 1974, the
measured precipitation (in./month) approximately equaled the average sumer
evaporation (in. /month) for the Lehigh Valley.
All temperatures of the river were measured with a thermometer at a
depth of about 18 inches. No temperature routing or modeling was performed
for the river, although most dischargers and tributaries were analyzed.
Water temperatures were needed to adjust the various rates of decay and
reaeration from a standard value at 200C to the observed conditions. Also
temperature is used to calculate saturated dissolved oxygen.
Dispersion coefficients (ft2/sec) are low for rivers; these were not


































LEHIGH RIVER PHYSICAL DATA:
Summer 1974 Averages
River Width Depth River Width Depth
Mile (ft) (ft) Mile (ft) (ft)
(RM)
47 110 3.3 23 300 2.0
130 4.1
46 180 1.3 22 320 5.8
160 1.6
45 300 1.4 21 200 1.5
170 2.7
44 180 2.5 20 130 2.0
200 2.4
43 130 3.0 19 320 2.2
140 2.2
42 230 2.7 18 290 6.3
360 2.1
41 180 1.5 17 480 6.4
200 4.3
40 -- --- 16 200 6.3
160 4.4
39 220 3.3 15 320 4.5
220 9.5
38 --- --- 14 390 0.9
200 5.9
37 260 5.6 13 240 5.5
240 1.6
36 320 5.7 12 360 4.5
320 6.9
35 --- --- 11 270 4.7
34 260 2.4 10 430 1.3
290 4.0
33 360 3.0 9 280 8.4
360 3.5
32 340 2.2 8 270 7.6
190 4.3
31 260 5.0 7 300 4.6
230 7.3
30 330 5.9 6 260 8.8
470 6.0
29 --- --- 5 390 6.8
28 280 5.6 4 500 7.2
3.1 500 7.2






















LEHIGH RIVER PHYS¡CAL DATA:
Summer 1974 Averages
River Width Depth River Width Depth
Mile (ft) (ft) Mile (ft) (ft)
(RM)
26 -- --- 2 320 4.4
25 400 1.0 1 290 9.9
24 230 3.1 0.05 310 11.0
.
SOURCES: 1. River Measurements
2. U.S.G.S. 15' Topographic Quadrangle Maps























Dissolved oxygen (DO) is a critical constituent for the aquatic life of
a river. This common indicator of water quality and general river healthiness
was measured extensively along the river and for each effluent and tributary using
the azide modification of the Winkler method as described in Standard 'Method
for the Examination of Water and Wastewater (13th Ed., pp. 475-479). Immediately
after collection in 30o-ml DO bottles, samples were fixed on the river and
brought back to the lab in an ice chest or a box for titration.
To model the Lehigh River DO, various overall sources and sinks
caused by the effluents or produced in the river had to be assessed. Each of
the source/sink term show in Table 4 may represent the output of a relatively
complex system.
In stabilizing organic matter, bacteria utilize oxygen under aerobic condi-
tions. The important biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) test is a measure of the
amount of oxygen required by the bacteria during the degradation. Five-day
BOD tests were performed according to Standard Methods (pp 489-494). BOD
samples were chilled upon collection and brought back to the laboratory for
incubation at 20oC. Most river samples did not need to be diluted; however,
some discharges and tributaries had to be reduced in concentration to
obtain satisfactory results.
After five days the dissolved oxygen was determined by the azide modifi-
cation of the Winkler method for samples during the first half of the summer.
Later a Portable DO probe from Yellow Springs Instrument Co. was used and, in
addition to saving effort, agreed well with the first technique.
The biochemistry participant also ran four long-term BOD tests, two at
once for two separate periods during the summer. The jug dilution method of
Orford, et al (1953) was used to determne the amount of ?xygen
consumed by the bacteria in about 25 days. The first pair consisted of one
s-gallon river samle from below Allentown's Kline Island (RM 16.1)
and one from below the confluence of Saucon Creek and the Lehigh River.
(RM 9.3). The second pair during the following three weeks consisted
of two samples from below Kline's Island, one had nitrification in-
hibitor N-serve added.
The purpose of the long-term BOD tests was to acquire a decay rate for the
carbonaceous and/or nitrogenous oxygen demands. The group used the computer

























1. Atmospheric Reaeration 1. Carbonaceous BOD (CBOD)










The procedures to measure the nitrogen compounds and respective nitrogenous
oxygen demand are discussed in the following chemical section.
The AUTOSS model utilizes a photosynthesis-respiration rate in its dis-
solved oxygen balance to represent the net difference between the photo-
synthetic production of oxygen and its usage by biological activity other than
biochemical oxygen demand or sediment uptake. This study attempted to a~quire
phytoplankton productivity rate values by two methods: evaluation of diurnal
DO measurements and light and dark bottle technique. However these methods
do not directly estimate algal respiration alone without bacterial respiration.
The samling of the river was conducted during the daylight hours. To check
the fluctuation in the photosynthetic production of oxygen as opposed to the
relatively steady oxygen demand of respiratory activity, the project conducted
two all-night diurnal oxygen studies. The first on 18 to 19 July 1974
was on the river below Kline's Island; the second on 1 to 2 August was above
,
the Glendon Dam (river mile 3.2). Samles for DO and BOD5 were taken over
a 24-hour period from the middle of the river. Also four sets of light and
dark bottles were placed in the river at Jim Thorpe, Allentown, Bethlehem,
Md Gl~don.
Standard Methods was followed to measure the productivity by means of
the two oxygen methods (pp. 738-754). The light and dark bottle technique
measures merely the plankton productivity, while the diurnal study should
show the effect of periphyton productivity also.
The effect of benthal oxygen demand, chemical oxidation, and reaeration
could not be assessed in the field for the scale and time of this project.
In-situ measurements of oxygen uptake behind the dams would have been desir-
able; a benthic respirometer is necessary. Most of the river had very
little deposits of periphyton and generally it was difficult to use the Ekmn
dredge to acquire any benthal deposits except below Saucon Creek.
The reaeration coefficient is definitely necessary for any oxygen balance
but was not measured for the Lehigh River. The Dobbins O'Connor equation is
used in the AUTOSS program to calculate reaeration rates and has been verified
for rivers of average depth from 1 to 30 feet and velocities of 0.5 to 1.6
fps. The Lehigh River satisfies these conditions, but the man-made dams
complicate the analysis. Thus reaeration rates in the range of 0.1 to
l2.0/day had to be assigned to the river sections based on field observations






















, K2 (~20 C) = 12.9, uO.51 5H .
I where H = hydraulic radius (H)
u' = velocity (fps)
K2 = reaeration rate( l/day)I
I K2 is temperature corrected from 200c by the formula
I
K2 (~ToC) = tK2~20oC) 1.024 (T-20)
I
I
The saturation value of dissolved oxygen is a function of temperature,
salinity, and barometric pressure. No laboratory studies were conducted to
determne DO saturation but rather it was computed in the model by the formla-'
2
DO sat = 14.62 - 0.367 T + 0.0045T
I owhere T is the temperature in C.
I
I
In an attempt to model water quality degradation using standard indicator
microorganisms, the biological participant conducted an extensive bacteriological
examination of the river and its tributaries and dischargers. The ~Millpore
filter technique, found in Standard Methods, was used to define the con-
centrations of three groups of bacteria being investigated: total coliforms,
fecal coliforms, and fecal streptococci. The three were chosen to determine
which, if any, could be modeled for the Lehigh River. Traditionally water
quality studies only tested for total coli form as a means for evaluating the
extent of humn and livestock contamination. However, fecal colifo~ and strep
are often analyzed because the source of pollution can be determined from the
ratios of these bacterial concentrations.
Initially 200 ml glass bottles containing 0.4 ml of 10% sodium thiosulfate
were used for sample collection, but later heat resistant one-liter Nalgene
plastic containers were used. Both the glass and plastic bottles were auto-
claved daily at l2loC for 15 minutes at 15 psi. Because of several municipal
wastewater effluents, the sodium thiosulfate was used to neutralize any
residual chlorine, which kills bacteria, that might have been present from them.
The grab samples were stored in an ice chest on the boat until returned to











orefrigeration unit at approximtely 6 C. Most samples were filtered within
8 hours after collection, and no sample remined unfiltered 24 hours after
collection.
Because of the unknow range of bacterial concentrations in the river and
tributary samples, the first series of samples required filter volume of 100m,
10m, and 1 mI. Presterilized Millipore filters (HAWG 047 50) having a pore
size of 0.45 microns were used. The set of volumes had to be filtered three
times for each sample to determine the concentrations of total coliforms,
fecal coliform, and fecal strep. Once the approximate number of organisms
per 100 m1 sample was found, only six volumes, or two for each type of medium,
were filtered for each sample.
After filtration, each filter paper was placed in a petri dish containing
an absorbent pad saturated with selectively differential media. The plates
containing selective media for total coliforms and fecal strep incubated well
at 35tO.50C. The fecal coliform plates should be incubated at 44.5 ~0.2oC.
However, an incubator with this narrow range of tolerance could not be obtained so
the temperature was kept at 45tO.soC. Incubating at the latter high temper-
ature permts fecal coliform like E. coli to survive but not others like
Aerobacter aerogenes, a gram-negative, nonspore-forming, rod-shaped bacteria
owhich ferments lactose with gas production at 35 C but is not of fecal origin.
After the appropriate incubation period. the colonies were counted using
a lOX stereoscope. Using only two volumes of 10 and 100 m1 sometimes caused the
numer of colonies on the filter paper to be beyond the accepted accuracy
range: 20 to 100 colonies per filter paper. To get reasonably accurate counts
with large numbers of colonies, the plates were incubated for shorter than
the recommnded time periods to keep the colonies from growing together.
As may as 200 colonies per plate were accepted when the total and fecal























Various mineral, nitrogen, phosphate, and metal constituents have been
analyzed for use in modeling the Lehigh River quality and establishing a data
base. For this study it is assumed that most of these variables are conserved
throughout the time and space scale being investigated. Thus the AUTOSS comuter
model deals with these by means of a simple mass balance routine, neglecting
any decay, losses to the river bottom, and ground water dilution. Total
dissolved solids (mS) are usually considered conservative, but individual
components were chosen to be analyzed in this study in an advective fashion
to show the general river profile.
Samles from the effluents, tributaries, and river were collected in
one liter plastic bottles and brought back to Lehigh's sanitary engineering
lab for analysis. Determinations of pH, alkalinity and nitrogen form were
performd immediately or refrigerated and done the following day. The samples
were stored by bottle number and further analyzed as time, chemical availa-
bility, and equipment permitted.









1) Amonia (NH3) was measured using Nessler's reagent according to
Standard Methods. In this and all other colorimetric determinations
a Bausch & Lomb spectronic 20 was used.
2) Nitrate (N03) was measured using the cadmium reduction (modified
diazotization l-Napthylamine-Sulfanilic Acid) method as in Standard
Methods, modified by Hach reagents.
3) Nitrite (N02) was measured by the diazotization method (l-Napthyl-
amine-Sulfanilic Acid) as in Standard Methods, modified by Hach
reagents.
4) Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen was measured according to Standard Methods
with a Nesslerization finish.
5) Sulfates (S04) were measured using the turbidimetric method according
to Standard Methods, modified by the use of Hach reagents.
6) Chlorides (Cl) were measured by the mercuric nitrate method according
to Standard Methods, modified by the use of Hach reagents.
7) Alkalinity was measured using Standard Methods potentiometric













8) Hardness was measured by an EDTA titration according to Ståndàrd
Methods, modified by the use of Hach reagents.
9) Phosphates (P04) were measured by the ascorbic acid ,method according
to Standard Methods, modified by the use of Hach reagents.
10) Total phosphates were determined by acid hydrolysis with 5.2N H2S04
followed by neutralization and the ascorbic acid determnation
according to Standard Methods, modified by the use of Hach reagents.
11) pH' of all samples were measured with a Fisher Accumet pH meter.
12) Calcium (Ca), magnesium (Mg), sodium (Na), and potassium (K)
determinations were run on the Dial-Atom Mark II Atomic Absorption
Flame Emission Spectrophotometer JA 82-720. Sodium and potassium
were run on flame emission. The others were determined by atomic



















I V1. DISCUSSIONS OF RESULTS
I
A. Physical
The flows measured on the Lehigh River for the Jim Thorpe and Glendon
stations were consistent through July and August. The averages are 40or30 cfs
and 1045 !20 cfs respectively. (See Table 5). The mass balance for the
entire river computed by using the flow at Jim Thorpe and all measured dis-
charges and diversions of at least 1 cfs (Table 7) gave a flow of 1033 cfs
at Glendon. This calculated rate agrees well with the average measured flow
of 1045 cfs. The stations at Palmerton and Bethlehem, measured only once in
August, and the stations at Northampton and Allentow, when averaged at the
wide range of flows observed, do not check well in the mass balance. The
lack of consistency and repeatability of measurement can account for the flows
not agreeing with those calculated by the overall summer mass balance.
Besides errors in the river measurements, the flow mass balance has other
possible sources of error: the computed and measured tributary and grab
samle effluent flows; non-point source loadings; and ground water interaction.
Average values had to be used for all effluents and tributaries, and some did
have a large flow range as seen in Table 6. The Ott Meter calibrated in the lab
agreed within 3.3% of the velocity expected. Obtaining cross-sectional areas
was done approximately by pacing and thus another source of inaccuracy.
The flows for most pipes are approximations; a continuous flow metering
device would be needed on all major outfalls. As a check, the flow rates
were compared with those used in the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permits. The flows and sample calculations for the dischargers
appear in the Appendix.
Temperatures for the Lehigh River ranged from 20 to 270c and tended to
increase going dowstream. Increases of 30C were noted for the river passing
N. J. Zinc (RM 37.5 to 36.5) and Bethlehem Steel (RM 11.8 to 9.6). Discharges
of up to 34°C caused this increase. The river temperature profile appears






































LEHIGH RIVER PHYSICAL MESURENTS
RIVER AVG. , AVG.
STATION MILE DATE DEPTH WIDTH FLOW FLOW(ft) (ft) (cfs) (cfs)
Jim Thorpe 46.2 7/11 2.4 130 450
7/26 2.3 144 374 400
8/9 2.3 144 377
Palmerton 35.1 8/14 1.8 254 672 672
Northampton 26.0 7/31 1.5 368 1185
7/15 2.3 145 330 703
8/14 2.6 187 593
Allentown 16.2 7/10 2.0 335 811
7/16 1.9 325 585 797
8/15 1.4 440 997
Bethlehem 11.8 8/8 1.4 430 950 950
Glendon 6.5 7/19 2.3 236 1025
8/21 2.4 279 1080 1045
























River Date Flow Flow
Tributary Mile Measured (cfs) (cfs)




















Fireline 38.9 6/26 2.17
7/5 2.48 2.52
7/30 2.92



































River Date Flow Flow
Tributary Mile Measured (cfs) (cfs)




Spring Run 24.5 7/5 1.27 0.75
7/30 0.22



















































River Date Flow FlowTributary Mile Measured (cfs) (cfs)


























MESURD FLOW MASS BACE
.
Added Cumulative Measured
River Flow Flow RiverLocation Mile (cfs) Totals Flows
~l (cfs) (cfs)
. . . . .
,
Lehigh River at Jim Thorpe 46.2 400 400 400"
+ Jim Thorpe Sewage 46.0 1
+ Long Run 44.1 3
+ Beaver Run 44.1 1
+ Mahoning Creek 42.1 16
+ Pohopoco 40.5 63
+ Fireline Creek 39.1 2
+ Lizard Creek 38.9 31
+ N. J. Zinc 37.4-36.5 11
+ Aquashicola 35.9 71
Lehigh River at Palmerton 35.1 +199 599 6721
+ Pfizer 35.0 1
+ Trout Creek 32.9 9
+ Bertsch Creek 30.9 4
Lehigh River at Northampton 26.0 + 14 613 7032
+ Fell's Creek 25.9 1
+ Hokendauqua Creek 22.7 20
+ Coplay Creek 20.7 10
+ Catasauqua Sewage 20.2 3
+ Catasauqua Creek 19.8 8
+ Western Electric Tributary 18.0 4
+ Allentow Sewage 16.4 55
Lehigh River at Allentow 16.2 +101 714 7972
+ Little Lehigh Creek 16.1 125
Lehigh River at Bethlehem 11.8 +125 839 9501
+ Monocacy Creek 11.3 57
+' Bethlehem Steel 11.8-9.6 242
- Bethelehm Steel Intake A 10.9
- 69
- Bethlehem Steel Intake B 10.2 -137
+ Saucon Creek 9.4 92
+ Nancy Run 8.5 9
Lehigh River at Glendon 6.5 +194 1033 1045
.







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































I B. BiologicalThe major emphasis of the applied model was the dissolved oxygen balance
for the Lehigh River. Each of the major sources and sinks used in the AUTOSS
model will first be discussed.
Single system models have been widely used in river water quality
studies to describe the biochemical oxygen demand which greatly affects the
river's dissolved oxygen. This study has made a distinction between the
carbonaceous and nitrogenous oxygen demands. Because of the delay in the
growth of the nitrifying bacteria, carbonaceous demand (CBOD) is generally
exerted first.
The results of the long-term BOD tests appear in Figures 2 and 3 and are
much different than might be expected for a river. The near linear rate of
oxygen utilization is at odds with the concept of first order kinetics used
in simulating biological oxygen utilization. From chemical tests it was
observed that nitrification was also proceeding as well as the carbonaceous
. . .~
oxygen use. The second group of tests performed in August were opposite of
what would be expected; the nitrification inhibitor test should show a much
lower demand. Figure 2 shows the river having a 20-day demand of about 7 mg/l,
which is significantly less than 30 mg/l for the other tests.
Because of the inconsistency of the long-term tests, the results could
not be used to determine decay coefficients. Possibly oxygen entered into
the sample jugs during the test or diffused from the 5-gallon supply to l-gallon
sample jug used in the test. Further tests need to be performd and are
planned by Lehigh University personnel. There may be toxic substances in the
river which inhibit immediate oxygen demand exertion.
Therefore ultimate carbonaceous and nitrogeneous biochemical oxygen
demand and their respective decay rates had to be determined using various
assumptions. A common value for deoxygenation rate with no nitrification
occurringCK)is 0.23/day. using this value the ultimate carbonaceous bio-




















The CBOD profile appears in Figure 4 with predicted and actual agreeing





















approximately doubles the river concentration from 3 to 6 mg/l CBOD.
Similar results could be achieved using a high ultimte demand and a lower
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I LONG-TERM BOD TEST NO. 2LEHIGH RIVER BELOW ALLENTOWN (RM 16.1)
I
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Because of their significant effect on dissolved oxygen, especially in
the Lower Lehigh River, the nitrogen results are discussed in this section.
In most water nitrogen is originally present in the form of organic nitrogen
and is gradually oxidized to ammnia. nitrite, and nitrate in what is termed
the second stage nitrogenous oxygen demnd (NBOD).
Nitrifying bacteria Nitrosomonas oxidize ammnia to nitrite and Nitro- 
bacter oxidize nitrite to nitrate. By stoichiometry the oxygen required for
complete oxidation is:
NBOD = 4.57 (TKN) + 1.14 (N02-N)
where TK is the Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (Organic-N + Amonia-N). Thus
the discharge of amnia and subsequent oxidation could seriously decrease
the DO levels for the river, especially where long residence times permit
the growth of nitrifying bacteria.
The nitrogen values do show significant nitrogen increases in the river
and nitrification in the lower 15 miles of the Lehigh River. The plot of
Kjeldahl nitrogen was mostly academic because not enough measurements were msde.
The nitrogen forms cannot be treated as conservative constituents as show in
Figures 5 through 8 using the AUTOSS model. However, a mass balance gives an
estimate of the amount being oxidized. The inorganic nitrogen forms can
be more accurately simulated by considering first' order nitrification
reactions, BOD degradation, and algal, bacterial, and zooplankton uptake and
excretion. The total nitrogen for the river, however, should obey a mass
balance check as shown in Table 8 and in Figure 9.
Saucon Creek, Bethlehem Steel, Allentown Sewage, Little Lehigh, and
Monocacy Creek contribute substantial nitrogen, especially ammnia, to raise
the river load from 6400 lbs/day at Allentow (RM 16.8) to 36,000 lbs/day
at Freemasburg (RM 9.2). From Saucon Creek (RM 9.4) to the Glendon Dam
(RM 3.2) the forms of nitrogen undergo the changes as show in Figure 9, based
on average river measurements for the summer study.
It seems that the river has sufficient bacterial populations'to effect
immdiate nitrogen oxidation in the lower 10 mile stretch of the river. A
comon literature value of nitrification rate (Kn) of O.l/day is greatly





















The stoichiometric relationship for nitrification has been used to calculate
the NBOD, with ammonia-N being used in the formla instead of TKN. Figure 10
shows the resulting profile using a nitrification rate of 0 above Allentow,
O.l/day for RM 16.0 to 9.0, 0.4/day for RM 9.0 to 3.4, and O.l/day below RM 3.4.
The predicted and actual agree within 1.5 mg/l for most of the river. Saucon Creek











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LOCATION Mile N02 N03 NH3 SUM
River above Palmerton 37.5 28.9 1029 2073 3131
NJ Zinc 111 37.4 0.03 0.65 0.43 1.10
8 36.6 0.09 3.03 12.8 16.0
9 36.5 0.31 6.79 10.1 17.2
Aquashicola 35.9 11.8 163 457 631
River below Palmerton 35.0 47.1 1507 1453 3006
River at Allentow 16.8 132.81 3287.0 3021. 4 6441
Allentow Sewage 16.4 18.9 814 3172 4005
Li ttle Lehigh l6.l 47.0 1413 864 2324
River below Allentown 15.1 476 3380 8843 12,699
River at Bethlehem 11.5 332.8 3210.6 4803.0 8346
Monocacy Creek 11.3 6.46 779 241 1027
Beth. Steel 113 11.5 0.87 32.9 34.5 68.2
7 11.0 6.14 1050 3026 4082
8 10.9 7.42 158 106 272
9 10.9 6.84 160 118 285
10 10.8 14.9 17.5 55.5 87.8
11 10.6 11.2 LOO.L 46.7 158
12 10.3 2.3 13.0 5.4 20.6
13 10.2 8. 1 84.8 71.0 l64
14 10.2 0.3 0.3 1.3 2.0
15 10.2 0.3 1.6 6.8 8.8
16 10.2 2.4 8.0 9.3 19.6
17 10.1 86.7 75.1 394 556
18 10.1 l2.7 24.0 54.4 91.1
19 10.0 12.1 19.3 29.8 61.2
20 9.8 9.3 61.6 28.3 99.2
Beth., Steel Intakes 10.6 -206 -2076.5 -1237.9 -3368
River before Saucon 9.5 707 1876 6048 8631
Saucon Creek 9.4 261 1642 7428 9332
River at Freemansburg 9.2 1714 13,108 20,848 35,670

























LOCATION Mil, N02 N03 NH3 +N03
River below Steel City 8.4 153 18,337 19,808 38,300
River at Saucon Power Lines 7.3 2720 13,250 14,850 30,800
River at Boating Club 5.7 1320 14,700 17,800 33,800
Crivellaro Dairy 4.4 0.11 1.0 2.71 3.82
River above Glendon Dam 3.2 1730 15,100 14,400 31,300
River at Glendon Bridge 2.2 1570 15,700 14,400 31,800
Ingersoll-Rand 1.6 0.1 6.17 2.33 8.60









I LOWER LEHIGH RIVERNITROGEN PROFILE
I LERM: Sumer 1974 August
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I No quantitative results were obtained for the phytoplankton productivity.
The light and dark bottle technique for two of the four tests indicated more
DO in the dark bottle than the light; no accurate photosynthesis-respiration
(P-R) rate could be assessed. However this technique was inadequate for
the river since most of the autotrophs are periphyton, plankton attached to
the substrata.
The diurnal oxygen studies, Figures 11 and 12, show a variation of about
1 mg/l DO during the 24-hour period. However the daylight hours did not
consistently have a higher DO as would be expected from photosynthesis.
Perhaps much of the variation was caused by the sampling techniques
by the different people during the study. Qualitatively the two studies
indicate that phytoplankton productivity does not have a significant effect
on dissolved oxygen in the Lehigh River critical lower stretch.
The 5-day BOD was also measured during the diurnal studies. Figures
13 and 14 show a variability of about 2 mg/l for the BODS' The inconsistency










































DIURAL OXYGEN STUY NO. l:DO
LOCATION: Lehigh River Below Kline's Island (RM 16.1)
DATE: Thursday 18 July 1974
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DIURAL OXYGEN STUY NO. 2:DO
I LOCATION: Lehigh River Above Glendon Dam (RM 3.3)
DATE: Thursday 1 August 1974
to Friday 2 August 1974I
I
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I DIURAL OXYGEN STUY NO. l:BODS
Lehigh River Below Kline's Island ~ 16.1)
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I DIURAL OXYGEN STUDY NO. 2:BOD5
I LOCATION: Lehigh River Above Glendon Dam (RM 3.3)
DATE: Thursday 1 August 1974
to Friday 2 August 1974I
I
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The AUTOSS model generally predicts the Lehigh River DO within 1 mg/l.
The average measured DO for the river from Allentow to Jim Thorpe (RM 15 to
47) is approximately 9 mg/l, or saturated with respect to oxygen for most
of the stretch. The five low-head dams definitely contribute to reaeration
as shown by the peaks on the DO profile in Figure 15. The predicted values
were generally lower and the values entered in the model for reaeration
rates at the dams (see Table 10) were not sufficient to produce the same
increases, however the sampling locations were such that the excessive aera-
tion probably produced high results.
Study efforts for the DO model were placed on the critical reach from
Allentow to Easton, and especially above the Glendon Pam where the DO level
sags to 4.5 mg/l, but is soon restored by the dam (RM 3.2). Various factors
may account for the decrease. Nitrification of the heavy ammonia nitrogen
loadings from Saucon Creek and Bethlehem Steel was assumed to be the major
factor in using the AUTOSS model. Other possibilities are sediment uptake
behind the dam, low reaeration caused by an oil film from Bethlehem Steel,
or chemical oxygen demand from the iron chips from Saucon Creek andJaetñ1ehem
Steel being oxidized.
Various computer runs of the AUTOSS model were made to best represent
the dissolved oxygen profile. All values used were averages for the sumer.
In being referenced to river miles in the program, the input data is linearly
interpolated between junctions for the chosen 100 section analysis and
temperature corrected to the actual river temperatures.
The predicted Lehigh River DO profile was determined by adjusting
reaeration rates and NBOD decay rates. A similar profile could be produced
by using benthal respiration rate and photosynthesis - respiration rates





































DO, CBOD, and NBOD FOR LEHIGH RIVER STATIONS
Concentrations: mg/l
River
Mile BODS CBOD DO N02 NH3 NBOD
46.2 1.0 1.4 9.3 0.006 0.424 1.9
41.8 1.4 2.0 9.4 0.005 0.349 1.6
40.4 1.6 2.3 9.5 0.030 0.317 1.5
39.1 1.5 2.2 9.2 0.030 0.514 2.4
37.1 1.4 2.0 8.6 0.008 0.574 2.6
37.0 1.3 1.9 9.3 0.020 0.410 1.9
35.1 1.2 1. 7 9.6 0.013 0.401 1.8
33.0 1. 7 2.5 9.7 0.020 0.947 4.4
28.5 2.l 3.0 8.6 0.020 0.759 3.5
28.4 - - 9.3 0.005 0.512 2.4
26.1 1. 3 1.9 9.6 0.010 0.429 2.0
23.5 2.4 3.5 8.6 0.006 0.252 1.2
23.4 1.5 2.2 8.9 0.007 1.388 6.4
22.3 1.3 1.9 8.9 0.009 0.339 1.6
21.2 1.5 2.2 8.6 0.010 0.345 1.6
21.1 1.5 2.2 9.0 0.017 0.360 1. 7
20.5 1.4 2.0 9.1 0.031 0.306 1.4
19.9 1. 7 2.5 9.5 0.030 0.336 1.5
18.8 1.9 2.9 9.8 0.021 0.340 1.6
17.6 2.2 3.2 9.4 0.016 0.210 1.0
17.2 1.9 2.9 9.4 0.018 0.210 1.0
16.9 2.1 3.0 8.7 0.032 0.728 3.4
16.8 2.0 2.9 8.8 0.032 0.669 3.1
16.1 2.9 4.2 9.2 0.052 0.925 4.3
15.1 4.2 6.1 7.6 0.093 1. 727 8.0
14.0 2.7 3.9 8.4 0.039 1.251 5.8
12.8 2.7 3.9 8.3 0.034 0.462 2.2
12.1 3.2 4.6 9.0 0.053 0.933 4.4
11.5 3.6 5.2 8.6 0.065 0.938 4.4
10.6 2.8 4.1 8.0 0.319 1.116 5.3
9.5 2.8 4.1 7.4 0.133 1.138 5.3
9.2 4.0 5.8 7.9 0.029 3.588 16.5
8.4 3.2 4.6 7.3 0.027 3.500 16.1
7.3 3.8 5.5 7.1 0.481 2.625 12.6
5.7 4.6 6.7 5.2 0.233 3.150 14.7
5.0 4.4 6.4 4.5 0.291 2.526 11.9
3.2 4.6 6.7 5.4 0.306 2.541 11.9
3.1 4.6 6.7 7.5 0.103 2.226 10.4
2.2 4.4 6.4 7.8 0.278 2.553 12.1
0.9 3.2 4.6 7.9 0.393 2.070 9.9


























Size Number! Dam2 River Mile (1/day)
7 Palmerton 37.0 3.
3 Treichlers 28.5 11.
4 Northampton 23.5 LO.
6 Hokendauqua 21.2 9.5
5 Allentow: Hamilton Street 16.9 9.
2 Glendon 3.2 12.
1 Easton 0.0 1,2.
1 Highest to lowest
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I The bacterial profiles for the Lehigh River had more variation than anyother water quality parameters. The predicted values were obtained using a
decay rate of 0.3/day, low .compared to the range cited in literature of
1.0 to 1.5/day. Because of the lack of time and the data scatter, the model
was not calibrated to more accurately predict the river behavior. Also
significant bacterial changes were noted after the several periods of pre-
cipitation during the sumer.
Generally the bacterial counts are high throughout the Lehigh River.
Fecal coliform and streptocci concentrations are similar; total coliform concen-
trations are about 10 times as high. Total coliform range from 600 to 6000 per
100 ml. The Pennsylvania bathing standard of 1000/100 ml is exceeded for


























































































































































































































































































































































































































The chemcal parameters measured are best illustrated in graphs, for the
river showing the measured actual values and the computer model profile.
Each group will be considered separately with respect to their mass balance
and interaction within the river. The nitrogen compounds have been considered
with the biological parameters because of their interaction with the important
oxygen balance of the river.
The profile for pH (Figure 19) shows the initial increase from a low of
6.5 at Jim Thorpe caused by tributaries and flow over calcium carbonate rocks.
Generally the pH peak of 8.4 and 8.3 at river miles of 17.5 and 25.0 match
the large increases in alkalinity in the river at the Tilghma Street Bridge
and Treichlers Dam. The alkalinity of the water is a measure of the buffering
capacity and has little water quality significance other than affecting the
water palatability at high levels. The pH range of 6.5 to 8.4 and alkalinity
of 65 mg/l CaC03 and less are norml for river water. The computer model
mass balance merely indicates the increasing alkalinity trend with the biggest
change caused by the high alkalinity in the Allentown Sewage at river mile 16.4.
(See Figure 20). A mass balance does not take in account the alkalinity
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Phosphorous OCcurs in the water as either orthophosphate, pOlyPhosphate
or the molecularly dehydrated form, or organically bound phosphates. The
phosphates interact with water and the forms may be solqb1é,' occur in bottom
sedimnts as precipitated inorganic or as part of organic compounds, or they
may be within the bodies of aquatic organisms. No algal or bacteria kinetic
interaction was considered in simulating the phosphate behavior. These can
account for some of the differences between the actual and predicted value of
Figures 21 and 22. No sophisticated technique was applied for modeling
because of the inconsistencies show by orthophosphate being greater than
total phosphate for several samples. Also the low level and lack of algal
blooms indicates phosphates are not a significant water quality problem
paramter.
Like with the other chemical constituents hardness shows a large increase
around river mile 16.0 at Allentow. Hardness is defined as the sum of the
polyvalent cations, expressed as calcium carbonate, with calcium and magnesium
being the principle hardness ions. The calcium and magnesium show profil~s
similar to the hardness but do not directly add up to produce hardness since they
are expressed as Ca and Mg respectively. Generally above Allentow the Lehigh
River has soft water. The tributary creeks, Allentow Sewage, and Bethlehem
Steel raise the water to the moderately hard classification of 75 to 150 mg/l.
Calcium and magnesium, two alkaline earth metals, generally constitute the
most abundant cations in freshwater. Their chemical activity is similar,
particularly in the formtion of carbonate salts. A mass balance on these ions
does not account for their variability with pH, temperature, and substrate comp~
osition.
The two alkali metals, sodium and potassi~ occur in low concentrations.
In average soft waters the equivalent concentration of sodium is second to
that of calcium; this is the case with the Lehigh River. The ratio of sodium
to total cations is important in agriculture and humn pathology but is not
significant for the Lehigh River. Again there are major concentration increases
below the Allentown Wastewater Treatment Plant and Bethlehem Steel Corporation.
The AUTOSS conservative constituent model does not predict any of the erratic
peaks and valleys of the river profile.
Chloride and sulfate represent the principal anions present in Lehigh
River water. Neither occur in unusually high concentrations and they both meet
drinking water standards. Below Allentown the concentrations increase





















Table 12 shows a mass balance check for the major flow sources
having concentrations of hardness, chloride, sulfate, potassium, and phosphate~
The various inconsistencies in the mass flow (1000 lbs/day) are reaily

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Rivei Flow Conc. Flow Mass Flow
Location Mile (cfs) (mg/l) (103lbs/day) (103lbs/day)
.
. River above Palmerton 37.5 670 31 112 112
NJ Zinc #1 37.4 0.3 23 .04
1/8 36.8 1.33 60 .43
+ 32
1/9 36.5 1.62 62 .54
Aquashicola 35.9 70.9 79 30.18
. River below Palmerton 35.0 672 51 185 144
. River at Allentow 16.8 770 82 340 340
Allentow Sewage 16.4 54.7 222 65.44 +179
Little Lehigh 16.1 124.5 169 113.41
. River below Allentown 15.1 950 86 440 519
River at Bethlehem 11.5 950 84 430 519
Monocacy Creek 11.3 57.1 261 80.31
Bethlehem Steel 1/3 11.5 6.0 60 1.94
1/7 11.0 99.0 103 5.50
1/8 10.9 14.2 100 7.65
1/9 10.9 14.6 98 7.70
1110 10.8 10.2 126 6.93
1/11 10.6 8.6 112 5.19
1/12 10.3 1.3 110 0.77 + 86
#13 10.2 8.4 107 4.84
/115 10.2 0.9 105 0.51
1/16 10.2 1.4 103 0.77
117 10.1 53.6 100 28.89
/118 10.1 10.7 118 6.81
119 10.0 '6.3 107 5.63
1120 9.8 6.7 110 3.97
Bethlehem Steel Intakes 10.6 -205.8 100 111. -111
. River before Saucon 9.5 986 100 532 494
Saucon Creek 9.4 92.0 175 87. + 87
. River at Freemasburg 9.2 1078 114 662 581
Nancy Run 8.5 8.62 256 12 + 12































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































"ocation Mile Cl S04 K P04
iver above Palmerton 37.5 39.7 9.75 3.61 1.53
N.J. Zinc 37. + 0.55 + 0.59 + 0.01 +0.00
Aquashicola 35.9 2.3 33.2 0.65 0.1
iver below Palmerton 35.0 25.4 193. 2.90 1.29
~iver at Allentow 16.8 43.6 162. 4.56 ---
Allentow Sewage 16.4 + 1.92 + 21.6 +3.22 +0.68
Little Lehigh 16.1 + 9.71 + 22.3 +1.94 +0.12
~iver below Allentow 15.1 92.2 219. 15.3 2.06
.
River at Bethlehem 11.5 92.2 221. 18.0 3.02
Monocacy Creek 11.3 + 1.23 + 8.74 + 1.23 +0.17
Bethlehem Steel 10-11 + 26.1 + 71.8 + 7.83 +0.46
(Beth Steel Intakes) 10.6 - 21.1 - 55.5 - 5.55 -0.44
River before Saucon Creek 9.5 47.8 532. 34.6 2.48
Saucon Creek 9.4 12.9 48.0 5.66 0.64
River at Freemansburg 9.2 131. 278. 31.4 6.74
Nancy Run 8.5 0.72 1.95 0.01 0.00







I SUMY AND CONCLUSIONS
I The primary objective of this NSF Student Originated Study was to apply
I
a mathematical model to Lehigh River water quality. The limitations of water
quality data necessitated an extensive sampling program and hydrologic moni-
I toring. However, many assumptions and approximations still had to be made in
the analysis. The AUTOSS model does provide a basis for further studies.
I There is no single factor, physical, chemical, or biological, which can
I
be used alone to indicate the quality of a river, but this study concentrated
on dissolved oxygen in addition to measuring many other chemical constituents.
I The EPA AUTOSS steady state model permitted easy input data manipulation for
calibration and its graphical output made for easy analysis.
I The following specific conclusions can be made:
I
(1) The low-head dams on the Lehigh River introduce an unknown
benthal oxygen demand but significantly aerate the water
I flowing over.
(2) Reaeration coefficients (K2) input to the model range trom
about 0.5 to 10.0/day.I
I
(3) The effect of photosynthesis is not signifcant for the
Lehigh River.
I (4) Carbonaceous biochemical oxygen demand (CBOD) was deter-
mined from BOD5 using a typical decay coefficient (Kc) of
0.23/day.I
I
(5) Nitrogenous biochemical oxygen demand (NBOD) is signifi-
cantly exerted from Saucon Creek (RM 9.4) to Glendon Dam
I (RM 3.2) and a decay rate (K ) 0.4/day has been appliedn
to the river. Otherwise below Allentown, Kn is O.l/day and





















(6) The DO is near saturation at 9 mg/t until the river
reaches Allentow; the model predicts the following de
degradation within 0.5 mg/t DO.
(7) DO sags to 4.5 mg/t below Bethlehem which is less than the
Pennsylvania recommnded limit of 5.0 mg/t for a minimu
daily average.
(8) The average Lehigh River flow during the summr of 1974
ranged from 400 cfs at Jim Thorpe (RM 46.5) to 1045 cfs
o
at Glendon (RM 6.5) and temperature ranged from 20 C to
o
27 C in this stretch.
(9) Generally the Lehigh River water quality, except bacter-
iological, is good from Jim Thorpe to Allentow.
(10) From Allentow (RM 16.0) to Glendon (RM 3.0) the
major contributors to flow and water quality degradation
are Allentow sewage, Little Lehigh Creek, Monocacy Creek,
Bethlehem Steel, and Saucon Creek. which contains Bethlehem
Sewage flow.
(11) Most coliform counts in the 47'mile stretch exceed the
bathing water requirements of less than 1000 per 100 ml.
(12) Applying the conservative constituent AUTOSS computer
analysis to the chemical constituents produced profiles
which approximately matches the actual river behavior;
none show unusually high values.
(13) The model applied to bacteriological constituents was
the poorest in predicting the actual values; the decay























As a result of the investigations reported, the following recommendations
are made:
1) For conditions other than steady state sumer flow, develop a hydro-
dynamc model to estimate stream velocities, time of travel, and
reaeration rates.
2) Concentrate on refining the DO model in the lower river by further
water quality field studies to estimate reaeration rates, CBOD and NBOD
decay rates, and benthal demand behind the dams.
3) Instead of grab samles, do composite sample monitor~ng of the twó
major effluents and accurately measure the daily flów. This would
better represent the pollutant load from the industries.
4) Attempt to evaluate any non-point source loadings.
5) Because of their low concentrations there is no need to refine a
model of most of the chemical ions measured.
6) Isolate the sources of bacterial contamination and try to determine
decay rates in the river.
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Lehigh River Water Quality Data
Intakes
River Stations 1 through 41
Tributaries and Out falls - Stations la through 39a
Abbreviations:





I Station River FlowMile (cfs)
I Northampton Co. Bureau of Water 24.7 2.4
Bethlehem Steel IIA 10.9 68.6












































(1) , Lehigh River at Jim Thorpe2
46.2






















- . -19.1 9.3 ì
'--l1.0 1.0
1640--1.. i




























9.0 9.79.8 . 8.8
mgll 6.5 0.2 6.9
lIlOOml 640













































































































mg/J 1 3 2 1 2
tng/t 32 38 3828
._-.._,
11.6 8.9 9.98.8DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO) mg/tI--._----------~
BIOCHENICAL OXYGEN' /t






100 400 100 250
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS 490 8 15 49011/l0Oml







0.252 0.202 0.101 0.259NlTRATE (NOr!')






KJELDAHL N. (TK) mg/t




































































































22 28 36 50











FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS 1I10Oml 45































































River at Bowstow Bridge
Project LERM: 1974 DATE 6/26 713 7/11 7/30 8/12
TIME l1ill1J 1400 l045 AVG
MEA SUREMNT UNITS 1 2 3 4 5
1
c:c: :- I -_. .- - ,--~IDTH ft I --
. - ._---,





.iEMERA TURE 0" 18.0 22.0 21.0 21.0
..._-
pH (lab) 7.65 7.45 6.50 7.00 7.2
TOTAL ALKALINITY mgl. 2 19 0 0
:Bj:;o-~iTOTAL HARDNESS mg/l 62 32 30 36
(DO) mg/l 9.3 8.6 9.8 I 9.2
,
DISSOLVED OXYGEN 10.2 . 9.0 ,
,
-_..._--- !
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN mgl. 1.4 0.8 2.5 1.3 1.5 IDEHAND (BODS) I
TOTAL COLIFORJ 41/l00m1 4600 17,700 3200 - ."34ôO-1
_.
i
FECAL COLIFORJ lIlOOml 46 1600 125 400 ,
'- ...
i
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS 41/l00m1 1700 20 140 I
-_.
NITRITE (N02-N) mg/l !0.017 0.034 0.050 0.018 0.006 0,030 I
NITRATE (NOo-N) mal p n n,n , nn" n ,n, n ~~, n , ,,? n ?n~ I
AMMONIA (NHo-N) m"-/l - ,-- n '.7" n. ii;t. n "J. J. n _ i;An n ",. i
--'
KJELDAHL N. (TKN) mg/l 1.41 I . I1.41 i
--,.--i
TOTAL PHOSPHATE irgli 0.419 0.258 0.338 I
-c-~
0.102 --IORTHO PHOSPHATE mg/ 1 0.230 0.105 0.071 0.072 0.161
----
--i
CHLORIDE mg/ 1 6.5 6.5 I
"
-j
SiIÆATE mg!l 24.0 24.0 I
I
- iCALCIUM IT'. II 7.4 7,4
'j
-i
mgli 3.6 3.6 i~GNES:iUH J
i
¡
POTASSIUM mgll 0.4 0.4 I
_.~.._--
-.
SODWH mgli L 4.1 4.1 .,
,




















































DEPTH ft 3.0 3.5
VELOCITY fps
FLOW cfs
TEHPERA TURE 0" 23.017.5

























n 266 0.317 0 151
n 'on n "no n 3Z?
,































































































3 I , --- --- -,,=
17.5 23.0
.- " -----.---1C--~§j














































KJELDAHL N. (TK) mg/.i
--1--
TOTAL PHOSPI~TE mg/.i












































(6) . River at Weider's Crossing Bridge
35.1
at Lehigh Gap; Palmerton












DEPTH ft -- I
VELOCITY fps ¡=:=
~ ,
FLO 1- cfs 672 6721--
22.5 22.5 J.-~IP~!y TURE or, i ipH (lab) 7.15 7.40 7.3-,
.
TOTAL ALKALINITY mg/.e 3 13 14 13
¡
I
TOTAL HARDNESS mg/.e 34 64 54 51 !
,
--




mgl. IDEMAND (BOD,,) 0.2 1.0 1.5 1.2 I
-
-----1TOTAL COLIFORM 11 /lOOm1 L.A._.- -- i
i-GAL, COLIFORM 1t 100m 1 14 I --- I!
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS 11 /lOOml 10 - I
I
NITRITE (N02-N) mg/l_ 0.014 0.012 0.014 0.013
I
NITRATE , (N01-N) mol P 0.295 0.648 0.305 I 0.416 I.'-'.._, ,
AMMONIA (NHrN) mg/ .e n 10n O. ,1/ 0.476 i 0.401 Ii
KJELDA Il N. (TK) mgl. 2.11 ,
I
2.111" --
~!AL PHOSPHATE mgl. 0.355 0.355
1~_R!HO PHOSPHATE mg/ .e
0.193 0.060 0.105 0.149
C HIO RIDE mg/ .e 7.0 7.0
SULFATE mgl. 53.3 53.3
..- -----._-
CALCIlM mole 13.9 13.9
I'"""'"'
. jlTg/ .e 4.2 4.2
POTASSIUM mg/ .e 0.8 0.8 I
,----
4.4 iLSODlUM _,. mg/.e 4.4





















































































































































































River Above Tre~chler S Dam
DATE 6/26 7/12 7/31Project LERUP: 1974
TUIE L:UU
AVG










__.!PfPERATURE or. 23.5 23.5
I 17.4pH (lab) 7.40
TOTAL ALKALINITY mg/l 6 6
i I
TOTAL HARDNESS mg/l 40 ! 40 i




mg/l 0.2 2.4 1.7DEMAND (BODS)
-
_I
ITOTAL COLIFORM ¡¡ /lOOml 5900
L~50 i
FECAL COLIFORM tl/lOOml 1400 170 I
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS tl/lOOml 70 I 60
¡
NITRITE (N02-N) mg/L 0.020 0.020 I
- ,
NITRATE JNO,-N) mQ! P 0.378 0.378,
AMMONIA (NH1-N) mg/l 0.759
_~_:!s9 -.






ORTHO PHOSPHATE mg/ L 0.717 0.717 I
--__




~,CIUM fflJ/ t" I -0-'.. . .
--



































































































































































River at Laury's Station




























































~ç IlM rrwJ t.








0.009 I 0.010 !
0.314 I 0.3551













-----.11.4 , 1.4 I
I 5.4 1~-.4¡
























River Above Northampton Dam


















- 22.0 22.5o~ 20.0 23.0
--












10.2 8.6 . 8.5
0.5 3.1 1. 7




















































































































































































































































,(14) River under 9th Street Bridge
22.3
Railroad Overpass























1105 11351 2 3
i=.:f-- --





































9.1 9.3 8.9 i1*3 I
1900 -I 1900 1
-'.;---;
230 I 230 I
30 T;~ I+~~--
0.009 ¡ 0.009 Ip' L
0.396 :
-------





















0.504 I 0.339 t
r~~ !
.l.____

















































River a,bove Hockendaqua Dam
Pro jec t LERM: 1974 "'pTE I 6/27 7 /S 7/15 8/6 ll!l4
TIHE I 1135 1205 1100 AVG





i. =~~WIDTH ft -~-~"-- -




FLOW cfs ---1--- !-----;
~!'!1~TURE 0" ?~. ~ 24.5 ?~_n
-J 23..L~.-J
pH (lab) 7.13 7.30 8.20 7~
TOTAL AIXALINITY mg/l 5 17 14 12-----,




DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO) mg/l 9.4 ' 8.4 8.0 8.9 8.9 8.6 ,i
-- I
--
~-'~-'~--iBIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN mg!l 1.5 I 1.5 iDEI1AND (BODS)
"'0 0.9 1.5 1.9,-~
51~--r 970'---1TOTAL COLIFORl 41/l00ml 550 150 970
~._-
._--~
FECAL COLIFORl 41/l00ml 27 71 230 460 190 Ii
,
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS lIlOOml 20 11 890 10 25 I
NITRITE (N02-N) jmg/l 0.260 0.010 0.009 0.010
I_.
O.~ INITRATE (NO~'N) mfl! P 0.439 0.504 0.377 i
--I -AMMONIA (NHrN) mfl/l n ~~Q n 'u n ~M. I -O:L_1
KJELDAIU N. (l'KN) mg/l i
-
TOTAL PHOSPHATE ing/l 0.161 ~.16l--¡
-ERTHO PHOSPHATE mg/ L 0.314 0.060 0.145 0.230
._--
CHLORIDE mg/i 7.5 7.5 I
-
i
SULFATE mg/l 41.3 4~.3 -f






POTASSIUM mg/l 1.1 1.1 I
--.,,---
- -'SODimi mg/ L L 6.l 6.1 iI

























(16) Below Hockendaqua Dam
21.1
before North Catasaqua Bridge



















































10.0 8.9 8.4 9.3 9.3
I BIOCHEMICAL OXYGENDEI'.AND (BODs)
TOTAL COLIFORM
1.5 0.2 1.9 1.6 2.1
¡1/lOOml
FECAL COLIFORM ¡1/lOOml




- LnJ60 !I i
:,:1
































































































































































































































































KJELDA1~ N. (TKN) mg/ R.











i 0.336 I, i1-- !
l 0.:" i
! 9.0 I











42.6SULFATECALCTlíH mr,lJ- I 16.2
































River at'Rt. 22 Bridge
Project LERM: 1974 DATE 6/27 7/5 7/15 8/6 8/14TUil 1340 1435 1250 AVG













0" 25.0 25.5 23.0 24.0
7.9-1pH (lab) 7.30 7.82 8.60 8.00
TOTAL ALKALINITY mg/.t 18 22 33 24 --I
TOTAL HARDNESS mg/.t 56 52 76 61 -l
--'- IDISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO) mg/.t 10.2 9.0 10.1 9.4 10.5 9.8.
I
IBIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN mg/.tDE~lAND (BOD,,) 0.8 0.5 2.3 1.7 4.1 1.9 ¡
:
TOTAL COLIFORM 41/l00m1 1300 2300 1800 i
FECAL COLIFORM 41/lOOml 240 300 270
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS 41/lOOml 34 28 34
NITRITE (N02-N) Img/.t
_ o. 006 0.020 0.022 0.021 --
NITRATE (NO,-N) mgt .p 0.864 0.6341 0.972 0.823 I
-
AMMONIA (NH,-N) mg/.t .. on.. ~ ',n£ 0.224 o 340
KJELDAHL N. (TKN) mgl. -
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mgl. --
- --I





CHLORIDE mg/ .t 10.0 10.0 i
___J
SULFATE mgl. 43.3 4~~-t
~Y;IIJ m"! I! I 18.9 l8..~
MAGNESIUM mgl. 6.3 6.3
POTASSIUM mgl. 1.7 i~1-.,--





















River at Tilghman Street BridgeSTATION: (20)
River Mile: 17.6
Description:





















































































































































































































River above Hamilton Street Dam






































































































1.1 1.1POTASS I1JN mglL
--_...,. -_.































River below Hamilton Street Dam
l-¥i~iw--~§i 7 /8 =~j 8n--i=_-=r--~~:' i
I UNIT i 1 2 3 1 ~ 5 I
- --1- -13"Ò¡-'i5" ~~~~o.o, _",~~c'l.
f :: i ~~2- --;.;-- ~ --- _=:_-
'" I- 1.1 O-.-9-____f.=~!~=1._FLOì'¡ _ J cis 798.1 ~~ -----i-----~-=~--.----i
~ _TE~Æ~~LU_RL_ -l.-.c__L___L~s_..2.. -l_3.: -~--!----_.._F4.~- .!
L._y~~_b)__ I I 7.15 I I 17.2 !
TOTAL_ALV-~_:.~:I:_=.r~ mg~~j 24 I ---1--;;- r--'-'-i-;.~__~'l
i ' iTOTAL HARDNESS mg/l! I 60 104 i 82~:O;5;"'_"" ~;;C~ c;- m,I'--¡- ;.;;- ~-;';'TlO.~T-n ¡ 6.8 --
_. --.--. c._.. ..-- __.I._______j_____ ..---'1----.- ---1------------
IlIOCHEI!1lM. OXYGEN I /;¿, 1 0 2 9 8 2 I ¡ 2.0DEHAND (LOD)) I mg i ';" , ,t---..---~--....- _._..._._- '"-"-"""~---~'---'---i---~ i---".-- l ..l-~'-'-~'~-~'-""i-"'""~- '--'".~'--'.',,:
1._:?I:~L 5_0.::~~!~__J ,_:/lOOml L___L_____J~~r:.J L__t=~o.0_.___;
I FECAL COLII'ORH I ¡1/100ml I I I 67 I I I 67
~F~C.!I~ STR~~~~Occusl ¡1/lOOml r r --1-:;-1 -r----T- ~~---
~~RIT!-\~02-:~)____.___I__.rr_s/ l!_J.c-2.~~3. ~.. J-.. o.o~~l__J=-=L~_.?~;~.._'
Ni:i~T...j~9XNX___J .--íiU.J....893 __1_~.90 J I __._I!!. 74~._
.~~~~i:IrNL__!.___!1!pL1_0 470i-.._-G._e.~j. ! .____:....~~_.
: :;:~:o:;,,:~:"~i -~;~- f---"C 11---~~rl- -.~i:~--! =~u
ORTIIO PHOSPHATE i nig/;¿ 0.056 0.072 I 0.068
, ::;::~-:~-- -l'=~:~~-!---j-_:¡- ::~H--_r-T :~---.
!_i:ALC;iJu-=------I--c-~-;;~-j---r--- -1 --~9.~'1-- --~.._._-- ¡-~~.9 _c j
~ .w'''',nm --=~J~'~--r -.T-~~T~:~t6:;-
t~::::m'._-+~~H_=r.__I-::;--_=:+::=i. ~~
r--------_.

































River below Kline's Island
r pr~;~:-~~E~:-'-;;;:'l=~l1~=r~~-r /8 -7ii6- r--g~h= ji-=r-'~~~' ')
~~ljc~",~,,, c -J~~L-~-L~_ L_'~ ~'~ ='~-l=~~)
, D~I~lH f t I 9.0 _ I ¡
r~-ELOCIT fps I" " ____. r=~--'--
r:"~-- __jL ..cfl 1810 i ~85__ ---__y;~~~i-;~-7~-~-..
¡~¡~::~~~)I~RF~._____ --'~C--l:~ 60 J ,_.._-+--- --- ¡ .~~'~~ .- '.
..- L.____~______,-----SO i 45
=~TA~".I~,_~D~~~::_~_____I__~~~:_.__~..~.:2-..L.-.J-..--._ 170 _.', _.._.._... ¡ ~.8~ _.. ._:
~!!SS~L~E-~_~~Y-~E~ _(DO)¡__..~~~~__I_=_J________ _.__.___ L____ ! 9',2 _ _ ..'
fl g~~~P~:~~~?)~.:~~E~__~i__mg!£ l-:~+--¡ ----+.~~-. .-
TOTAL COLIFORM , 41/100ml' __.. I 1100 ¡ ---
~~~~C0 ~~~LJ ~~ ~_--! 41/..~~~ml t----"r j 230-- ----C=J~~~ -~---~.
_!EC¡\L STREPTOCOCcus I 41/100mI , I ¡, r ¡ ---
'"',,,,_",0,,' "__,__,,,1 L I ' ,0,6 , o. "'-l---' .!é''.
AMM.9NIA (NI.!;i-N) I !!g/R _..0 - L_~_~L.Q.870! L2!.925. __.1
KJELDAIlL N. (TKN) JI mg/t, 1.96 I 1---1 I ¡ ___:
--""--- .-.. ---'- ---'''.-''-- ---___ _,_. .......... ,-..
TOTA_~~~?~PllA~_.J__:.gn i r _ 1 _ 0.378" J~::'~~~n.:
ORTHO PJlOSPl~.~r':__I_I¡nl_lg"~//: II 0.290 I~ _ 0.2961 II'~" :~~~=___j
::~::::E ,._~- -_-l___:~/ :.-i----=l-----I"--.-------¡---~~=-~-. ,
---------------,---!--..----. --)--------4 ----1---.1--. _.J - ~r.Ai.r. TlN I nw I pi, I i ___
~'m"~:----F:;;;i-T ---'---t---I---L
- ~:,: ::,;~M --='-i'-::~;H - .. f---I =~=I =-H_1==- '=-=-





















"S 1'A TIQl'l :
River Nile:
Descripti.on:
(25) River at Dutch Hill Water Tank
15.1
;-.-------~--r DATE í7 /1 f7iB- UL16 -l~..8...l7-- 8/ls_=-.'T ... .-. .'-",'Project LERM: 1974 ¡-TÌúE-i' i LP5 ~t ~
:i~S.URENENT... '-TL._~~~j 1 1_..~_.' ~_=3 _..~- ~=~+ =,=r= _~_ ~-r-~::~:'cc,: !
f. :::;':T~ 18.5 r~'.~--- -----l=-....--i-~~=--. :V~:~'ITY J f~:--r i..c~-~.~~r~~~~...~ __!
__~LOW c f s I L.___. _.. _ _ L_..-----.=~ __ _.'
i~:"~,::~---~'--f:::o L_~:::; ':::0 r"'i-'~::- :
I~~,:~;,~,:rn~-T .,11 I" h" 46 -L-J 47-= __,
__ DIS:~J~V:~..~~~~E~___(():i ...._~/£_L9. __~~._.._.___ /7 .4 .-I__7_:~__ J~:6 ___.,:
BIOCllEHIC/,L OXYGEN I !£ i t i J i i 'DE1'AND (BODS) I mg I 5.2 5.2 i 4.0 4.3,4.2 :
f-:~::¡~~::~--T:::: i-~ ::: 1-- '::::: l~I;:::
. "~'L.§,m,"~lw 0""' L- 78. 750 -I -~T:oo=::
NITRITE (N02-N) i mg/j I 0.055 í 0.168 10.055 ! 0.093 ;
~~l:I~~E (~Q~:N~)=~I='~j~~_r~'.-~~;'r----" _J'~~08 T~.3~~~T__-=~-l~~660 -"-I
'""0"'_' "'"" I. -"'1'-1 1. 344 I j ,. on 1,.764 L 5..'~71!._ .
::;::;;,~::L_+_ ;:;~i--i J--.J 0.403 -1--: ;:;~~',
ORTIJO -P~lO-"PHA:£~_l 11?J R -- ~.2~~+= rI 0:'8~ 1_"", ~C=-~J;:,_;~- .
CHLORIDE I mp,/ R, ! 18.0 I I I 18.0
--------.*-~--.., .' '. '"",', .' l '
i :~~;;;_----I--~:;~dl--+=i~:~--=r __=d:~:-=-i
, ::;::,;:~:di -:::; i'-r---:I~;~~----I~~J,;:: . ..
























(26) River at Power Lines Crossing
14.0
r '---~_._'-:---'---l DÂ'ÉE I 7 /1 I 7/8 ::16'- 87'7 i aIis .1 . '.". ...1'
PrOject UcRNP: 1974 -;-..C'._-j.-.-. i 1210 -- -l---"I
. ~___ lIME i! __. AVG
¡- ~;f~RE=~T -=).__.~~+~.~ = '1": .~.~ _.~.=j==;=-_=i=-.-~~o_J
!-:~~~,~-~"---R-:r:~~-i-_.,. . -'~~~~I-----r.-- -r .~~~.-
r "'"em -;" ~~ _J r-r~¡- Fum l-cfS J -+--1--'---¡-'~-"-"
t';:';!"J~m___ +-y2:- -;5:'~~;.O--l".ö=I;,:S::~
I;~'~;~:;~., ,;~ _ 11~~CIt t-2't~_=~8~f ,;.5 Ljf.:'~JT~~~.:~~_~D~E~:_ _... ¡¡gIL I 72 112 168 I ¡ 84
r~~gg¡:¡~;~f~t~"';l~ --:~~-- H::--I:~F==f,~; -k~~l~:;=.
¡~::;:~~~::::--l-si=t ':: -iL--1 ::::: --¡i~:-~:i;_':~:
t :::::;:T~~:~':::CCUS r-fl~:~:1 ¡- 0.04;.L_2~~;88 . 0~::191----¡o:~;;_.'-1
._~i r~T!;\~~ ~ .~~~.__.... !.=-- :~L£-" r-~':~~~' '-'-"'-T'1~~~2-- -;;-;-î .---..- r~: 8~.?._~'
M1JI?NIA (N.I~~..~.L_J mg/.t I 0.812 I 1.680 r 1.260 I ; 1.251
iL_.~-~~i I---I~=j L___T~;:';~~T01"£,,!. PIJOS~llTE l~g/. I I I . 0.210 I '0.210!
~_9RTHO .!:iospiù\T~__I_~g/~ . + o.ii~ _~:~3.s__ 0.218 J=I~:~s'7__-::
_~~;-=-----1-- ::H-- -i-~~--I j-~ ~::: -:
~(~-,~s_~!JM I Inf!/ t I 9.9 I 9.9



























River at Old Bethlehem Fabricators
,,;;:;;;;; "" r=¥m:4'!' 1 f==~l - -T-,,;¡
_11!~SUREH::~_-- UNIT i 1 2 1 3 4 .. --c,5.,=,J,::::~=':,1
~:~===: -f=-_L~=-l
~- i --_.__:::-J:::CnY .L::: -t----I=:-i
28
:;~:,;:~::~~~(~-, ~- :~: -i-F--! 6;~; ..
i:::~:~~~:~c"~r::::~ I 2. 7 Ff--~-F-- -;.;
- ~1'~~A';~~OR;! ----I ¡1/lOOml-~-'-- 1----1-----i=~~~~.C~~~~__
--''.'' ",=OOCC."_L~ /W~ ! p__.!_ -- ._
_:::7;~~~~;~--I--::;:-I.;~:J---=l-'i---i-'-L:~:='
''''''' ''''-'' p~"-I i r ~__.:M"-.._~.,
KJELDAlIL N. (TK) I mg/.f I I i! ---
TOTAL PlIOSPllA TE ! --- i
---.----.---- - 1-.'..._- - ~¡ORTIIO PIlSPlk\TE 10.081
CH~OR~~~____L_. mg/L_ . __.__L ¡ r~~:"~.
;~:~'-=--I-::;: j-+._.I--_.j I-'---I~
~!AGNES 1m! --- ---::/ ,:i---~ ----... -_. ----.t-----¡-----r ~~=-:POTA:snn! --g/~l ,- -------r---r..~=...

























































TEMPERA TURE¡- -.,~- "_..' . °c
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.0 Til 1" 10 ,,:
Riv0r Hile:
Description:
(29) River at Monocacy Creek
11.5
~~~~--:-P~-dl--3---';, :,:'-
___ _ 3 !, ___.__ =c_ ~-=__:::JC"'_c,=:-::, :e:i
-----~._---~..-- ~---- f--- :
r-l-E--:~J - .- -
',ur;~tlTl!l'~___. --I-..c-- 22.0 ! 230 23'-~=~-~i~~~Q=-~_1
_~~~~~~L;,",~"_ r m,~ ;;" j ;;90 L :: k: -~~i~~,5=1
8.4
1-;t?§~rti:~;i"ciN r-m,¡i 1-0-: 1--1 ,--E~J-;:~ ~-
__~~~A~_~~LIFORM ___L.II:IOOml _~__.__ '_ 340 ,1____ =~ -ti! -767l00~-. L_____
..C:A.L COLIFORM II/lOOmI i 110
FECAL STREPTOCOCCI,S ~~00~1 I 33 I I-~-;-- -I ------ï
NI. -'m;;" ("'-,-~.)=r~'/LiL,~'0~3"rl-"'0!"L- ~.:~08')-':O';-=..'.
Nn~i'J.:r.E_(t.o~~!!)_-+_--,g.L~ 2.376 1.l66! -- 0.311 ¡ 0.405L~~~~_'
~~.:O_NI'2..NH1-~~.__I_mi'lt i o:;~J 1).554 ! __11.148 I 1.i£i.li-1_Q..3JL__'
.. KJE~~Ai::~TKN~_...~~ f J___ 1.40 L J L___Li,-~.L__:
T~T:'~l:PHOSPHATE__Lmg!f I 1 j 0.661 i 0.s16J~:_~~~.
ORI1I() PHOSpi~~TE ._._~--t/ f o.202l!.2S8ji_ I 0.330 I 0.435J~:~~~_CHLORIDE 'mg/ f ,¡ I
----..- ._-----_.--_._...--"'----+--,.,.._-- i. ',_____,SULFATE I mg/.i I I . --- ;
--:;~~~JM ----r-:::,-/ t C-"'------r---.---,-.--. ---~=~- -
~~~:E-S-lOH--¡ ---=~~-; 1----1---- -----T--.--r.----L-~~:
r-!""""'." -- --' __~û _'_L__ __ '-~-J---IL-::.-----
LS.:IJ:LU¡~ _ ,. ing/ f ¡ .. ,.. .,......., . ,._ .___ i _ _ ---__i
8~~~~:t LERl1' -1974--ll:æ-l 7/1 i 7/9 L 7/17
. IÙHE I I
H~SUrr::IENT '-_ ~IT -L 1 I 2























_01/' TIO J\ :
l'iver Nile:
))cscríptí.on:







_jl______-- __ __ ::- ___,
I -- i
------., - - - -- -¡I 'i I
-r----¡ -- - =~=ITE - r;.;- ¡ 24.5 - --,
--; ii r-----¡ 7:;-- -¡
I 1:0TAL ALKA_LIN_~r:__.___1 mgll-l40 T48 I~_.___I 44 -i=~=-~J;~_-- ~ ___ ¡
___~ISS~!"~E_O o_~eEN (OO)! mgll ! 8.0 8.3 7.4 18.5 i 8.0
- -~~'-----~-""----------j-~-~~ -- --~--- ---"--- -_._---- .
Biocin:mCAL OXYGEN I' /l; 3.0 I 2.7 2.5 'i 3.2 ¡ 2.8DE~1AND (BOil ) mg I : :
:;~:~::;:::----I :;:~:: ~- ",301 I HOO El:;~"'I~:~~-;
FECAL STI,EPTOCOCCUS I II/lOOml ¡--;-L 200 I ;~--T-;~;;----i
~~'l-RIT~~_(;~?=-~~____I_~~m¡¡u,-__ ~i;;~;To. 308 --I---f-~~;~;--1
--.. - . -. ~"'""__._._..J.,._...,,_.__,~__ .._....____.____
_N.rT~:i~_li:Q3_::N)_ l--y,iL- I 0.351 _!-____'_~~7_~_J
~NMONTII (~~I_~rN) -- !!lf ~.8l1-il ----,.!,:l,..!.?-.--
KJELDA!fL N. (TKN) I mgll ! ___ .
~---._...-_.__.-~.._--_.~-,-.'".~d~..__ __,,.,__,"-___t_ .v__ __ __._._' "_" ._,__ '._,. ____ ,I, I ¡ IT~:~~OSPHIITE I n~gll _J 0.306 I J,O~_30~_
ORTI¡~Pf~SPI_~_J_~!~ I 0.298 I i 0.328 '
CH~~!.DE -_____.._J_iiii/ L_ II i~-;-.-~------
LSULFATE .. ____.J._~~!!- J -i~_-=i;:~:~"---
I..LC¿l\i!____I___!:?L!~ l'! I 20.4 I 1 ì 20.4
I:~~:~' F~:r--¡=~~:~i==F:J'i:: .
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(31) River above Saucon Creek
9.5
Below Beth Steel effluents
r ~-""---'i """ : 7/' i 7/' '7m !7 -l8!I'-~"j -"---- ..1'
1_~_roJec~ LERHP: 1974 I--TIME"-~-i::=--=~¿~ 1535 '--1===.' .we
r_.:EASuRE:lENT____I.._~~J._.. 1 j 2 3 . 4 .L--__I ---J
--Dl~--- - -'-î f t l . - . '. .- -.-1 ---'=i- -'_:."- - i
--- - r-.~- ...1.. ..._..,. . -. "'-'. --~--_... f- _. ._... _._.,.;DEPTH I ft I i 5.0 10.0 I --- I
.1 i i - .,. --_..-.._! ... ..__
j._;~~~~~- 11' ::: J I .,. l=!~==i
i ':'~~o~5 . 0, ~::8' -~~i.o~-G:~o'i
i -~1~'U~M~~~~; )XY-GËN'-r-'-~g/ t-¡- -- -.-1-;;--;;. 7 I'~.:';-T;'~~-'" --1
---c--.......,.....--...t.----..¡- -,--- ¡.. ,..._,. -.-. ¡ ..- '_' ~
_ :~;;~i;::---t:£~M_--l----f-=--f~::o j:~o =~
_F~~!'..:.STREPTOcOccus L lIlOOml I í. ¡ t J 140 J.!?~_......!
.::~;: ~::;---¡~~-1-~;;+--.1 :~;;l ::::: i~~f ::;;;-
i AMllONIA (NH3.N) ..1 11.i.f:._L.!.1341 1.288-.~~~;i__'~
I KJELDAIlL N. (TK) I mg/ t' T
-'---"--"--r-"-'--'---~ .,...__._-. ---... ........I TOTAL PHOSPHATE I mg/!! l- 0.467 i 0.467
.;=,:~"";m -,-::;:ç~.", I 1,,0 i ~o."o T::t.-'
~ULFA~~.--...-....I-~~~;l--.--T---I~~....o-r I to~~~---¡
I c~;.~J.m~~-=:~'''''-'T--'-:-:! fl----..!---l~~r- !"'''-I-~''~'--l
I~=~;;':;;- l-::~t=r T~::l-=-=I~-l:::~~

































Ri y'qLNi 1 e:
TJe.scril?J:j"on:
(32) River at Freemansburg Bridge
9.2
At Rt. 412
f!~-~;,-;,"W~' "" -I '''',_L'!!_! 7/9 i 7/17 f" -- -tm~~J"-
-- . i TIMe I i 1340 ~~O ___ ----I Ave;MEASUREMENT I UNITS i I 1 2 1_ 3 4 5
I-w~;~i~ - ~t==I=-¡-=-=--=~ ~- ----=~i ~-_.= I _-:.:-.cc-.
¡ ~~~~~ ft I . -r~~:-;' - .~~:~ --=J~~-" .. -'I.,-;;~
~ -. c,. I ~ --L-!_
¡FLOW -- cfs I I j I! ___
t:;~~~;;GB~:rJn~L__._.~ç_ 1 230 r-- 26.0 ~'~---~5'; ;~':;.
i--pi¡ S~___ -1__' I 6. 7~-1-;.~;;-1- "'r--' "- i ;-.6 - -.
t ~~l~J: AI 
KALIN J;- --:g/-;G--1-4~- 18 r---'l~~".--i;~'-
_~I~SOL~P:: .~:~.GE~~ni~.i_..~g~_ ~___l___1.8~---I~:_?-----11?~ ..1 ~~~__ _._;
Biocii~MICAL OXYGEN I /.. Ii' ,
I DEi:\.N_I~i~~.~5).______ I mg ¡ 1.6 I 2.5 3.2 6.2 i 4.0 i
1_.~0!'~J~~~"IF01~_ l-:IIiOOml.l 2800 J__.J-'=r~=.t~~oo _-_I_~?o~ . "-
..EC:AL COLIFORM I 11/100ml L 350 I tl I 150 ¡ 350
-"" - "'''''C£CC''~#J WO" I 360 t -1-- J--4-~ !-,~;~__
NITRITE (NOrN) I mg/R. I 0.029 0.550 0.196 10.140 : 0.295
i---.--.-- ----_ ___. '''_ ,_ '.__ ... __ ._~ .,'.__.__ _. ______ '_"__ .. ___.. ".
L.!li,T.RJT!. (N01~N~_._, '-.!2!ß.LL..J 3.384 1. 764 I 1.620 I 0.392 ,2.256
AH~C:NrA (NH3.-N) J="2/R ¡~20 3.430 ì~~-- 14:~'~~'T3.;~~ - "
KJELDAHL N. (TKN) I mg-;. 1- _.. 1-"-'-(--=='--:
--" ~"O';'M'~-.O;;~t- ---T~~;-I~~,~-1
,,~n~,,"~,; _ ,. ~y, ~,,0~:49~-1 0.'32 b,;-
::~:;:"-------JL;::;; -1--i-.JI~;Ti ¡__i.i~;~;_.._
, CA~;TTJM- --- ,i--~:-;-;-j , .. j----'''T. 26~;- ---------~26~.;.-
8:;~~:;; _~-~ J:::i r--F--I~:::-T~ F=J,~::-
























(33) River below Steel City Island
8.4
1000' below
r DATE i7i-77~__ 8_,77 _ _.I.137I'j'.-..---.. .. ;1974 ,- TÚíË--r ¡ =: ---.
L UNITS G-l __ 2 .L, 3 4 .L5' J:7::::CCO:i
r,~:: I ,------- ---I=:-:j
r fps í --- ¡
_"DW J "" I i -rice.. -I
i :"";':~;'E":-5' L;J . ".5 ~1';:~5-1
~ '"'" ~"-,,,",_L m,I' I 0 c----f---~I- t~~
::;;;~;:';:¿CN (~J ~~;; +:~;- --:-=::-==:: -;;--¡ ::, --'
i i,£~iU~:¡¡rfr'~~r :~, J;;: L F'=n~~---~
750
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS I il/lOOmI I 62 --- - r-----i .~; "'---,
NITRITE (NOZ-N) I mg/,f , 0.027 '--,-1 ,- ~-:;-7-- -¡
NIlf!l~~ (NQi~N~----t---:~~~J~~.:;::- -"-'~'-' '-,. .--L-í ¡ ;~;4~ ~ --':
AHHONIA rNH;i-N) ~ 3.500 i--r~':~~~'-'-~
KJELDAHL N. (TKN) I mg/. 1- !---ï-~~'::
'""'_ :oo,,-',---I--:,'!t J --!-I--j-L::--i I I i ¡ IORTlO PIISPlJATE __I _L~~~.250 i I I 0.250
CHLORIDE _______ ~:if'lg_J -. i--r -.I----~l---=-=-- ~
S~::'~~__ L _mg/ £-'~-- ----..-1- --i'--'l-'-===~"-:
r:LCIUH r mofP I +._-- T---- -----1-----1- - -_. ~
r.------ . .-..I~--::E.'-..-I'-.------~.----..'-I---..-'. ---- "...-.---,._.1- ..._--., .,
I_HAGNESIUH____ --:!,g!. L__+. ' J__~_ __L_.:~~_

























.0 Tf,J~ TO N :
Hiv~:.__1:1í Ie:
Description:
(34) River under Power Lines at Lower Saucon
7.3
proJ.:'~-~;p:i;." 19741--L)'.\l.'~_1?/1 17/9 .- 7i"~_8/7 3' 18/19_, _:11'" ...,....,....
". :~~S ¡ 1 l 2 -'u _. Ave
~u:~UREMENT_.__J .. ¡ 3
--.-----------__ _ __..__ .---i__
I
--.- -- -------~ -'. --
~:.:~ë'-=~t~;~ ::;: i 1::::- '5.0 '~~J:~.
I :;:;" ",,,rum --f :;;- -
r~;~~~~Ï.~~::;~~"~I;;~H::;- =f::; ::: _i;-:IE =~
TOTA~_.COLIFORM 'ii. ://jlOooO¡¡nnil"'jl..Jl39-0°.?0. _J, -I' ~_.. :1'.~64'OO-00'_'
FECAL COLIFORH "
__yo, _~_--. ______._ __________.
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS i ¡I/IOOrl I 64 i I 73
~;:::-:::~;=f ~:~-'--:~:: ~~~;:J-z;;;-r l~:~:!~~:~~ -:..
MlMONIA (NHT~)L.!¡¿~ I 1.4;1' 2.380 3.640" ~8-;~G:~2s ~~
KJELDAHL N. (TKN) I mg/~ -r I
-:TAL -~Il;SPHA ~~----L"-n~~l -¡~-~~;_..~
~RT¡¡O'PHO:;I~~T~--! . nig/t-¡ "1~.4~~-
.---.--.,...---- ..1.-- ...CHLORIDE ! mg/.i ¡ 24.5
suL~:;;-------I-..-:;;;-l -T6~---
CA;,Cn:----.-.-.-.-.-i-.~,::;;r I ! 20.9 I I' '¡'20.'~--'
I~GN:S mi '- r-"':;:~~--l---"--r---- .~-:~~~-r----t._...,- '"l~:~-'''''r-~---i---- . _~__L.- .. .



























(35) River at Bethlehem Boating Club
5.7
-;~~jec t ~~¡~~:-~-;;:-i'-~r!\i ¡r_._18/~5'~~__- f"'--'~-i
1 . AVe,
_MEA~~ui~è~;NT _L UN 4 -l 5 i I
i~~my;'il'- _ I f -:=.c'''1'--=-=:==-¡=-c~=-~-'1
I: ::::m ~.': ~~='ii~===i=~i¡-;w;; + ---- ",-¡;;;,¡
1-;Ç;~lTJGn-=.J.__ DC _~...2~~~;--!~~~:~_'='~,-¡I_pH (lab) 1._ .__~_L7_:.~__ I
56
L DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO) i mg/.t ¡ 7.6 4.7 14.4 4.2 16.3 15.2 i
¡ gf?¡~n~!'I~~~~:~XYGEÑ -.- r ~ -- :;¡¡-T- 4.~~-T 7 .o'-T~~~-Is~----'~ ¡~~~---r~''-~--'-¡
(~OT!\~~~LIF~-~-'-' -r;iooini r 200-;----1 i ..' i-7 ,7~(l-¡;Õ~Õ ----'i
I~_~'~C~L-~:~¡n:~ 'I;~o:--r-':i----l- -'---J!.s~=~d¡ ~;~~=~.~~
_FEC':A.!"~TR.~.~COCCUS L lIiOOmi I I 18 i 60 i
NITRITE (N02-N) ¡----:g/.t j 0.1041 0.200. 0.30-1 '0.330 r0.23l (~~;33 ---.
__~I T~ i~-7~_o.J~~ ;'-~~-~_r-:~-~ -T 2 .-;;~-1---3-~~~;12: 01~--12 . 940 J .~~~- -G.:~~~~ ~~-,
MIHONIA ~~.i~,-N~___J=-~¡;.!.. i 1.400 3.0~ 3.234 10.513 ¡ 3.s0.._~.~~:?_...__1
KJELDi\lL N. (TKN) , mg/. I 4.22 I i-i 14.22.'
----.-.---'---....-ì.-.---..-¡ .._- ----, .;._----- i.... ..'-., ..
TOT!\~.~IO~i:lATE i mg/.t I .L___J__.__.L I 0.629 L~6~9_,
"""" "'"'''' '" I ",I f I 0.2' l!. m 1-' "6_~. m I o. m 10 ',,79 ~ ~ ,
i-:::::~=--i- ~~:-i-+m J ::::-1 - II :::: ·
i C!\LCIiH 'I--"-::~-;'-i----- ¡--- -- --l~-;.~' '-I----¡'----r2~.4----
I '"''''':,,,---- I- -":;,i=r---i ".;::=t==I;,,__
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(36) River at Right Side of Large Island
5.0
. ~----_._-- r-'DATE i 7/2 I 79/4150 _ .1 /19 . Yi~:--lïi7î~~'~"-"A-\r:~'," --,"PrOject LERM': 1974 -"~iIME-i-lllO ., u
_.!;~;~i~~~¡~-- I ~IT L_~_.._. ~_L 4 :I..;._-=¡::-.:.o==_:=!
::: --- ¡- f----' ::-VE~CITY ---r----...-.- ----I
r ~-~~- I r~!~:J
~;~~~(l;::~~RE_~_=t _I 2s.~~~t~:~~_~~jI i ITOTAL ALKALINITY 66 ! 60 i
~I~S~~~E~._a.:~~~N_.~~.~L__mg/t ..:.8 __ -~~-~L 4.7_.J-=~9__~:c:___:~:~.___d
~~~.~g~~~~9~5.~~~GE~_1_mg/t~ 4-:' 7.1 Jr, 2.5 .6.2 L~..5_ i ~~. ...
;;~:: :;~ I :;~~_5000 ': t;;-l----i--- f:::o--
_FE~AL S~REPTOCOCCUS I 4i100m1 ,.. I L r-- r--~~''''--
NITRI~-~:; ~ _I-~.s/L_-rl._?:::,:._-~.:~~d 0.~:.I..J~~~::iJ_C:~97 J~;3;._.d:;
Nr~'I~ATlè_.Q...3.:I:2L_ '._m.&ü 3.456 2.952 i 2.520 10.351 , 0.4~12~?£._ .
_ ::~:::';:~L:~;: I ::::~ ,.m I '.80qJ~ foqo~t::~-
rom "m".,." j-m,'/~---¡ ----10.66' 10.,,,
'~~~~~--;'i~SP~lAT!è_=-, __~_gL_~:.:8s 'it 0.4iiJ 0.7':4 0.596 1.~.5_~O JO.49!_'
:~~::' ---+~:;; -r--j :::;--il---t::::¡
r CAT~r.~~~;----------ï'---n~:; L -í--t----~_..! .;~~.~~ ¡-_.. -¡ ;:~~---i
k::;';;:: -_. --:::;: F=r-T':~~=~ ----i==I,~~~





















-,,!ll,TTC1N: (37) Above Glendon Dam
J~iv~r ~lilc: 3.2j)cscription:
r_--- . -~----~--'-----r--'IiATE ! 7 /Z¡--=ì7iD ~90: E'-~-¡m-ii ~'-'-"-'-'í
I ProJect LE~'¡P: 1974 Ü~¡i---TJ225 ¡-U30 .L
NEA SURHllNT
-----_. -----==-:
..:r1L__ j I --
:::~:nY I ;:, i 7.0 13. 9.' :_ r-+-~j
--r cf s I .. 1 -..--l----~- I
.-;~g'J2~~5_l!.~~~-- ~I °c ~23 L -~= ~-:--~ 26.5 -T 26-:-'T~6.;--i
f'~i.~.b) ---T I 7.30 i 7.10 ,7.90 _._.-t~'~----J
TOTAL ALKALINITy-l_~g/.( I 42 .r~4 J 80 __ 53 ---- .----r5~--- !
~~~0igi1f~~-¡;,.fY-GËN""-" i'--':~it--¡~~ I -~. 8 i-~---- ~~--i-~-:;--' ¡ 4:~-.-' ~.-l
20T~~C~~.;~-~~~----li0o~mi I, n.ooo 1 ~ tioo ~~;~~__ ¡,.,~l,'~_~~~=
FECAL COLIrOPJ-l ! il/lOOml ¡ ~ I 1200 -.i~~----P3~.__~
_!:~ÇAL STRE!'rccoccus I VIOOm) I ! 127 I ¡ 27
NITRITE (~~or~;--I-'" mg/.t ¡ -:.132 0.430 I 0.352 j 0.308 !--T-~.30~---
-_._-~---,,-----~. "i'-'~'-"'-""'..-... ~~"', -O..,.'.....n~..'.,""~ .""'_'..¥.,~-,,~..¡ ____....__('__. ,¡___. .:___,..._ ..~_ _._. _¡
._N.g~TE_(t._"'~l.___J mglL~..736 __ 2.844 i 2.44~ I 0.378 1__L~:~:_~_u__:
AMl'NIA (NHrN) .j-E!8L.L 1.750 2.632' 3.23~-' 2.548 ~__;_~:,~~~__I
KJELDA~~~~N) -11- mg~~ 4.54 r- 23'0.:/.__5____.11___.1 ~:s_4~_____I,
TOTAL PHOSPHATE ,mg/. I I , J_, i _ --- i
L:~~~"::~~~O~'" o''':I_~~' F=j=¡t:f,;--
i eA i.e I1~-------. -- -: - .._-~ a /;--¡------i-----...-'r;:¡--i--- t-.-i-;~~ ~ _.. - - ¡
i ~~\GNESJY~L__~~J ---~~;-;--r--r~f~~;- r-'--r=-=ti8:~_- -.~iI POTASSnn- m¡~/ t I I 5..4 ¡ I 5.4
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ALKlLINITY mg/Jl 40 54
-__u______._. .,
,- -_.-
FLOl, - ,. ,-- _._--.'------.





1.- DISS~~VED__~~YGI~~_yx:~ L_...'::.:~_ _~~_~7 '~_L~.:__17 .3 ----17:.~--- !~~_.__
, BIOCHEmCAL OXYGEN¡ I g/J i' 7.5 '.7 I U 1'.8 ) 7.6 ',4.6 ''''"''" ,'Om", ,m I í !
~ ~~~~~:::::-l::: I _~f~L:~-
__i:c:~_.ST~OCOCCUS L_~/lOO 3-1-,--;.::::--_...
NITRITE (NOrN) I mg/ i 0.103 ,
-- --'--._-,._--\_-----.. -.,-~_.~.._,-'".._._._----
.~I.i:I0TE (~~.J) 'mg( _J 1...1.0-_ .
~:: 7;::" +-~ _l-~~:::' -
TOTAL PHOSPHATE J mg( I I ___
O;~;l~- P¡¡OSP;ù\l:~--I--m-- -r--i-~~;;~
~H~R!_LJ~ -~=-=J~~~~ 1 - r---
, mg/ t --¡-----r-~=~-."--
",ulP -r----i----¡----r----¡--==--'
""-'----"---'. ----- -.¡-----.I¡'---..-!...--.--'i'. -----
mg/ f í j" 'i ___
.:~~~I - , '---r-=--
mû' 1- -r---L---T~ì--
, - . ~ I _ i
SULFATE
nl 11,000 ¡----T=r -ml
:i I 
f_I....g.:!.~0__'-~.~?6 J,,-=J
f 1-W!l 2.736 r-
Jll 1.792 2.660
; -:5.47 36.10 1--1































.!E~£.i::.i il e :
Descript,ion:
(39) River at Glendon Rridge
2.2
(~-- =t-""-~-,'' r' 18"",--
Project LERMP: 1974 =-,-~---"-"-i330 1305 - ---T2---F--'~'
__ fIHb I I ___ i AV(;
HEABURL1-æ:NT i UNITS I 1 1 2 3 4 5 I
-~.- - ~-- - __ -i- . ~'=.==::+:'':__==_ t----=::+==-=~::~ _-:: _:.-_:-_-.::::-~.
1=;::----------1 :: --t~-~~..-- -~...~------~--- ---~.- ¡--~~~-.--.i
VELOCITY i fps i . .. ---------r...'----ìFlJW cfs L- -- -~.i-----¡. .--~=- --j, r
TEMPERATURE DC' 24 r-----¡ 27.0- ;;.~-_.- -26:'--- r2~.s----!
~~~s.~:~~'_~==_ - 7.~L7.s0' 8:0~_____~----=L~~~~~___~_1
TOTAL ALKALINITY mg/£. 40 I 54 79 154 . 65 ! 58 I
------------~~.!-. --~-- ...- - ----
, 2r~;:~~~Z" ,el) I- ::¡¡-I ::: ---;:: -- . ::_:-1:~ - ::~--¡ :::
i i,~S~;"(¡:n""¡; -i-:;!I~ ;~-¡ u -b--!~:;--T ¡.;----
C !~:~:~-:?~-~~~;---.T ¡¡ /10Om1, r 3500_' --=r=~-~.__ .___ . J=:==~_! ~8?~d_~
FECAL COL II'ORH i il/ lOOml I 'i-----.--- , -- 1
I FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS I il/10Om1 I '---=-T-~=---'~~~~isI;~-~~?L~) I mg~ 0.132 . 0.050--1 .375 0.319 '-~86 -¡~~2~8 ' -"
L NTi:P0Il:.!:9_"'~.1 ~ -.----1- ':;~-.¡-;'.73;-~-:;"~I-;;;;l::OS -r~-:;:,.', ~ ~784---
I-~HtjONI~Niir~=_~ mgj£. 1 1'-736 --;~-;~~r~.07~'-r 2.240 -=¡;.s-~~~E~~~; -~:
, KJ~:n!~~~~.KN) _.,_L___~~~ I 5.00 _~_---.L---_--~¡5.:-0.~..-j
TO~i:I:~~:?~PHA T¡: j i~glt J__ '__J.!.=80 J_~_:_s~_o__ -_.1
-.RT,ii~, _P..,HOSPlV\TE __-J_m:d L 0.238 0.33~L 0~.~:_4_1 0.484 i. 0.548 Jo~~~_ '
CHLORIDE ! rug! tiL 25.0 I I I 25.0 '
SU~,F~~;- ---"T-'-m~7~--1--¡ ---I 57:;--f-'---r--i-;7~~-----
r;~~,c~~~-=_=~-=~~t---:~f t--' ---. ----- '! .Zs-:8--1--------r-----¡-ïs:s-- J
























(40) River at Train Trestle Bridge
0.9
¡---:-----------..--.-.I-..-DP'TE-T 7/2 I 7 /10 --j-7iï(i-J8i2--i8/Ì6--~r'-'- ....Project LERHl.': 1971; ,.._.._..:.'...,...-....-r-..-'.'~--,__ 11"'"' -1--- ~
. I TUlE ¡ hl" i ..LDU ""J _..__.J AI'I:
E~~''':"'=_==ic ;~"=; =:¡=-~~I~:'=::~L -"-:-e=-::!:::c
1-""'_ r _" 0~ I ~~:? 7.0 JuuL=-i r I-I J- 1__-
I:~:"TIF: i J----==_+===t;:.:
P'''.''''''._.~_LJ _.'h0_ "''-JlM- ¡ ".L. ,
.!'~i., c.~_bJ_._ u_..~_._1 7.05J.'E_! 7.00 _ ¡_. ..-IJA....,---....I
TO..~/\L..~I~~.:_._-L_..~íl/t G7 G2 77 ,.5.3 L-----1~2_.__._._.!
m""~,"""'-.i :"'UJ'.". )'06 . "'. i'~J. ! 140n _
i- :~::~~~~:A:~~~::E~D~)-IL......mg;i-.I-~..~.--~f_' 8.0 -T~6,,_JI§~----- §,,9._ !(.2.. ~--i
I ni:NAND (BOD,) mg ¡ 2.8 I LA 3.8 6.9 13.2 i
. To:~\~~~~!:iF~;;i_=~J~~~!.~::~I_ r 26~.__ --r~=l==~~C'.-_.~ i.. ~~~~~ _...
FECAL COLIFORM I tlIOOml I _...J. , I ' --.-...L.~::::..._. ¡
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS I it/IOoml 1- -l I I r i ___ ,
-N;r~~TJ;- (NOT~";-'--r mg/t I 0.006 0.540 10.352 b.286 r---io:';~;""'-¡
--_._..__.....-.._._._-¡.._~,._.. ",.,~ -..............' ...-..~,-.~--~ --'.._._--- ~'''----.
J~i:1.'RA_!!UN01~!'L I.. "iLe I '.088 _'.664 t: 0.378 J. lzL.:
AHHON..A (NH3-=N) I¿iglf..J.. I 12.DR Ji.OU__J
KJELDAHL N. (TKN) L mg/ t f '. i I,,,=-. .. '
-------.-.-.---. --"-'--1-- -L-r I
:~:::~::::;;--+--:;: lo~~ ~I-- ~.;~_i
"""''~, --_._-~ .c,! ,-.L _-1-.. . 27 ~,,_i J-__Jò7 ."- _.
::~;,::-... --+ .::; :-1-1--, ;,~ -ij-.. t;: -
~iAGNE~-i-u¡i----- r ..:¡:~/;-~.. 0_. _h C---"--""¡ ;~-.~.__.¡--_.._..-~-i-- ~~. ~'¿';_-.."-
~OTi\~~ ~~-- F~g/ ~-l -!-;~l----L__...I_~..~.._.

































.--'--.--~--:-i 7/10 7/19:=8)2 8rîDATE 7/2Æin1P: 197 4'fÎ~rE--'i' 1440
1415 ---j14oo ,-
:NT
i UNITS -. 1 I 2 3 4 5
.. .1
. - ==--===-::: =:=~
¡

































... 11.r'.~!U 5 í 2 .5I pH (lab) I I... i I ---,i-;:7- ",.. ..
t~o:~_~ A~~'~I;~lY -=J_ mg(f=J 41 I 55 L!:_~_=-t-; __-J-6~~_~J~~~.---
~rAL_i~~!U~:~_::.. ___n.J__. mg/!:._ L~~_l~~_J_=~o.._J 10~__ _1.:~_8.___ ¡ lO~__.
l-~~~~~~~:I~;~~~~~~~t:Ñ~.'~L ~'; ~--ti9 'n 8. 5 ~I 8. 7 -~--117, '-_ _ I, ~ s..~ ..,.., n~
1_.!Eì1Î\NE_(~_~2._.. mg I 4.2 3.5 3.9 ¡ 3.6 8.8 I 4.6
I.-OTAL _~a.L_i:::O~in. iI /lOOml T .1 r'---, --¡n4'~~- ... ¡ ~~~.~--
!ECAL COL IFO~'M 4/ / 1 OOinl l-l------------.i.23~-- ¡~~~---..
.._~
I 0.l52 3.168 0.259
L NIIl0iUi:01~P) L_rnuLJ -;-.~~-'" ~~~~-.t.;~~2s--T~:~-;;--I~~;...¡1:~~;..d~
i '''''!,,'-'' J~--,,, '-o 3.234 r;12 - r~.3;;;T;~;;;-,
r-JELDAHL N. (TKN) L_ ing/l I d I I-------.T---~==_.--
~':; ::::-l ::h~~~5 O'5o~I=~r:::~-I::~~
C~.DR.!~~_____.J..._ ~~/ f. I ______ ~~.~J r--'T;6~~n_- ,
:~~::;---- :I-~:;-;-l I----f ;;:H=--l-- ~::;~~
I~::,'::;:: _~ -~I- :~;t-r- ~::-- --l~~H:;-
























la Jim Thorpe Sewage Treatment Plant
46.0
(l.b.) After Chlorination
Project LERM: 1974 DATE 7/25 8/9TIM AVG
ME SUREMNT UNITS 1 2 3 4 5,
WIDTH ft ---
DEPTH ft - --
VELOCITY fps ---
FLOW cfs 1.0
TEMERA TURE or. 20 20.5 20.5
pH (lab) ---
TOTAL ALKALINITY mglt 141 141
mglt iTOTAL HARDNESS 44 44
I





DEMAND (BO D,) 280 280.
1
il/10Oml jTOTAL COLIFORM 104,000 840,000 450,000
FECAL COLIFORM íI /lOOml , 1200 320,000 160,000
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS iIlOOml 12,600 260,00,? 135,000 I




NITRATE (NO,-N) m,'¡ p 2.622 2.622 I,
AMMONIA (NH1-N) mg/l 21.000 21.00
I
KJELDAHL N. (TK) mgll I ---
.
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mgll 4.154 4.154






CALCIUM mgll 7.8 7.8
¡
MAGNESIUM mgll 3.9 3.9
POTASSIUM mgll 4.0 4.0
,






















STATION: 1b Lehigh Canal Outlet
, River Mile: 44.0Description: (l.b.) 150 Yd. before water main crossing the river







FLOW cfs 0.2 0.2
TEMERA TURE or 23.0 23.0
pH (lab) 6.90 6.50 7. SO 7.0
TOTAL ALKALINITY mg/. 3 1 2 2
TOTAL HARDNESS mg/. 48 24 34 35
I
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO) mg/.t 8.0 8.2 8.3 8.2
-BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN
mg/.DEMND (BOD,,) 0.8 2.0 0.5 2.0
-
TOTAL COLIFORM 11/l00m1 100 j
FECAL COL IFOR,'1 11/l00m1 I20
.I
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS 11 /lOOml 10
I
NITRITE (NOrN) mg/ .t 0.003 0.004 0.002 0.003 I
!
--NITRATE (NO~-N) mg/ J' 0.252 0.216 0.101 0.190J
AMMONIA (NH~-N) mg/.t 0.200 0.375 0.356 0.~10~






ORTHO PHOSPHATE mg/ .t 0.128 0.056 0.032 0.044 I -
iCHLORIDE mg/ .t 6.5 6.5 J
SULFATE mgl. 22.7 22. 7 .~-J
-"-~
CALCIUM mgl. 7.4 7.4 i
MAGNESIUM mgl. 3.4 3~
POTASSIUM mgl. 2.2r-- 2.2 -i





























100 yds after water main
Project LERM: 1974 DATE hI?! 7/3 7/11 7/25 8/12TIM 1130 1145 1330 AVG
MESUREMNT UNITS 1 2 3 4 5
WIDTH ft 4.0 5.0 7.0 ---
DEPTH ft 0.8 0.8 0.5 ---
VELOCITY fps 1.4 1.0 0.5 ---
FLOW cfs 3.0 3.0 0.1 2.1 2.55
TEMERA TURE 0" 16.0 19.0 18.0 18.0
pH (lab) 7.60 6.70 7.30 --- 7.2
TOTAL ALKALINITY mglt 4 4 6 6 7 5
TOTAL HARDNESS mg/l 12 44 16 20 16 16
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO) mg/l 9.7 8.9 8.3 9.2 10.8 9.2
I-
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN mg/lDEP.AND (BOD,) 0 0.5 0.5 1.3 2.9 1.3
il/lOOml iTOTAL COLIFORM 5100 36 ,000 6000.-
..-1--- ,
FECAL COLIFORM lIlOOml 460 12,800 1000
I
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS il/lOOml 2100 2800 2500 I
NITRITE (N02-N) mg/ .t 0.0 0.006 0.002 0.012 0.010 0.006 I
NITRATE (N01-N) m£! P 0.187 0.288 0.139 0.230 0.149 0.1991
AMMONIA (NH3-N) mgl. 0.274 0.232 0.392 0.392 0.322 J
KJELDAHL N. (TK) mg/. - --
I
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mg/. 0.242 0.2421
ORT!lO PHOSPHATE mg/ .t 0.135 0.113 0.048 0.189 0.210 0.139 i
-
CHLORIDE mg/ .t 6.0 6.0 ,
SULFATE mg/. 4.7 4.7
CALCIUM m~1. 4.1 . 4.1
MAGNESIUM mgl. 1.8 1. 8 J
,
POTASSIUM mg/. 0.8 0.8 I
~,.j






























Under water main along straight stretch
of river by Packerton Railroad Yards
Pro j ec t LERM: 1974 DATE 6/24 7/3 7/11 7/26 p,lqTIM 1045 AVG
MEASUREMNT UNITS 1 2 . 3 4 5
WIDTH ft 3.0 4.5 4 _ 'i ---
DEPTH ft 0.3 0.3 0.4 ---
VELOCITY fps 0.7 1.0 2.0 - --
FLOW cfs 0.3 1.1 0.8 0.83
TEMPERA TURE or. 16.5 19.5 16.5
pH (lab)
- --
TOTAL ALKALINITY mglt 6 11 8
TOTAL HARDNESS mglt 14 20 17




DEMND (BOD,,) 1.0 0.6 1.3 0.6
TOTAL COLIFOR.'1 11 /lOOml 2500 2500 I
--
FECAL COLIFORM 11/l00m1 160 160 i
I
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS ¡¡lOOml 1500 1500 I
!
NITRITE (N02-N) mg/ .f 0.014 0.012 o.o-=
NITRATE (NOi-N) mo/P 0.243 0.378 0.310 I
AMMONIA (NHi-N) mg/ .f 0.230 0.448 0.339 i
KJELDAll N. (TK) mg!. ---
-,
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mg!. 0.346 0.346 I
--!lTHO PHOSPHATE mg/ .f 0.758 0.097 0.097 I
~
CHLRIDE mg/ .f - --
SULFATE mg!. ---
CALCIUM mg!. 19.5 19.5
MAGNESIUM mg!. 12.9 12.9
I
PO'ISS IU mg!. 4.3 4.3 I
























Ie "La S tinka" Effluent
43.4
(r.b.) Jamestown; at LVRR
Pro j ec t LERM: 1974 DATE 6/24 7/3 7 Iii 7/25 8/9TIM 1140 1210 1100 AVG
HEASUREMNT UNITS 1 2 3 4 5
WIDTH ft - --
DEPTH ft ---
VELOCITY fps ---
FLOW cfs 0.03 0.01 O. 03
TE!1ERA TURE o~ 15.0 16.5 16. a 16.0
pH (lab) 7.10 7.00 7.00 7. a
TOTAL ALKALINITY mgf. 21 26 31 44 so 32
TOTAL HARDNESS mg/.t 40 44 42 36 56 44
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (00) mgf. 7.7 5.1 4.4 3.9 3.9 I--
-
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN mgf. )9.0 )33.2DEI-.AND (BODs) 6.0 10.6 16. a 16.0
TOtAL COLIFORM il/lOOml 147,000 ,040, 000 147, 000
FECAL COLIFORH il/100ml 64,000 64,000 ¡
j
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS il/lOOml 10, 000 36,000 36 ,000 Ii
NITRITE (NOrN) mg/ .t 0.122 0.133 1.680 0.103 0.180 0.134 I
.-'
NITRATE (NO,-N) m91P 3.096 1. 782 0.359 0.824 1.872 i1. 786 i
AMMONIA (NH'l-N) mg!. 1.804 2.156 4.760 6.020 7.84 3.654 iI
KJELDAHL N. (TK) 6.4
I
6.41 Imgl. !
mg!. iTOTAL PHOSPHATE 1. 773 1.773 i
_. i1
ORTHO PHOSPHATE mg/ .t 0.49C 0.274 1. 532 1.451 1. 69 1. 558 !
-
,
ICHLRIDE mg/ .t 16.0 16. a
. ,_.
SULFATE mg!. 13.2 13.2
CALCIUM mg!. 8.4 . 8.4
i
MAGNESIUH mgn 3.8 3.8
~
POTASSIUH mg/f 3.2 i3.2 i



























Project LERM: 1974 DATE h in 7/0 7 ill 7/% "" 2TIME 1215 1245 1000 AVG
MEASUREMT UNITS 1 2 3 4 5
WIDTH ft 25.0 57.0 36.0 29.0 ---
DEPTH ft 1.0 0.5 0.6 0.3 ---
VELOCITY fps 1.0 0.7 1.0 1.0 ---
FLOW cfs 21.4 17.5 18.0 12.1 15.73
TEMERA TURE or 21.0 20.0 20.0
pH (lab)
.
6.80 7.30 7.20 7.1
TOTAL ALKALINITY mg/f- 8 9 6 32 8
TOTAL HARDNESS mg/f 26 60 42 30 33
-,-
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (00) mg/f 9.0 8.4 7.0 8.3 8.3 8.3
-
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN mg/f-
~ 9.0 )9.0 )16.0 ) 3502 16.0 J 16.0DEMAND (BOD,)
-o
TOTAL COLIFORM ¡¡ /lOOml 6700 12,000 172,000 I 9000 I
FECAL COLIFORM il/lOOml 470 170 L.A. 170
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS il/lOOml 630 20 21 21 I
-
!
NITRITE (N02-N) mg/ f- 0.035 0.238 2.600 0.021 0.028 j,
NITRATE (NO,-N) mf!/ P 0.792 1.800 0.778 0.324 I 0.631 I
AMMONIA (NH,-N) mg/f- 1.750 2.660 5.320 4.382 3.528 I
KJELDAHL N. (TK) mglf ---
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mglf 0.999 0.999
-
ORTlIO PHOSPHATE mg/ f- 0.178 0.556 0.895 0.850 0.872
~
CHLRIDE mg/ f- 13.0 13.0 J
i
SULFATE mglf 4.3 4.3 I
CALCIUM mf!/f 5.3 5.3
MAGNESIUM mg/f 2.6 2.6 ~
























STATION: (3a) Pohopoco CreekRiver Mile: 40.5
Description: (Lb.) along section of rapids
Pro jec t LERM: 1974 DATE 6/24 7/3 7111 7!2S R!12
TIME 1300 1330 AVG
MEASUREMNT UNITS 1 2 3 4 5
WIDTH ft " n ~/. n ~~ n ?h n -- -
DEPTH ft 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.2 ---
VELOCITY fps 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.5 - --
FLOW cfs 32.0 73.0 65.0 44.6 63.0
TEMERA TURE or 16.0 17.0 17.0 17.0
pH (lab) 7.15 6.70 6.9
TOTAL ALKALINITY mg/.t 6 8 7 8 7
TOTAL HARDNESS mg/.t 24 22 20 22 22
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DC) mgl. ,10.2 9.6 9.7 9.6 9.8 9.6
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN mgl. 1.5DEMAND (BOD,) 0 0 0.5 1.5 1.3
TOTAL COLIFORM il100m1 5000 7500 6200
I
FECAL COLIFORM il100m1 304 570
~FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS II/lOOml 107 42 75 '
NITRITE (NOZ-N) mg/ .t 0.092 0.009 0.017 0.002 0.030
i
NITRATE (NO,-N) mp! l 0.979 0.504 0.384 0.211 0.520 I
AMMONIA (NH,-N) m,d.t 0.210 0.336 0.336 0.252 0.284 I
(TK) 1. 33 1. 33 IKJELDAHL N. mg!. I
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mg!. 1.048 0.097 0.097
ORTlO PHOSPHATE mg/ .t 0.048 0.048 0.072 0.048 0.054
CHLRIDE mg/ .t 7.5 7.5 I
SULFATE mg!. 3.3 3.3
CALCIUM mg!. 4.7 4.7
MAGNESlUM mgn 1.6 1.6 ~





























Wes t Bowmans Creek
200 yds. ups tream of Bowmanatown Bridge
just below Nis Hollow
Project LERM: 1974 DATE 6/24 7/3 7/11TIM 1350 1355 AVG
MESUREMNT UNITS 1 2 3 4 5
WIDTH ft 5.0 ---
DEPTH ft 0.33 ---
VELOCITY fps 0.25
FLOW cfs 0.42 0.1 0.3
TEMERA TURE or 15.0 18.0 18.0
pH (lab) 7.15 6.70 6.9
TOTAL ALKALINITY mg/.t 11 10 10
TOTAL HARDNESS mg/l 38 40 39
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO) mg/.t 9.8 8.8 6.7 8.8
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN mg/l 0 0 0.0DEMAND (BOD,,)
TOTAL COLIFORM il/l00m1 ---
,
FECAL COLIFORM il100m1 --- I
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS il100m1 ---
NITRITE (NOZ-N) mg/ .t 0.032 0.080 0.056
NITRATE (N01-N) mal p 1.008 0.785 0.896
AMMONIA (NH1-N) mg/.t 0.218 0.760 0.48Y
KJELDAHL N. (TK) mgl.
--~
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mg/. ---
ORTHO PHOSPHATE mg/ .t 0.061 0.079 0.072
CHLRIDE mg/ .t I9.5 9,s-i
SULFATE mgl. 7.7 , 7.7
CALCIUM m~1. . 4.7 Î4 7 i
,
mgl. 2.8 IMAGNESIUM 2.8 J
,






























Project LERM: 1974 DATE 6/26 7/3 7/11 7/30 8/12TIM 1400 1415 1100 AVG
MEASUREMNT UNITS 1 2 3 4 5 ,
WIDTH ft 4.0 6.0 9.0 ---
DEPTH ft 0.8 0.6 0.3 ---
VELOCITY fps 0.9 0.6 1.0 ---
FLOW' cfs 2.1 2.1 1.9 2.6 1.9
TEMPERA TURE 0" 16.0 20.0 20.0 20.0
pH (lab) 7.20 7.00 6.90 7.45 7.1
TOTAL ALKALINITY mg/. 8 3 16 21 15
TOTAL HARDNESS mg/. 44 30 36 40 38
,
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO) mg/. 10.4 9.5 9.8 8.8 8.8
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN
mg/ .e 1.7 3.7 2.9 4.6 4.6DEMAND (BOD,)
TOTAL COLIFORM IflOOml 60,000 60,000
FECAL COLIFORM 4/ /lOOml 45.000 45,000
-
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS 4/ /lOOml 5800 5800
NITRITE (NOrN) mg/ .e 0.041 0.209 0.010 0.020 0.024
NITRATE (NOi-N) m,,/ l o i,lR o 020 o 634 0.s1i, 0.522 I
AMMONIA (NHi-N) mgl. 0.360 0.504 0.616 1.361 0.493 I
KJELDAHL N. (TK) mg!. ---
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mg!. 1.290 1.290
--
ORTHO PHOSPHATE mg/ .e 0.014 0.040 0.298 0.145 0.145
--
CHLORIDE mg/ .e 6.5 6.5
SULFATE mg!. ---
,
CALCIUM mg!. 5.7 5.7
MAGNESIUM mg!. 2.9 2.9 I





























(rb) Concrete arch bridge; muddy color













































































































































































NJ Z inc Pipe 411
18" ø at beginning of plant
Project LERM: 1974 DATE 6/26 7/3 7/11 7/30 8/12TIM 1520 1510 1200 AVG
MESUREMNT UNITS 1 2 3 4 5
WIDTH ft ---
DEPTH ft 2"
VELOCITY fps out 1211
FLOW cfs 0.3 0.3 0.3
TEMERA TURE 0" 24.5 28.5 28.5 28.5
pH (lab) 7. SO 7.40 7.20 7.25 7.3
TOTAL ALKALINITY mgf. 7 8 26 7 9 8
TOTAL HARDNESS mgf. 32 20 14 32 20 23
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO) mgf. 9.8 7.9 8.8 7.9
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN
mg/JI 0.7 2.8 0.8 2.8DEMAND (BOD,)
,
TOTAL COLIFORM 4f/10Om1 ---
I
,
FECAL COLIFORM 41/l00m1 --- I
--- IFECAL STREPTOCOCCUS 4I100m1
NITRI¡l (N02-N) rng/ JI 0.023 0.020 0.004 0.013 0.018 0.018 I
NITRATE (N01-N) mel p o 230 0.749 0.346 0.331 0.351 ~
AMMONIA (NH1-N) mo/JI 0.220 0.190 0.280 0.330 0.224 0.263 I
KJELDAHL N. (TK) mg/J 0.78 0.78 I
1
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mg/J 0.264 0.264
ORTHO PHOSPHATE mg/ JI 0.170 0.169 0.044 0.367 0.089 0.168 I
CHLORIDE mg/ JI 8.0 8.0
SULFATE mg/J 3.3 3.3 I
,
CALCIUM mo/ JI 4:1 4.1
MAGNESIUlI mg!l 1.8 1.8




























sb NJ Zinc Pipe #7
36.9
(l.b.) 200 yd. below dam
53" ø



































































































STATION: sc NJ Zinc Pipe lF8
River Mile: 36.8
Description:
Project LERM: 1974 DATE 6/26 7/3 7/11 8/12
TIME Hnn AVG







pH (lab) 6.40 6.4
TOTAL ALKALINITY mgl. 12 13 12
TOTAL HARDNESS mg/l 70 SO 60
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (00) mgl. ---
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN mgl.DEMAND (BOD,) ---
TOTAL COLIFORM 4F /lOOml ---
FECAL COLIFORM 4FlOOml ---
i
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS IF /lOOml --- Ii
NITRITE (N02-N) mg/l 0.009 0.015 0.012
NITRATE (NOo-N) ma1p 0.468 0.378 0.423 I
AMMONIA (NH,-N) mf'/l 2.240 0.344 1.792 ,
,----..'-~.-
I
KJELDAIlL N. (TK) mgll
--- I
mgllTOTAL PHOSPHATE 0.368 0...368 J
i-.RTHO PHOSPHATE mg/ ./ 0.042 0.185 0.114 I
CHLRIDE mg/ ./ 31. 0 31.0
SULFATE mgll 33.3 33.3
CALCIUM m,,/./ 11. 7 11. 7
i
mg!l 3.9 3.9 IMAGNESIUM






















STATION: sd NJ Zinc Pipe 1/9
River Mile: 36.5
Description:
Project LERM: 1974 DATE 6/26 7/3 7/11TIM 1610 AVG






"ie , "4 5
pH (lab) 7.15 7.2
TOTAL ALKALINITY mgll 15 15
TOTAL HARDNESS mgll 62 62
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (00) mgll ---
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN mg/lDEMAND (BOD,) ---
¡
TOTAL COLIFORM 1/ /10Om1 ---
I
FECAL COLIFORM ItlOOml ---
ì
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS 1/ /10Om1 ---
,
NITRITE (N02-N) mg/l 0.035 0.03-5 I
NITRATE (NO,,-N) mg!P 0.778 0.778 I
AMMONIA (NH,-N) mf!/l 1.154 1.154 I
i
KJELDAHL N. (TK) mg!l --- I
mg!l ---TOTAL PHOSPHATE
ORTHO PHOSPHATE mg/i 0.064 0.064. !
CHLRIDE mg/i ---
SULFATE mg!l --- ¡
,
CALCIil1 mf!!l . ---
I
MAGNESIUM mg!l --- i
--






























(l.b.) Just below Lehigh Gap
Project LERM: 1974 DATE 6/26 7/3 7/12 7/30 8/12TIM 0900 1300 AVG
MEASUREMT UNITS 1 2 3 4 5
WIDTH ft 24.0 32.0 45.0 ---
DEPTH ft 1. 8 1.5 1.8 ---
VELOCITY fps 1.5 1.5 1.5 ---
FLOW cfs 62.2 60.0 114.3 70.9
TEMERA TURE 0,. ?~ " 23.5
pH (lab)
. 7.35 7.60 7.65 7.5
TOTAL ALKALINITY mglf 31 20 21 26 24
TOTAL HARDNESS mg/I 80 124 74 82 79
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO) mglf 10.2 10.2 8.9 10.1 8.9
-.
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN mglf 0.3 1.1 2.2 3.3 2.2DEMAND (BOD,)
TOTAL COLIFORM ¡¡ /lOOml 300 420 484 420
I
FECAL COLIFORM 4I100m1 11 31 6 31 I
,
j
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS ¡¡lOOml 1100 12 1110 I
NITRITE (NOrN) mg/I 0.03E 0.170 0.024 0.0331 0.03~
NITRATE (NO~-N) mal r 0.s7E 1.008 0.405 0.297 0.426
AMMONIA (NHo-N) me/I l\ ~1 1 288 1. 260 1.036 1. 195 i
I
KJELDAHL N. (TK) mg/l --- ,
i
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mg/l 0.274 0.242 0.258
ORTIO PHOSPHATE mg/ I 0.42 0.129 0.145 0.206 0.225
..~
CHLRIDE mg/ .1. 6.0 6.0
SULFATE mg/l 86.7 86.7
CALCIUM m£/I 29.7 29.7 i
i
MAGNESIUM mg/. 5.0 5.0
POTASSIUM mg/. 1. 7 1. 7 i





















STATION: 6a Pf izer
River Mile: 35.0
Description:
Pro j ec t LERM: 1974 DATE 8/14__
TIME AVG






TEMERA TURE 0" 24.0 24.0
pH (lab) ---
TOTAL ALKALINITY mg/.e 8 8
TOTAL HARDNESS mgl. 58 58
DlSSOLVED OXYGEN (DO) mgl. 7.1 7.1
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN
mg/ .e 1.0 1.0DEMAND (BODS)
.
ì
TOTAL COLIFORM 41/l00m1 3100 3100
FECAL COLIFORM 41/l00m1 800 800 I
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS 11 /lOOml 4 4 Ii
NITRITE (NOrN) mg/ .e 0.008 0.008
NITRATE (N01-N) me-I P 0.216 0.216
AMMONIA (NH3-N) mg/ .e 0.560 0.560
KJELDAHL N. (TK) mg/. ---
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mg/. 0.193 0.193
ORTHO PIISPHA TE mg/ .e 0.149 0.149
--
CHLORIDE mg/ .e ---
SULFATE mg/. ---
CALCIUM mg/. 6.8 6.8
MAGNESIUM mg/. 4.2 4.2 Ii
i
POTASSIUM mg/. , 5.4 5.4 i
--
----~




























(Lb.) 36" Chrome plater across from Slatington
Sewage; ,chlorine effluent
Project LERM: 1974 DATE 6/26 7/5 7/11 7/31 8/14TI1E 1100
AVG
MEASUREMT UNITS 1 2 3 4 5
WIDTH ft ---




TEMERA TURE 0" 21.5 25.0 21.5
pH (lab)
. 9.30 7.20 8.2
TOTAL ALKALINITY mg/.e 200 55 230 215
TOTAL HARDNESS mg¡. 64 126 74 69
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO) mg¡. 7.6 7.5 7.1 7.5
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN
mg¡. 2.6DEMAND (BOD.) 2.6 0.7
TOTAL COLIFORM 11 /lOOml 15,800 15,800
FECAL COLIFORM i/ /lOOml 7100 I7100
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS 11 /lOOml 2410 2400
NITRITE (N02-N) mg/.e 0.095 0.058 I0.374 0.022
I
NITRATE (N01-N) mg/p 2.016 0.378 0.622 0.500 I
AMMNIA (NH,-N) mg/.e 2.352 2.380 ' 1.176 1.969 I
KJELDAin N. (TK) mg!. ---
I
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mg!. 0.967 0.967
ORTHO PHOSPHATE mg/ .e 1. 149 0.806 0.927 0.961
i





CALCIUM mg!. 4.9 4.9 I
MAGNESIUM mg!. 5.2 5.2 L
--
POTASSIUH mg!. 96.9 96.9 I-
I





























l8"Ø across from Amer. Nicko10id
DATE h 1% 7 I, 711 ? 7/11 Q IllProject LERM: 1974 TIM 114') AVG





FLOW cfs 0.44 0.44
TEMPERA TURE or 21.0 21.5 21.0
pH (lab) 7.20 7.10 7.2
TOTAL ALKALINITY mgf. 2 78 104 91
TOTAL HARDNESS mgf. 70 48 74 64
, DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO) mgf. 7.6 6.4 5.0 5.0
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN mgf. )9.0 LA 17.6 17.6DEMAND (BOD,)
----
TOTAL COLIFORM 11 /lOOml 750 LA 750 I
FECAL COLIFORM il/lOOml 66 LA 66
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS lIlOOml 60 0 60 i
-.
NITRITE (N02-N) mg/ ! 0.264 0.180 0.319 0.254 J
NITRATE (N01-N) mp!P 1,872 0.662 0.514 0.588 I
AMMONIA (Nlh-N) mgj! 00 /,(\ 1 /, nn 01 (\(\ 10 'LJ
KJELDAHL N. (TK) mg/. 26.20 26.20
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mg/. 4.352 4.352
ORTHO PHOSPHATE mg/ ! 0.155 2.821 3.224 3.022
CHLRIDE mg/ ! ---
SULFATE mg/. ---
CALCIUM mg/. 11. 2 11.2
..
MAGNESIUM mgl! 8.3 8.3 I
POTASSIUM mgl! 10.4 10.4
-¡
-- oj
























6d Keys tone Lamp Co.
33.1
Project LERM: 1974 DATE 8/12TIM AVG





TEMERA TURE or. 22.0 22.0
pH (lab) ---
TOTAL ALKALINITY mg/I 78 78
TOTAL HARDNESS mg/l 132 132
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (00) mg/I 7.8 7.8
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN mg/lDEMAND (BOD,) 4. i 4.1
TOtAL COLIFORM 41/ioOml 2200 2200
FECAL COLIFORM lIlOOml 950 950 í
,
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS 41/l00m1 590 590 I
NITRITE (N02-N) mg/I 0.330 0.330
NITRATE (NO,-N) m~1 p 0.297 0.297 I
AMMNIA (NH,-N) mg/I 1. 90 1. 90 I
,
KJELDAHL N. (TK) mg!l --- I
TOTA L PHO S PHA TE mg!l 2.98 2.98





CALCIUM mg!l 13.6 . 13.6
HAGNESIUM rug!l 7.1 7.1 J
POTASSIUM mg!l 6.5 6.5 I
, ,




























Pro j ec t LERM: 1974 DATE 6/26TIM
AVG





FLOW cfs 1. 0 1.0
TEMPERA TURE 0"
---
pH (lab) 7.30 7.30
TOTAL ALKALINITY mgl. 21 21
TOTAL HARDNESS mgl. 54 54
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO) mgl. 9.2 9.2
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN
mg/.tDEMAND (BOD,) 1. 2 1.2
TOTAL COLIFORM 11 /lOOml ---
FECAL COLIFORM il/10Oml ---
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS 11 /lOOml --- I
NITRITE (N02-N) mg/.t 0.003 0.003
NITRATE (NO,-N) m~/ l 0.398 0.398
AMMONIA (NH3-N) mg/.t n 1;1n o 1;10 i




:~:2~ORTHO PHOSPHATE mg/ .t 0.322






































Project LERM: 1974 DATE 6/26 7/9 7/12 7/30 íTIM 1400 AVG
MEASUREMNT UNITS 1 2 3 4 5
WIDTH it 20.0 23.0 24.0 ---
DEPTH it 0.9 1.2 0.6 ---
VELOCITY fps 0.7 0.6 0.6 ---
FLOW cfs 9.6 11.3 8.0 8.63
TEMERA TURE or. 22.5 22.5
pH (lab) 7.35 8.30 7.8
TOTAL ALKALINITY mg/.e 0 37 19
TOTAL HARDNESS mg!. 22 108 65
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO) mg!. 7.1 7.1
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN
mg/ .eDEMAND (BOD,) 2.1 2.1
TOTAL COLIFORM il/lOOml 9700 9700
FECAL COLIFORM iIlOOml 5150 5200
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS il/lOOml 6140 6100 I
.
NITRITE (N02-N) mg/ .e 0.530 0.015 0.530 I
NITRATE (N01-N) m,d ¡ 0.403 0.351 0.377
(NH1-N) mg/ .e n 17? ¡AMMONIA n ,nl. n /,1Q I
KJELDAIl N. (TK) mgl.
---
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mgl. 0.202 0.202
0.089 '
i
~~THO PHOSPHATE mg/ .e 0.137 0.113 I
.
CHLORIDE mg/ .e 8.0 8.0
SULFATE mgl. 37.3 37.3
CALCIUM mg/ .t ---
~1AGNESIUM mgl.
=-POTASSIUM mgl. ---f--



























Project LERM: 1974 DATE 6/26 7/5 7/12 7/30 -- ITIME 1425 AVG
MEA SUREMNT UNITS 1 2 3 4 5
WIDTH ft 16.0 6 0 , 0 0 ---
DEPTH ft 1.0 0.3 0.3 ---
VELOCITY fps 0.4 1.3 1.3 ---
FLOW cfs 5.4 2.9 3.8 3.62
TEMERA TURE 0,. 23.0 23.0
--
pH (lab) 7.60 8.00 7.80 7.8
TOTAL ALKALINITY mg/.t 31 36 32 33
TOTAL HARDNESS mgl. 68 56 64 63
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (00) mgl. 10.0 9.8 7.3 7.3
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN mg/.tDEMAND (BOD,,) 0 0.8 1. 2 1. 2
TOTAL COLIFORM il/10Oml 7100 7100
FECAL COLIFORM il/lOOml 1770 1800 I
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS 41/l00m1 2270 , 2300
NITRITE (N02-N) mg/ .t 0 0.003 0.013 0.005
I
NITRATE (NO,-N) mg/P 0.38, 1. 008 0.265 0.327 I,
AMMONIA (NH,-N) mg/.t n lâ( o 196 0.756 0.4sd
KJELDAHL N. (TK) mg!. 1.41 1.41
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mg!. ---
ORTHO PHOSPHATE mg/ .t 0.s3( 0.056 0.270 O. 400 ~
CHLRIDE mg/ .t ,5.0 s.ø
SULFATE mg!. 33.3 33.3
,
CALCIUM mg/ .e 13.2 13.zJ
ä4GNESIUM mg!. 4.5 4.5
. i
POTASSIUM mg!. 0.8 0.8 i





























Stone arch bridge at cabins
Muddy.
Pro j ec t LERM: 1974 DATE 6/26TIM AVG




FLOW cfs 0.5 0.5
TEMPERA TURE or. ---
pH (lab) 7.10 710
TOTAL ALKALINITY mglt 33 33
TOTAL HARDNESS mglt 88 78
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (00) mglt 9.1 9. i
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN mglt 3.4DEMAND (BOD,) 3.4
TOtAL COLIFORM il/ioOml ---
FECAL COLIFORM il/lOOml ---
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS il/lOOml --- J
NITRITE (NOrN) mg/ .t 0.012 0.012
NITRATE (NOrN) m,'¡ p 0.648 0.648 i-
AMMNIA (NH,-N) mf!./ .t n 1 L. (l l¡.(l I
KJELDAIl N. (TK) mg!.
---
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mg!. ---
ORTHO PHOSPHATE mg/ .t 0.048 0.01,8 L
CHLRIDE mg/ .t ---
SULFATE mg!. ---- I
,
































1974 DATE 6/26 7/5 7/12 7/31Project LERM: TIM 1330 AVG
MEASUREMT UNITS 1 2 3 4 5
WIDTH ft 4_0 b. n ~ , ---
DEPTH ft 0.5 0.3 0.3 ---
VELOCITY fps 0.6 0.6 1.3 ---
FLOW' cfs 1. 1 0.7 1.0 0.97
TEMERA TURE 0" 22.0 22.0
pH (lab) 7.90 7.9
TOTAL ALKALINITY mgll 58 58
TOTAL HARDNESS mg/.t 90 90
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO) mgll 10.0 100
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN mgll
1. 7 1. 7DEMAND (BOD,;)
TOTAL COLIFORM 11 /10Om1 4300 4300
FECAL COLIFORM lIlOOml 920 920
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS lIlOOml 240 240 I
.
NITRITE (N02-N) mg/ .t 0.013 0.013
NITRATE (N01-N) m,,/ P 0.540 0.540 I
AMMNIA (NH3-N) m,,!. 0.328 0.328 i
KJELDAHL N. (TK) mg/. ---
mg/. ---TOTAL PHOSPHATE
ORTHO PHOSPHATE mg/ .t 0.867 0.867
CHLORIDE mg/ .t --- ,
SULFATE mg/. ---
CALCIUM mg/. 23.4 23.4
MAGNESIUM mg/. 11.6 11.6~




























Project LERM: 1974 DATE 6/26 7/5 7/12 7/31TIM
AVG
MESUREMT UNITS 1 2 3 4 5
WIDTH ft 2.5 1 8 ---
DEPTH ft 0.3 0.2 ---
VELOCITY fps 1.4 0.4 ---
FLOW cfs 1.0 0.2 0.51
TEMPERA TURE or. 26.0
---
pH (lab)
TOTAL ALKALINITY mg/.t ---
TOTAL HARDNESS mg¡. ---
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO) mg¡. 13.1
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN
mg¡. 3.5DEMAND (BOD,)
TOTAL COLIFORM if /10Om1 1000 1000
,
FECAL COLIFORM lIlOOml 20 I20 i
i, IFECAL STREPTOCOCCUS lIlOOml 10 10 ¡
NITRITE (NOrN) mg/ .t ---
NITRATE (NO,-N) mQIP ---
AMMNIA (NH,-N) mgf.t ---
KJELDAHL N. (TK) mg!.
.
---
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mg!. ---






































300 yds. below Northampton Dam(r.b.)
DATE 6/27 7/5 7/15 p, /(, 9. /11.Project LERM: 1974 TIM 1015 AVG





FWW cfs 1.0 1.0
TEMPERA TURE or 00 (\ , Q (\ ?9. n
pH (lab) 7.3 7.3
TOTAL ALKALINITY mgf. 12 13 12
TOTAL HARDNESS mg f. 48 62 55
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO) mg f. 8.0 9.6 8.3 8.0
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN mg/.tDE~.AND (BOD,,) 1.2 1.3 1.9 1. 2
TOTAL COLIFORM í//l00m1 4000 0 4000
,
FECAL COLIFORM lIlOOml 70 0 70 ,
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS í/ /lOOml 170 0 170 1
NITRITE (N02-N) mg/ .t 0.066 0.007 0.066
NITRATE (N01-N) mp/p 0.425 0.270 0.348 I
AMMONIA (NH1-N) m,,/ .t n 1% o 1?? n 1?Q I
KJELDAHL N. (TK) mg!. ---
I
-i
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mg!. 0.177 0.177 I
ORTlO PHOSPHATE mg/ .t 0.166 0.250 0.205 !




CALCIUM m,,!. 11. 7 . 11. 7
MAGNESIUM mg!. 4.8 4.8 iJ
i
POTASSIUM mg!. 1.6 1.6 :I-
,
























l3b Creek at Railroad Overpass
23.0
(rb) 1 mi. below Northampton Dam
Cement
Project LERM: 1974 DATE 6/27 7 Is 7 I' S R/f. R/'4TIM 1040 1110 1000 AVG




FLOW' cfs 0.5 0.5
TEMPERA TURE or 19.0 16.0 19.0 16.0
pH (lab) 8.10 8.30 8.10 8.30 8.2
TOTAL ALKALINITY mg/.t 104 158 132 122 129
TOTAL HARDNESS mgl. 360 402 384 392 384
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (00) mgl. 9.8 9.6 9.4 9.2 9.4
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN mgl.DEMAND (BODs) "'0 'ù 2.0 1.3 2.0 ,
1
TOTAL COLIFORM 41/l00m1 7800 180 13 ,300 1900 7800
I
FECAL COLIFORM 41/l00m1 260 63 150 230 260 I
¡
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS iI /lOOml 200 132 180 30 160
I
I
NITRITE (N02-N) mg/ .t 0.023 0.037 0.004 0.026 0.029
NITRATE (NO,-N) m"/ P 2.448 2.052 1.188 0.284 1.896
AMMONIA (NHi-N) mg!. 2.24 1.148 1.372 . 1.036 I 1.449 I
I
KJELDAHL N. (TKN) mg/. ---
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mg/. 0.274 0.274
ORTHO PHOSPHATE mg/ .t 0.10 0.072 0.032 0.314 0.068
CHLRIDE mg/ .t 12.0 12.0
SULFATE mg/. 133.3 133.3
CALCIUM mg/. 65.9 65.9
.
IMAGNESIUM mg/. 30.3 30.3
POTASSIUl1 mg/. 5.1 5.1 ¡
---
i





























Project LERM: 1974 DATE . 6/27 7/5 7115 8/1 8/14TIM AVG
MESUREMT UNITS 1 2 3 4 5
WIDTH ft 22.0 25 0 14 0 ---
DEPTH ft 1.0 1.0 0.9 ---
VELOCITY fps 0.9 1.0 1.2 ---
FLOW cfs 19.4 23.6 15.6 20.0
TEMERA TURE 0c. 27.0 26.0 22.5 22.5
pH (lab) 8.00 7.85 8.00 8.0
TOTAL ALKALINITY mg/./' 59 63 72 65
TOTAL HARDNESS mgf. 124 128 132 128
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (00) mgf. 4.4 8.0 7.6 9.4 9.5 9.4
I
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN mgf.DEMAND (BOD,) 0.6 3.6 2.4 2.9 1.8 2.9
TOTAL COLIFORM ifl/lOOml 850 310 1100 2000 1100
FECAL COLIFORM ifl/lOOml 120 186 190 420 190
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS íl100m1 180 140 270 300 270
NITRITE (N02-N) mg/t 0.389 1.480 0.132 0.260
NITRATE (N01-N) mp/ P 0.435 2.664 0.243 0.339 I
AMMONIA (NH1-N) mg/t 2.492 0.476 1.344 0.793 I
KJELDAHL N. (TK) mg/t 5.38 . 5.38
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mg/t 0.500 0.500
ORTIIO PHOSPHATE mg/ t 0.645 0.742 0.580 0.656
CHLRIDE mg/ t 13.0 13.0
SULFATE mg/t 64.0 64.0
.
CALCIUM mg/t 32.4 32.4
HAGNESIUM mg/t 6.8 6.8 I
POTASSIUM mg!t 7.0 7.0 I






























DATE 6/27 7/5 7/15 8/6 R/14 IProject LERM: 1974 TIM 1225 1300 1150 AVG
MEASUREMT UNITS 1 2 3 4 5
WIDTH ft 14 0 11 0 11 0 ---
DEPTH ft 1,0 0.7 0.7 ---
VELOCITY fps 1,0 1,3 0.8 ---
FLOW cfs 12.8 11,2 6.3 10.1
TEMERA TURE or 16.0 20.5 20.5 18.0 18.0
pH (lab) 8.42 8.50 8.10 8.3
TOTAL ALKALINITY mg/. 131 146 138
TOTAL HARDNESS mg/. 258 246 252
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (00) mg/. I 9.1 9.2 9.1
I
9.9 9.0 9.0
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN mg/.DEMND (BODs) 0.2 0.3 1,6 1,7 1,5 1,7
TOtAL COLIFORM 41 100m 1 3000 6900 6100 2400 6100
FECAL COLIFOR1' ¡f/lOOml 1020 2200, 1300 560 1300
i
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS 11 /lOOml 860 630 2400 1200 2400
I
NITRITE (NOrN) mg/.t 0.156 0.008 0.ls6J
NITRATE (NO,-N) mgl p 2.880 2.952 2.916 I
AMl0NIA (NHi-N) mgl. o "68 0.784 0.826
KJELDAHL N. (TK) mg/. 1,61 1,61
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mgl. ---
ORTHO PHOSPHATE mg/ .t 0.093 0.077
::::' I
CHLORIDE mg/ .t 16.5
SULFATE mg/. 100.0 100.0 ¡
CALCIUM mg/. 52.0 . sd
MAGNESIUM mg/. 21,9 2l~



























STATION: 17a Catasaqua Sewage Plant
River Mile: 20.2
Description:
DATE fi/?7 . 7/' " 7 I' " R I ¡; ill' qProject LERM: 1974 TIM AVG










TOTAL ALKALINITY mg/l ---
TOTAL HARDNESS mg/l
---
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO) mg/l 6.5
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN mg/lDEMAND (BODS) 18.0
TOTAL COLIFORM iI /IOOml lllL 000 R/. nnn
FECAL COLIFORM 41/l00m1 8000 8000
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS 41/L00mI 4100 4100 I,
(N02-N) ¡NITRITE mg/l' ---
i
NITRATE (NO,-N) mçl P --- I
AMMONIA (NHrN) me./l' --- I
KJELDAHL N. (TK) mg/l --- I
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mg/l "-I---
ORTII PIISPHATE mg/ l' --- I
CHLRIDE mg/ l' ---
SULFATE mg/l ---
CALCIUM me./l -- - 1
i
MAGNESIUM mg/l --- I
j













Pro j ec t LERM: 1974 DATE 6/27 7/5 7/15 8/6 8/14
TIME 1300 1330 1215 AVG
MESUREMNT UNITS 1 2 3 4 5
WIDTH ft 10 0 Q n in n ---
DEPTH ft 0.7 0.4 0.6 ---
VELOCITY fps 1.4 1.7 . 1.3 ---
FLOW cfs 9.0 6.2 7.6 7.88
TEMPERA TURE or: 17.0 16.5 16.0 16.0
pH (lab) 8.10 8.20 8.20 8.10 8.2
TOTAL ALKALINITY mg/.t 151 148 146 148
TOTAL HARDNESS mgl. 236 224 228 229
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO) mgl. 9.7 9.7 9.7 9.1 9.9 9.0
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN
mg/.tDEMAND (BOD.) 1' 0 0.9 1.3 2.4 1.9 2.4
TOTAL COLIFORM 1I10Oml 2400 320 1800 1800 1800
FECAL COLIFORM 1I10Oml 950 310 310 330 310
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS l/lOOml 1040 230 820 385 820
NITRITE (NOrN) mg/ .t 0.06Ç 0.004 0.012 0.040 I
NITRATE (N01-N) m",IP 2.16C 0.504 2.736 2.448 I
AMMONIA (NH1-N) mg/.t o 72( 0.616 0.630 0.655 I
,
IKJELDAII N. (TK) mg/. 1.38 1.38 ,!
mg/. ITOTAL PHOSPHATE -- -
I
ORTHQ PHOSPHATE mg/ .t 0.28' 0.097 0.072 0.084
CHLRIDE mg/ .t 9.5 9.5 1
SULFATE mg/. 73.3 73.3
CALCIUM mg/. 39.2 39.2
""'
MAGNESIUM mg/. 25.,5 25.5
POTASSIUM mg/. 2.6 2.6


























Conc re te Overpas s Creek
Canal Outlet
Pro j ec t LERM: 1974 DATE hI?? 7/'i 7 11 0,TIM AVG








pH (lab) 8.70 8.7
TOTAL ALKALINlTY mg/. 123 123
TOTAL HARDNESS mg/. 168 168
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (00) mg/. 10.2 10.2
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN mg/. 0DEMAND (BODo,) "-0
TOTAL COLIFORM 4//l00m1 ---
i
FECAL COLIFORM 4/ /lOOml --- I
,
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS 4/ /lOOml --- I
NITRITE (N02-N) mg/ .t 0.017 0.017 I
NITRATE (NO,-N) mr'¡P 1 9.7' 1.872 J
AMMONIA (NH1-N) mg/.t " 00' n ,Q, I
KJELDAHL N. (TKN) mg/. ---
I
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mg/. --- I
ORTHO PHOSPHATE mg/ .t 0.260 0.260.
CHLRIDE mg/ .t --- !
,
SULFATE mg/. ---
CALCIUM mg/. . ---
MAGNESIUM mg/. ---
















































FLOW 0.1 0.3 0.3cfs
,
TEMERA TURE Or 27.020.0 22.0 27.0





TOTAL HARDNESS 128 142156


































































Wes tern Elec tric Tribu tary
Millipedes noted
Pro j ec t LERM: 1974 DATE 6/27 715 7/15 8/1 8/14TIM 1430 1500 AVG
MEASUREMNT UNITS 1 2 3 4 5
WIDTH ft 6.0 5.0 8 0 ---
DEPTH ft 0.5 1.5 0.4 0.7 ---
VELOCITY fps 1.3 1.1 1.1 ---
FLOW cfs 3.8 2.1 6.1 3.52
TEMPERA TURE 0,. 21 0 26 0 22 0 22.0
pH (lab) 7.75 7.80 7.95 7.8
TOTAL ALKALINlTY mg/.e 115 77 137 102 108
TOTAL HARDNESS mglt 228 496 224 210 221
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (00) mglt 7.2 8.5 8.4 6.6 9.1 8.4 I
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN mglt --DE¥.AND (BODS) 4.1 1.4 14.4 )6.6 1.6 14.4
TOTAL COLIFORM 11/l00m1 90 1100 1100 I
FECAL COLIFORM 11/10Oml 30 150 150 i
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS 11/l00m1 37 280 160 I
NITRITE (N02-N) mg/ .e 0.619 0.750 0.725 1.540 0.908
NITRATE (N01-N) mrdp ? o;O? " hO' ,. ",., ,,_ Rhl. o h8h I
AMMONIA (NH3-N) mg/ .e 0.840 2.520 0.868 4.060 0.859 I
KJELDAHL N. (TK) ffg!. 7.86 7.86
I
TOTAL PHOSPHATE ffg!. ---
I
ORTH PHOSPHATE ffg/ .e 0.198 0.234 0.435 0.206 0.268 I
,
CHLRIDE ffg/ .e 167.5 167.5
i
SULFATE mg!. 93.3 93.3
CALCIUM mg!. 40.6 . 40.6
MAGNESIUM mgl. 19.7 19.7
POTASSIUM mgIJ 1.5 1.5
,
SODIUM mgIJ 127.9





















STATION: 20b Ingersoll Rand Pipe
River Mile: 17.2
Description:
Project LERM: 1974 DATE 6/27 7/8 7/15
TIME
AVG





FWW' cfs O. 01
TEMERA TURE or.
---
pH (lab) 7.90 7.90
TOTAL ALKALINITY mg/l 141 , 141
TOTAL HARDNESS mg/l 196 196
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (00) mgli 9.4 9.4
_.
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN mg/l aDEMAND (BOD,,) '\0
TOTAL COLIFORM íl100m1 400 400 I
FECAL COLIFORM 41/l00m1 100 100
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS 41/l00m1 19 19
NITRITE (NOrN) mg/i O. 006 O. 006
,
NITRATE (NOrN) me.!? 2.008 2. 008 I
AMMNIA (NH,-N) mg/l -r---¡n. 36 'i 1 0...12..L_1
KJELDA Il N. (TK) mg/l 1.88 I 1.88
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mg/l ---
ORTHO PHOSPHATE mg/i 0.077 0.077
CHLORIDE mg/i ---
i
SULFATE mg/l --- I




































Allentown Wastewater Treatment Plant
1974 DATE 6/?P. 7 Ip. 711 r. P.17 RIgPro j ec t LERM: TIM 1030 AVG




FLOW cfs 54.7 52.5 54.7 54,7
TEMPERA TURE or. 21.5 21.5
pH (lab) 7.10 8.5 4.8 6.8
TOTAL ALKALINITY mg/l 158 274 304 245
TOTAL HARDNESS mg!l 232 222 212 222
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO) mg/l 4.4 4.9 3.3 2.8 7.0 3.3 I
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN mg!l 10.1 78.0 )64.0 61.0 35.0DEMAND (BOD,)
TOTAL COLIFORM 1f /lOOml 4400 3600 4000
I
FECAL COLIFORM 1flOOml 150 ' 1600 1600 i
I
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS 1flOOml 260 170 220 I
NITR1TE (N02-N) mg/l 0.835 0.068 0.059 0.064 I
NITRATE (NO,-N) mo'¡P 4.824 2.376 1.081 2.760
AMMNIA (NHrN) mg/l 3.300 20.30 8.68 10.760 I
KJELDAHL N. (TK) mg/l ---
I
,
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mg/l 2.313 2.313
I
ORTHO PHOSPHATE mg/ I 3.054 3.387 2.176 2.872
I
-j
CHLORIDE mg/ I 6.5 . 6.5
.
SULFATE mg/l 73.3 73.3
~
CALCIUM mg/l 35.1 35.1 I,
...--
MAGNESIUM mg/l 25.2 2s.2~
POTASSIUM mg/l 10.9 10.9 I
_.




























Project LERM: 1974 DATE 7/1 7/8 7/16 8/7 8/15TIM 1045 AVG
MEASUREMT UNITS 1 2 3 4 , 5
WIDTH ft 60.0 95.0
DEPTH ft 2.0 1.2
VELOCITY fps 1.2 0.9
FLOW cfs 138.0 123.3 124.5
TEMERA TURE 0,. 18.0 20.0 18.0 18.5 20.0
pH (lab) 7.80 7.20 8.1 7.7
TOTAL ALKALINITY mgl. 101 134 134 123
TOTAL HARDNESS mgl. 144 188 174 169
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO) mgl. 7.6 9.3 10.6 7.5 7.7 10.6
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN mg/. 4.9 3.1 4.4 3.3 3.9 4.4DEl.AND (BOD..)
TOTAL COLIFORM if /10Om1 7600 8800 57,000 7600
I
FECAL COLIFORM 41/l00m1 780 410 2280 780
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS 41/l00m1 700 140 2000 700 I
NITRITE (NOZ-N) mg/ .e 0.130 0.040 0.0396 0.070
I
NITRATE (NO,-N) m"l P 1. 872 2.340 0.405 2.106 I
.
AMMONIA (NH,-N) mr'¡ .e 1 008 1.685 1.176 1.287 I
!KJELDAHL N. (TK) mg!. 3.91 3.9i-J
.
JTOTAL PHOSPHATE mg!. 0.177 0.177
ORTHO PHOSPHATE mg/ .e 0.113 0.044 0.185 0.114 ¡-
CHLRIDE mg/ .e 14.5 14.5
SULFATE mg!. 33.3 33.3
CALCIUH mg!. 32.4 . 32.4
l!AGNESIUM mg!. 23.9 23.9
POTASSIUM mg!. 2.9 2.9




























Stream at Ice House
Project LERM: 1974 DATE 7/1 7/9 7/16 8/7TIM 1430 1205 AVG




FLOW cfs 0.04 0.1 0.1
TEMPERA TURE or 24.0 23.0 23.5
pH (lab) 7.9 7.9
TOTAL ALKALINITY mglf 99 93 96
TOTAL HARDNESS mglf 136 128 132
-
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO) mg If 7.8 7.2 7.2
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN mglf 1.3 1.5 1.5DEMAND (BOD,)
TOTAL COLIFORM 11 /lOOml ---
FECAL COLIFORM lIlOOml ---
--
I
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS 11 /lOOml --- I
NITRITE (NOrN) mg/1' 0.008 0.004 0.006
NITRATE (N01-N) mQ/ P 0.072 0.243 0.158 i
-
AMMONIA (NHq-N) m2/1' - 1. 218 0.456 0.837
KJELDAHL N. (TK) mgl. ---
,
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mgl. 0.346 0.346 ~_
0.101 0.113ORTHO PHOSPHATE mg/1' 0.107 I
;
CHLRIDE mg/1' 8.0 8.0
SULFATE mgl. 32.0 32.0
CALCIUM m" /. ---
~lAGNESIUM mg/. ---


























28d Beth Steel #2
11.6
(r.b) covered outlet, black effluent '(oil) at 300 yds
downs tream 72" ø (001)
Project LERM: 1974 DATE 7/1 7/9 7/17 8/7
TIME 0950 1210 AVG




FLOW cfs 2.0 0.1 NO FLOW 0.1 0.1
TEMERA TURE 0" 26.5 19.5 19.5
pH (lab) 7.80 7.70 7.8
TOTAL ALKALINITY mgf. 30 26 13 23
TOTAL HARDNESS mgf. 66 24 20 22
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO) mg/.t 7.0 8.1 8.1
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN mgl. 2.8DEMAND (BOD,,) 4.1 2.8
I
\
TOTAL COLIFORM 41/l00m1 -=-
FECAL COLIFORM # /lOOml
---1
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS #/lOOml ---
L




NITRATE (N01-N) 1 1/;0 0.11'; 0.284 0.200 i
AMMNIA (NH3-N) mrd.t 0.86E 0.168 1, 148 1,008
KJELDAHL N. (TK) mg/. 2.58 2.58 I
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mg/. 0.790 0.790
ORTHO PHOSPHATE mg/ .t 0.190 0.181 0.250 0.207






































28c Bethlehem Steel #3
11.5
(r.b) Covered effluent below 6th smoke stack
72"0 (002)
DATE 7 / i 7/Q 7/17 " /7 0/10 IPro j ec t LERM: 1974 TIM 1000 1 ?10
IAVG




FLOW cfs 0.024 1.4 8.3 6.0 6.0
TEMPERA TURE 0" 29.0 28.0 28.0
pH (lab) 5.20 7.70 8.20 7.8
TOTAL ALKALINITY mg/.e 9 12 155 26 26 18
TOTAL HARDNESS mg!. 18 64 272 60 56 60
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO) mg!. 7.5 7.1 7.1
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN mg!. iDEI'.AND (BOD,) ) 9.0 8.4 3.1 3.1 J
TOtAL COLIFORM 1t10Om1 9800 9800 I
FECAL COLIFORM 1tlOOml 4000
I
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS lIlOOml 3000 3000 ii
NITRITE (NOZ-N) mg/ .e 0.020 0.004 0.022 0.057 0.031 0.027
NITRATE (N01-N) m"l P 0.164 1.044 3.024 0.378 0.460 1.014
AMMONIA (NH1-N) mQ/.e 1.960 0.546 1.036 0.927 0.364 1.068 I
KJELDAHL N. (TK) mgl. 5.47 5.47
!
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mgl. 0.959 0.279 0.619
ORTH PHOSPHATE mg/ .e 0.064 0.177 0.081 0.218 0.294 0.167
,
CHLRIDE mg/ .e 16.0 16.0
SULATE mgl. 53.3 53.3
CALCIUM mQl .e 35.0 . 35.0
MAGNESIUM mg!. 36.1 36.1
























STATION: (29a) Monocacy Creek
River Mile: 11.3
Description:
Project LERM: 1974 DATE 7/1 7/9 7/17 817 8/15__TIM 1015 1250 AVG
MEA SUREMT UNlTS 1 2 3 4 5
WIDTH ft 32.0 45.0 ---
DEPTH ft 1.2 0.8 ---
VELOCITY fps 1.8 1.5 ---
FLOW cfs 70.0 54.7 57.1
TEMPERA TURE 0,. 18.0 15.0 16.5 17.0 15.0
pH (lab) 8.40 8.45 7.70 8.2
TOTAL ALKALINITY mg/t 126 160 46 158 148
TOTAL HARDNESS mg/.f 242 270 92 270 261
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO) ffg/ .f 12.1 10.3 10.7 10.3 10.3
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN mg/t 1.5 1.6 1.2 2.1 1.6
IDEMAND (BOD,,)
,
TOTAL COLIFORM ¡¡ /10Oml t3700 1120 2800 2500 2500 I
FECAL COLIFORM II/l00ml 630 960 1000 700 800 i
i
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS II/l00m1 430 380 300 7 SO 400 I
NITRITE (N02-N) mg/.f 0.037 0.011 0.134 0.015 0.021
NITRATE (NOo-N) m% 2.88( 3.348 1.368 0.649 2.532
AMMONIA (NHo-N) mg/.f n QQ' n 77r n 616 o 868 0.784 I
i
KJELDAHL N., (TK) mg/. 1.09 1.09 I
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mg/. 0.548 0.548 I
i
ORTHO PHOSPHATE mg/ .f 0.07 0.097 0.339 0.105 0.091 I
CHLORIDE mg/ .f 4.0 4.0 I
SULFATE mg/. 28.7 28.7
CALCIUM mo I. 17 .5 17 .5
MAGNESIUM mgl. 12.3 12.3 I
































SO yd pas t Monocacy Creek
Be low green powerhous e (003)
Pro j ec t LERM: 1974 DATE 7/1 7/9 7117 A17 All"TIM 1030 1245 AVG




FLOW' cfs 0.01 NO FLOW 0.1 0.1
TEMERA TURE 0,. 24.5 23.5 24.5
pH (lab) 6.75 6.8
TOTAL ALKALINITY mg/.t 77 24 77
TOTAL HARDNESS mg/.t 102 44 102
.
6.9 4.8DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO) mg¡. 4.8
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN
mg/.t )12.6DEMIND (BODS) 4.8 13.0
TOTAL COLIFORM #/lOOml 300 300
FECAL COLIFORM i'1/lOOml 20 ?()
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS i'1/lOOml () () I
NITRITE (NOrN) mg/ .t 0.003 0.0121 0.008
,
NITRATE (NO,-N) mo./ P 1.512 0.405 0.958
AMMONIA (NH3-N) mg/.t 3.080 1.400, 2.175
KJELDAHL N. (TK) mgl. 33.51 33.51 .
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mgl. 0.806 0.806
ORTHO PHOSPHATE mg/ .t 0.056 0.121 0.088
CHLRIDE mg/ .t ---
SULATE mgl. ---
CALCIUM mrd.t ---































66"(1 SO yds below green powerhouse
(005)
1974 DATE 711 7/9 7/17 A/7Project LERM: TIM 1040 1310 AVG




FLOW cfs 99.0 66.4 99 99.0
TEMERA TURE or. 34.0 34.0 33.5 33.5
pH (lab) 7.90 7.72 7.60 7.7
TOTAL ALKALINITY mg/.t 20 16 68 51 39
TOTAL HARDNESS mgl. 86 102 124 100 103
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO) mg/.t 7.7 6.8 6.8
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN mgl.DEMAND (BOD,) 1.9 2.4 2.6 2.6
TOTAL COLIFORI1 41/l00m1
---I
FECAL COLIFORM 41/l00m1 --- í
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS 41/l00m1 ---
NITRITE (N02-N) mg/J' 0.09' 2.700 0.172 0.075 0.115
i
NITRATE (NO,-N) mal n " Of), 1 . ,A¿ 2 016 o 419 1.968 I
AMMONIA (NH'j-N) mg/J' c '0 n ,n I. "" I, Of, " ~, n
KJELDAHL N. (TK) mg/R 13.4' 112.64 13 45
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mg/J' 1.45 1.45
ORTHO PHOSPHATE mg/ .t 0.242 0.274 0.516 0.306 0.334
CHLRIDE mg/ J' 11.5 11.5
~
i
ISULFATE mg/R 80.0 80.0
,
CALCIUM mg/R 20.9 . 20.9 Ij
MAGNESIUM mg/R 20.3 20.~
i
POTASSIUM mg/R 6.0 6.0 ¡
























29f Beth Steel #8
10.9
(r. b) Above concrete "intake"; 200 yds below green36" ø h 500 d f "T "iFlwer cuse; y s. ups tream rom Minsi raiBrid"e 006'
Pro j ec t LERM: 1974 DATE 7/1 7/9 7117 8/7TIM 1055 1315 AVG




VELOCITY fps 14.2 21,8 10
FLOW cfs 14.2
TEMERA TURE 0" 32.0 34.0 32.0 32.0
pH (lab) 7.40 8.30 8.10 7.9
TOTAL ALKALINITY mg/.t 38 46 66 44 46
- '
TOTAL HARDNESS mg/.t 80 108 128 84 98
I
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO) mgl. 7.4 7.3 7.4 I
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN mgl.DEMAND (BOD,) 3.9 2.7 3.6 2.7
TOTAL COLIFORM # /lOOml ---
I
FECAL COLIFORM 11/l00m1 ---
I
,FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS #/lOOml --- I
iNITRITE (HOrN) mg/ .t 0.16 0.027 0.700 0.097 0.097
I
NITRATE (N01-N) m" I P 2 80 1,512 1,872 0.419 2.064 -¡
AMMONIA (NHrN) mg/.t 1 1 Q, 1 17 , 'M, 1 1n? i 390 I
KJELDAHL N. (TK) mgl. 10.76 10.76 i
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mgl. 0.629 0.629 II-
ORTHO PHOSPHATE mg/ .t 0.29 0.379 0.532 0.282 0.371
CHLRIDE mgl. 24.5 24.5
SULFATE mgl. 58.0 58.0
I
i
CALCIUM md.t --- J
i
-jNAGNESIUM mgl. I ---
POTASSIUM mgn ---
-





























30 yds. below intake42"Ø (007)
Project LERM: 1974 DATE 7/1 7/9 7/17 8/7TIM 1100 1330 AVG





FLOW cfs 3.6 32.0 14.6 14.6
TEMERA TURE 0" 29.0 30.0 31.5 31.5
pH (lab) 7.30 8.25 7.90 7.8
TOTAL ,ALKALINITY mgf. 29 48 65 44 46
TOTAL HARDNESS mgf. 80 100 128 84 98
I
i
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (00) mgf. 7.6 7.0 7.0
¡
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN imgf. iDEMAND (BOD,) 7.4 2.8 3.3 3.3
!
TOtAL COLIFORM 4FlOOml --- i!




FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS 4FlOOml --- i
NITRITE (NOZ-N) mg/t 0.156 0.010 0.620 0.095 0.087
m" I P
i
NITRATE (NOo-N) 2.376 1.728 2.016 0.351 2.040 i
AMMONIA (NH.,-N) mr,¡t 1 484 o 644 1.792 1. 232 1.503 I
KJELDAHL N. (TKN) mg!l !---
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mg/t 0.242 0.242
I
! !
ORTHO PHOSPHATE mg/.e 0.218 0.258. 0.532 0.322 0.332 iI
,
CHLORIDE mg/.e 23.0 23.0 I
i
SULFATE mg!l 60.0 60.0
CALCIUM m"!l 22.4 . 22.4
18.1 18.1 IMAGNESIUM mg!l i,
--
i


































Cream color; below powerhouse between powerlines
78"Ø crossing "'300 yds. upstream from Minsi Trail
B . d (008)riuge
Projec t LERM: 1974 DATE 7/1 7/9 7/17 8/7TIM 1110 1335 AVG




FLOW cfs 10.2 10.2 10.2 10.2
TEMPERA TURE o~ 32 0 33 a 34 5 14 5
pH (lab) 7.60 8.70 7.90 8.1
TOTAL ALKALINITY mg/.t 48 106 15 52 SO
TOTAL HARDNESS mg/.t 92 184 132 96 126
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO) mgl. 6.9 6.7 6.7
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN







NITRITE (NOZ-N) mg/ .t 0.186 0.009 0.520 0.108 0.271
NITRATE (NO,-N) m,,¡ P 2 052 1 872 a 230 0.405 0.318
AMMONIA (NHrN) mg/.t 0.882 1,082 0.980 1,092 1,009
,
KJELDAHL N. (TK) mg!. 20.16 20.16
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mg!. 0.242 0.242
ORTHO PHOSPHATE mg/ .t 0.185 0.444 0.331 0.306 0.316-
CHLORIDE mg/ .t 80. a 80.0 I
SULFATE mg!. 113. a 113.0
r-Ç~WiUM mg!. 22.4 22.4
-"~~..
MAGNESIUM mg!. 19.4 19.4
,
! POTASSIUM mg/l 6.5 6.5 Ir-----
1____
!
I SODIUM mg/l 51,3





























































































































































30a Bethlehem Steel #12
10.3
(rb) 0.3 mi below Minsi Trail Bridge
48"Ø Across from radio tower
Project LERM: 1974 DATE 7/1 7/9 7/17 8/7 Q/i.TIM 1315 1155 1405 AVG




FLOW cfs 2.8 3.0 1.3 1.3
TEMPERA TURE 0" 34.0 27.0 33.5 33.5
pH (lab) 7.00 8.30 7. 80 7.7
TOTAL ALKALINITY mg/. 43 SO 30 58 45
TOTAL HARDNESS mg/. 88 124 122 108 110
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO) mg/. 8.4 6.8 6.8







NITRITE (N02-N) mg/.t 0.179 0.006 0.360 0.429 0.323
NITRATE (NO,-N) m,,/ P 1.764 1. 944 0.210 0.460 1.854
AMMONIA (NH,-N) mg/.t 0.588 0.588 1.148 0.742 0.766




ORTHO PHOSPHATE mg/ .t 0.210 0.379 0.500 0.355 0.361f---
CHLORIDE
I
mg/ r 83.0 83.0
SULFATE mg/. 100.0 100.0
~LCLUM mf'J.t 22.4 22.4
-
____~.._.w
MAGNESIUM mg/ .t 17.7 17 . 7
!







. -_.,.- -._. ---_.._-, - "'---"'--.._-- -- _._--.---
























30b Beth Steel ¡113
10.2
(r.b) l8"Ø (019)














32.5TEMPERA TURE or 35.0








f- ,- --" - -~----,--- -'._
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN
DEMAND (B~D.i)
124 90 107 I
8.38.3























KJELDAl~ N. (TK) mg/;¿












mg/ ;¿ 0.379 0.141 0.260
¡--SULFATE j mg/;¿ t' 45.3
.. ..,-----'i-'-----_._~- -'----¡'






























30c Bethleæ m Steel 4/14
10.2
(r.b.) (021)




























































1 680 1 050 1,036 1,255
0.677 - 0.419 0.548












































Project LERM: 1974 DATETIM
UNITS
7/16 8/157/1 7/9








FLOW cfs 1. 94 0.90.9
TEMPERA TURE 0" 30.0 30.0
7.90 7.9pH (lab)~----
TOTAL ALKALINITY 63 58 56mg/.t 47
TOTAL HARDNESS mg/. 128 10582 106
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (00)













































f~:::=~~-----~:;;- +----t, ~~::~ ~:;; ¡-. --,
j SODIUM ------------ mg/~ ul u__~__
18.5 I61.3 I

































30e Beth Steel #16
10.2
(r.b) 12" I' (023)
DATE I 7/1 7/9 7/16 8/7 8/15Project LERM: 1974 ,
TIME 1440 AVG




FLOW cfs 1.4 1.4
TEMPERA TURE or. 25 0 2" 0
pH ( lab) 8.10 8.1
TOTAL ALKALINITY mg/l 64 47 56 56
TOTAL HARDNESS mg/l 114 84 110 103
---'--'- '.0____
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (00) mg/l 7.20 7.2
-'~_..._------_._---_.
~.
BIOCHEMICAL OXYGEN mgll 4.5 4.5DEMAND (B~~5)
TOTAL COLIFORM 4/ /lOOml --- I
i !
FECAL COLIFORM 4/ /lOOml ---
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS #/lOOml --- I
NITRITE (NOZ-N) mg/l 0.310 0.070 0.319 0.314
I
NITRATE (NO..-N) mg/ f 1.548 0.108 0.568 1.058 i
AMMONIA (NH,-N) mgll 1.624 1.400 0.644 1.223
I
I
KJELDAHL N. (TK) mg/l I---
I




-.RTH0!lIOSPHA TE mg/ I 0.419 0.306 0.371 0.365
CHLORIDE
I mg!R -I 20.0 20.0 1i






~___ i---!'f i ! _~___ 20.9--
i




;POTASSIUM mg/l 4.6 4.6 ;i ,
~---
-~ ,































I WIDTH .. ,
!











. ----i'~-~-----'- ii 53.6 I
---~;.~~~:, ..






L fpsFWVi J cfs 53.6
~r;~~~"L-_+~, =: --- 34.0
'~"," "M';;;" ! -'I' I ~;:o 4Sf-----______,;.._,..____..~__~~~., L .
~~\L~RD"::~S --..--..~g~~-l-~-_--L-J 116 1_~4













-- ----l-~~.._._.--1i 6.2 i
.._~_t_,____~___~





















.-__iig/ ;¿ ~ l8~~ -r
________~mg/~_ .._--J.-~~L_,___..
- "__~:;;¡__ _..I_~:~I 1__-
~,I' f I-.-;~-I J--~'-i------_...,_...._-,- ....,-_._- -
mg¡; 12.0





































---- -- ._"..._._--...- -





























HDA.-TE I 7/1 r7ï'9- .-i1i..tT87r--T87I~- 1--'--..,Project LERM: 1974 Tiiii.:-T--- i ----I--:sU----+--- i
I UNITS I 1 ;- 2 3 t4----"---S--- ì MG
T ft-- I iL '_:C-:-''-':::C:_-C'¡_-: .-=" -~.-. --:~(.:_.. __::C, I
l-~C.- I - ---, -.- ." .'.'- .._-- -.-.-- .- _.., ,. i .~-~ - --
I ',. rl-- ---r-- --I ~:.-
- FWW I cfs-I I - ,u"-~-r-----~-¡ 10.7----
~7:;::)~"~---l---j~~l';;; f ~ -T;:;~i
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (DO) I mgl.1' I 1 i 7.3 ¡ ¡ 7.3
------------'-"--'-"'_"I.'_'_"___j'___ ,._____ _._~___J__,_.____..., _'. __ __, _______.BIOCHEt1ICAL OXYGEN í /f. i i i 1DEM~ND (BOD,,) I mg.. 4.7 J ,4.7 .
r TO;;.~.:~~IF~;M -=~~I iI~~~:~f.~---I____L__~.. --r~= ~"1~~~-~~~"
tFECAL COLIFORM ! f1/io.:~~~__il I --------1---- ___ ¡. -~:_______"i
f FECAL STREl'TOCOCCUS ! II/lOCJ,ü I r-i i I ---
1--:i-T~nTi~ (KOrN)-- '-i~-"- mg/ J. --1--- - '-'-¡--'-~-.-;~r~i~~r-O-:'~~ ~ . -~'~;2l -':
-_._.__._-_..~-_..r-_. - ~--¡- "-----_.._-~_..¡-------_...~_._,,-_. _._-- --; ----._-~..
TOTAL PllSPHATE I rng/t Iii ! 0.467 f 0.403! 0.4~s .i
. O~TIIO -~.~~S~l~~;-~--T=~:~~.~r== J=---=I~_~.2~;1 =~.;~.7---j¡~_~~~~-~;I -~:_~~~~_ :
_CII!~!i.2.._____..___L_ mg/ J. I I ¡ 22.0 I I 220 :
~:~~;,:------ -~~i'~l=f=---~l :~-:6~:¡=--=-F==-:--;:::--
r~:;::::~:--=~T =~~~;-r-I----F~;, F=-j~=-+~::' .-1
































-;~:;,,;-u;;;w, "74l ;~¡; - ~0!779 j ¡;i~T:(;,:¡r ..'
HEAsUREHrNT 1-;¡nT~¡-'-l-r--z ---3- -1-- 4 1 --;-1 f,; I
==- .=:-~.==--='= ~~"--='..:;:'-=.:::: ':::-= ':-.' '-:=--':. -:=- ''::=::==-..-; =-':::::='¡ '..- ..._-- -.~,
i~ :~;;;~-.-- 'i-:~---_¡___.._J__~~, ".,., ...-'1---- .....--.f .~~~. .., ---1
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-;;;i;;~~-;m; -r-~ r---T-' f '-J~~;-~--I"'------¡-;~.';"';
'~;~'~~'~;'~~-~'-'-'-'---i--.--ç_'¡-_'_--~---'i-;~' .-I-~.--.:--- '1'~'~'~""-~"'1
"""".u,Lmny _ 1- ",,-;-1 I I" -T;.-L--í 50' i
i-?~~:::~:::;,;, ,,~)'.= :~; -I....----p:+::, -r-,~:i;::=:!
_. '.... _.-..-..-...... -." ...".......1. ..----.-.., """-.__. '_.._____-'.__..___-_.__.1..__...._ ... ...._BIOCBEi1ICAJ" OXYCEN ¡ /.e ii I I' 4 7' I 4 7 'DE~111D (BOD,,) I mg i' .' ¡
-_.-._.~._.__._~...~_.r__~_._..___ ~j_~_ !-~_._--- .. . __;\_~_~___J_____,...,..____._,~.¡,.___,..._..._...._..~"_')7'"'-''' "'""----1--""' - L-_-i--L-t - 1:----1.=- ¡
i FECAL COLrFOlUl ! II/IOOml j-_.___L____I ___ __.._I._-:=::__.__~
F~~()N~:_(_~~î~N)._-..-l._.-_~&L~):_~__. I I ..OJ6-j 0.888 I-OLMlLi.n.ß7JLi:JELDAHL N  (TKN) I mg/.e I !' I i i ---
---'--'--..- '... -- +- ...__...___, ._...._. L__. .___.__ _..._ .., ___, ._._..~'...._~.,_.. _. ._
TOTAL PHOSPHATE L' ingl. l J' ' i' I' 0.419 I 0.355 i 0.387
----~-_._-----.._,--- -,-,__,_"_I,_,_,-~,,,,,- __.__,' - ,_;.._____._. _.~..__.__..._~".,.. "'_'__"___",_' __
ORT.i~.!~)SPJl~T~.___i~.~~/ .e l._-I_.__..~_~~ 4isJ~:.~=~i~ 27 4 _I_?..:!~ ....-
t::::~~::E ::~~~~~~~~ r~-:.~..~: ~-~...- .. --t-_._...:.~~: "j-----.¡.-. i-:;.~'--- J
1_c;i\JP.!~~.. ' I m:~~ --r--...--.l-._._..~.i.._~~~...i_-_..I...._..-T ¡~.-;- .
r_~C:NE~~I~!.__ _..~ "-'-~:;~-I" .~.-i._.......¡.-10~~.I.._.--..-I..._.-T.~.0.8... ",


























200 yds below island
Grease & Oil prevalent (013)
(--------.. - IDATE I 7/1 I 7/9 L 7/l7=r-4/718ils -J-'--~oi~-=R!'1P: 1974. ITIÚE-1 ... L-2.2l5 J="5~:¡=~'~-=-1 AVG
1_..~~~i~;;iIÒNT =::----L-~~~~.J- 1 =J..- 2 -,1-:_-:_3._=- -_-;"-c::c:c c.._"So-_=+,, c.,.,."-...."_,;
1_1VII2T1L______..--__l-____I__.__ .. .. -".--.' ----.-.-1-=~=-- --1L1-"""__ I~. J___L --- ----1=_. .VELOCITY I fps I ¡ --- ¡
i :'" J 1- "~Ol'71 ==l.~J
__..C 1____..9AD.L2....-¡t,Q._~ t~!l._~.,___;
I_ 8.20 ~- t--_--,L-l----i-~~---¡
TOTAL ALKALINITY mg/t, 32 I 64 44 I 55 , ! 49 , i
TOTA;:--;;A~DNESS --'I--:g/¡I 92 I i--~~6 - .. 98 ---r ii~-~T-;:~~----
-----_.. ,_,_.__L,____. L.____ _~..___ ____,__,...' _..__... _ __...__'.....,i I I i I I '
! -f,~~¡~;;i;F;!~"'- ~-- ::~-I-:.~-r-- ::: ::: -I : :; ¡ ~~: - i
r T~:rA~L C~!~;;~;~~---r~ii';¿~~-l .J r l_____=r-~.-T.-_.~~_.~__ .
I FECAL COLIFORM í 11/100ml -L-~ I 1.___...1.:-.-:=-___ _'.FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS 11/10Oml j ¡ -- i i --- ,;
-NI~~_;;-;;~ 2 -N) ___J ~~_~~! ~=r_9.'-19~1=.__J --0. 4!.lr~'~-~~~~II__O: 3~~l~~ ~;;_",'~'
_.igrRiTE._QlQ:i-:~:2 'f1gú:~~ 2 52. ___1 2.016 0.!08 .l_0.5~~..L~:7~6__,
~H'?(NI¡~~!__J_.!2G/.e ! 0 826L_I--JlQ.G700j..§!..L9_!.lSL..!
:~~~,:o:,!:::.) -i-~;;;f-I~-+---t~~+~'59;-i. ~:;:;...
- ~~;~I~-~'~~_~pm'~~l -...... -r~--:~ / J,1--'~~~s;¡-'----r-~ :~;;r~;~~ 1--'0. ~-;~- i-~~ ;~;.
Cll~~2:~.:_______~-r---i:g/ tl---T B" 2;~-r I ---T;~.-5-
SULFATE ,-l ~~~-;-r--'--'---'---- -'~~~~l--'T----+~o.o' i
!~:;r,T;~;-----'--+--~,~~;--i -1--.- r---~;:T---l--'-'l';~.~" "',
~ú\~i:i~im~ --_.t-~i:~--L--'r-- ---1~.19~41--'--l= "=r~9;4._
....:OTASS!~. __.._ ._..______mg/..~-'_._l .. ..J -- ~:.:-ll-----_.-l--!.. 6:~_






























r----~---_._--.. DATE ! 7/1 1-7/9 -i--77if-Tsn-"'-ã7iÇ-T----'-'¡
Project LERHP: 1974 1--i;I~iE- (' Tl330 1 I23Z-1---.i---- \ '
!-- ~~§~~Ð'~~~~:o~-:=~=l. ,~ITS )'-;5 ~o~..~~~-=~:' ~~4~~~~+ --~=~=~F~~~:.¡:Co=;:~..-1
~,~~~ r-:: i~-r-- -~~~--i-;.~-!----r~-i
~ELOCITY fps i 2.0 l---.-.-~.-T.!-...--.f=---..---j
1,':''_ L:, i 70.0 93.0~---'-- 1';,; --I
j.:~!~I!LE.~£.I!~r~." I 0 I 23.0 1-- 22.0--', ~~~--,-;Š.-;.-.r;;-..;--..~-j
~.~~'-~?) ._r--.-1. 7.10 T~~~;-1-7.:~J-=--J==~~~;~7~~~~.~.:i
t~!." """,,,,,:"_1. "''' ! 16 1".1 10' I 106 J__1.104_1TOTAL HARDNESS mg/J '156 190 I 180 i 174 I I 175 i
--_._.'.___-.n.,_."____._.~~___.. '. -.--.-l-~.-._~"... --,..,-~" .~...-.--,-~ ~-.---~---i o_,_.~__,,__.._~,.. ..... j'_'____" '. , . _-._, ~.ç.._
DISSOLVED OXYCEN (DC) ¡ mg/J! ¡ I 7.1 I 7.8 I 9.4 : 7.1 I
'g1~'HgMi~~~~ ~xYGEN -"T-' mg/J-¡;~--~' r-~2.4 -I 38.~-.I.¡~8.-rî;.:4-~.-
--'-----...,----...i.----i- ..- I --, ---¡._...........¡,.., ....._2m .~:.C~J :I~9PJ1 _ II/lOOin1 i 7700 620 , 2040 ¡ 33,400 ¡ I 5000
_." 4.--~ ---.-.-J---r~__'_._-_..-~~-i...--.--~...'i"-'-----.---.~- ..". -",FECAL COLIFORM .LYlOOml i. 640, 490 I 205 j 750 ~_..__-'2?g~____:
..!.Ic:AL s.."""3ooo,,", L '!' """' 1._'60 _L 300 1_''. ,~I___i._:5?_._..___¡
~:::~:; ;::~~;=-j-~:~:+~~~~~.I-=;:H:;::~¡=H:;:HAN110N TA (NIl ~.:___ L.."-!¡¡-l_..2~....Q2'O !..l...Q L.1J.,lL..r~-_i..1.~,9.?_:
_~(J\L~~rr" N. _~~~~__.¡ "" _.~g (~_l1;____~__i-l9 . 66 _!__....._.!.__......_.. ¡. ~__~ _I . l~~~6 _ J
-.~~AL_!E~.S_I2!~TE __ i ing/. I ! I 1.306 I ! 1.306 i
- _.~-'--~_.- '._'._-'" -~-._-~..~~-...~.-~.-~----.!.-~v--I--..--.-. -'.~-- "
?RT!lO .!¡¡OSPH¡\TE__L~1:?Lil._E..~lL.~3~:J__::048 !--.209 1____L.l.:~s6 ':
-;:;;' --___~t :7~-r--i+ :~:+---!----f;;::-
. r - --i-'-'-1--"'" ~-...I.......--..., .. ....--.---r ...-.. ..... ,. .., .... .' ¡
_Çf\-CT1Jt.________._i ......2~! i' i.. I ! 27.2 I : ! 27.2 '
r :;"~::--L::;;--r--F:~:r==i=l.~2F '




























----.-.----------0= . r7711/9 =l 77f7T1 8/ . -_.,--- -..Project Vm,fP: )974 .~A:i___1 - .-..J:.l- ,__,_,)1___. i_ TUlE J l415 l'HJV 1 . I
. - --- ---- --.---------- A\ G
-~~~~;~ i~;~T _ ...--o _UN:~:. - -¡-'is \+i6~'Ò _I=-:=;:==~=c.~_ ==4=~':c::-¡:~::~:,,~ . ¡
~~~~~---.--I :~ T:.~--T~:'~'--I' ----..---... -------i.~~=-""..'I
I_~ELOCITY --__J fps ~~~r-.-----T"---'-T~=-"--l
t :~~!W~~_=L;;J- :::: + 8.~-~ ,~~~ -:;~o ¡ 18.5=1;;~: =~ipH~~! ,--,__ i~;;r-;-i-';:;~- ---ì---'-r¡;:'z-' ¡
TOTAL ALJ(ALINl~~_._ mg~~J 66 ~1__202 . r"ì9 ~=i 19~=.~~d¡
T.~~~L,-,",il1~~.l~':"~.J~.'~-'38 -I '~ -~,-.___.J~' I'" .
__D~~SOL~~_OXy~i:.~~~.:.L..in~/¿ i__~ ,9.6 8.7 19.7 I 8.7 :
~~~Jfl¡~:f~~t_)~~y~ro~. J ._:~: -I 0.8 -I -r-;.~2--~:~"'--i '~:';~'-'r~.~--"-'
I ;:: :~::: f :;:~+---J~~:~:~-__.~=i:~.-~¡*O~~~~¡
. -l'~\CA!:.STREJ~r.OCC~JS _.I 11 / IOOml I I 220 r 380 I I 300 :
NITRI~ (N02.=~!..____1_!nglL.J_...~.:.~l_2.L__0:016 r-'~:008 !----.r-~.Oll. f -~:~~;~-!
.NX:r~f:.:r!ê__Q".~l:EL__.J _ .!!g) 1'_1 3.0961' ;'-3¡zl- 2 ";~--i"--' r ~:~-l~ i --.;.~ ~~~ --
;::;:(::3;:~") -r-~:~; f O."6~;~I.Q.' ~=fO.B~è.¡:::;.
_ TO_~~~~_~HO,;~I~'~;.E_-~~:~~--' :f:!:~-t(' =~=I~==I=.~~~=I=~==C 0 .~~~:j.~;~2';'i~_
ORl:~I~.!~~!!~~_~___~¡;¿ ~081L~064 i _?:.?i-__i ~.l:?_t_O.o~~_J
ciiL?i:!!~._._.___1 .. mg/ ¿. I 15.5 I ï i 15.5 ,
,. SU:".~AT~__...._._r i~~¡¡-l_ -'-r'-." "--'~;~~'r----r---¡'- 42.0-~¡
r r.ALCJmi I 1'''1 l! ~T~--"-;~~i---I--'-r;'~~~--' .
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.! L"".!! il c :
Dcr;ctiption:
36a . Cement Arch Dow From Island
4.7
(r.b) Pipe trickling down to river
r~c~;;' ~;; "'" f~¡t:: 1'" i ¡ilo r Ui9f" -18/::~~r ,~; -I, MEASlJRENENT i UNITS i 1 j 2 3 1.1 0; I ,__ . .I
1_::::=" _::~m T-:+l,:~c:'=--r-=::=r==-=IIL:=-¡
r VELOCITY ., r fps ..- I .---j----.I--.-'¡.~~--'-..I
I--...~._- - -- ____J__.___... ..___.1.__ _.....¡.. .....~_ .
L~~:;F-AT~R~__. L~.:S 0.02 _ .1_~_-1_:~:_2._.-!
~-"",'"",___J , -I 8.:: --i r-- -T;.~--,
f m2":!,,,,~m _1, ",It I I ,:3L~-r-I-~i-;;,-!
=:;;;:~~:~~,;. (~+:~;mr~-G,:: +-=__L___I n:,~i:::--
I BIOcîiïi1'iiëÄ'L OXYGEN"..' 1 -¡,I--- I_-i"---"~r---~"¡¡--'" '.~....i~~i:~~ (BO~5L._.._ ffg L-l 5.3 . _... __..'_.._ _. L:::..,
TOTAL COLIFOfJ'I 1 4IlOOml ! 4100 I I I' i 4100
'~~~:L-~OJ~IFORN --__l.~;0~O:-.r-.- .3540 I .l.-----r ~:~=J;;~.o-=J
_I'J~0!:: STREPTOCOCCUS i 11 /lOOml ! 3940 ~ I r i 4000. !
-~;:~~;~;;-;;: ~l= ~~~¡---I- ::¥i-=~ H:~:ir:~fr:d~NIHONIA (~¡¡3"N) !--._¿ilL¡L___~.2LL____J .J..84D.lQ!9J!2__.'i i' i ¡ ,KJELDAHL N. (TKIl) i mg/J 'I I ! ___
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(rb) Under stone bridge; platform: 12' wide
Effluent from Crivellaro & Sons Dairy
r----. - ---- DATE I 7/2~ ¡flO 77ï'Ff72---'-snr;--'-i --.,-.-'"
Project LERHI': 1974 I -- ----i--r.. ____ ~,,J-.-.---..._(! TINE .L"J .LUJJ I í
I =;;~~:~~~;~i~~~T -=--~~~~+ ::~~î~i~ J .-~ --~~-f::~--I-- .;cc ~~~= - :+ -- _J-=;.~:1=~~\_V~ -- - i
l_"'~'''=- --r;;t-----;.08l-- ---I-T---¡1 'Cwon -1- '" -r-+--- .---- -_.- -.. - -i.-.~ - . :
r,,"-; j d, t-~ O.~ G~~--=íO:4~~J
i TOTAL ALKALINITY , mg/£ I 65 80 I 82 84 i ! 78 ,
1- TO~~.~~~DN-;;;----..T-~~/£ -li:--r-104--'-r-~16 _. 112 r-----r~~; ---~ ,-
ii~~~~~;~¡~~)I=~f liL~:;4~~;~1~~:O-1 ;.5=-H~~~~1
__!.~!~~_ co~.n:ORH__¡!~/~OO~l ~L ---~l===' 1~~~'~00 l~=~~~~i.~s~~.'~~?_
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--~-I~~_~~- ~~L~2__ ..- _r-~-~~lr " 0.099 -- 0.360~.03~~20'.-1.'-""--¡-~~05~---¡
KJELDAir~ N. ('l'KN) j mg/£ i 2.70 I 15.09 ¡ Iii 15.09
-----.--.....-.--.- --..--._______.___'..___....__._____._____. ._..__~_ L._ _ _ ~
TOTAL PHOSPHATE mg/£ i I i I i I ---
-~R~~¡~~H:~~:;~~~-r.~~r~-:;~-'-l~~27)--O~:~r--o~355!--~.~27--r-.- --r '~:;s~ ,
CHLO!,Il~~_~__ I mg/ t r--- '--.-;~~-¡-.----_. ¡'-----'-I --~;.~--
.-,",~A" _______ C~~/ ;j---~+-;,.3i-.--T--¡;~~;-
I CAT.Cimi I mo / li---- ---".-r--;~~;¡..----r--- --r~-¿~~-~
'- ":";""- - ---:;;l-j--l---F~:;r:.-~--l':;.,~ ..



























Lehigh Valley Chemical Co.
50 yds above Glendon Dam
'1----:- -T-- DATE : 7/2 + 7/iOr/!I-r--¡-'lIõ----ì..---...¡rPro i ec t LERl-P' 1974 1-_.. - .-'-O~:.=r.-=r_~120.1--._.._-.
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~.~iú~ -¿~~;;~-~~------"-T iIi~o~ni. r8õ~~_C.l-==i -T==~~J.:~~~=-J
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¡ Nn~~~~' ~i~~~::~--I-'-mg/ ~l o. oo~'r-o-:í--~~~~~I--'--I-;:~;~'-¡' 0.014 _._¡
I ::~~;: ~~~:~;-=:- ~ r;~::r :~::r::::ri~: T~:;:: :
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t;"'D_"D'~~ -t '",Ii j o.06oLo.n;:L~.,~r! O.089JO:'''''.
I ::::~~----~:~~ --+-;;:~ I,----I-H;:~-
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(l.b) Many Millipede Noted
¡----.---.-.--... , DATE I 772 l'77~mrl87 -1'"S7Tl-'j'~"--'-Project LERMP: 1974--'TIME--t""lni-1 13~-'--'~30-' - - i AVG I
'i Hl:ASUREHENT UNITS r- 1 j" 2 3 4'-I-~--'¡ .
!i.¡;~;';:i~--:=::., .. ¡--- ._- :~-==r:==- ==::0-:,,='-:. r'=-:::-='f='::::=':' -. . 'j
fps
1-~;f!0~,:".___-=r :;' t:;4 t-~-r~;::~I18'5 ~!!~~_ .j~;:~-n¡
1_;:,~':~,,,rn,~L~ i :::0 ~::O I :::~-~j;9'-~¡~~::!
~~~~~#:::;~,~ -0~)t :~: +;;:;+;.°8 t::.; J~_12:.29 j::.'9~_-
BlOCHEt!ICAL, OXYGEN ii /i! 2 0 12 6 I LA 4 0 12 8 ì 2 0
, DEWiND (BOD,,) mg ¡.. ., i'
._.~c:~~. ;~-~;;~'~~'-=T 1I/:~omi_.C 235~1- i==~J=-=~r33",2~Ò~~~:~;
._!,ECAL COLIFORH J., 11/l00mI ! J¡__ I. .1L___.~soo__ t ~.=.O.~.
FECAL STREPTOCOCCUS ¡ ilI00ml r i 2200 I 2200
'-~~~~~'TI~ (i~2~~l--~r-:g/i-'r~ 0.01~-I~~~'¡~~OS'4' 0.050 !-~~-~~~-'T~:~~; --',
--- - - -i~r----- -----.-- .--
I.:::;;;' ~;,~~:~~ 1= ::~; i.:92I--;:~tiU~~;¡ ::~:: _u::t:j;;;~~
i KJELDAflL N. (TKN) I mg!. i ! 2.20 I I i 2.20 .
,.__...._._._._-' _._--+-...... '. '_. .._--¡.-._--_..,...._---_..., .._..._---:.. .--.__... .......' ... ......
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! -:~~~:\~: ------..-.---.¡-...::~~ -1~-~._.._.--i-~~:~-i~------I-..--,-¡...:~:: :
=~~~N~:~ i~~__-----r -"-~Ií:;;-'r ._.~...I.-.. -,.-....'.r.-~~-:.;..i-..----...i ------ '..¡-3;:;..'. . .
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Lehigh River Water Quality Criteria
Excerpts from Pennsylvania
Department of Environmental Resources
Publications
I
I WATER QUALITY STAilDARSWATER QUALITY MAAGEMNT
IMLEMNTATION PLA
INTRASTATE WATERS
LEHIGH RIVER BASIN AND
TRIBUTARIES TO DELAWARE RIVER FROM





I. WATER QUALITY CRITERIA - Water quality criteria for the area set forth
in Part II, "Scope" of this implementation plan were presented to the
Environmental Quality Board for adoption and for publication in the
Pennsylvania Bulletin.
I
II. SCOPE - This implementation plan sets forth the treatment requirements
and effluent standards for existing discharges and for discharges in
the area that have been planned by project sponsors that discharge to
surface waters. The area is located in the Lehigh River basin and
includes tributary streams of the Delaware River between the Lehigh
River and Tocks Island. Practically all of the waters considered in
this report are in the counties of Lehigh, Northampton, Carbon and
Monroe with very small portions in the counties of Luzerne, Schuylkill,
Berks, Wayne, Lackawanna, Pike and Bucks.
I
I These waters include all intrastate streams, creeks, rivulets, lakes,dammed waters, ponds, springs and all other bodies of surface water or
parts thereof, whether natural or artificial within the boundaries of
this Commonwealth which are not a part of waste treatment works.I
I
III. GENERAL - The Department of Environmental Resources, in accordance with
its powers under the Clean Streams Law, hereby notifies all persons or
municipalities under its jurisdiction to abate pollution to comply with
the criteria. The Department will in all cases require either immediate
abatement or the submission of a detailed abatement schedule providing
for abatement within as short a period of time as is technically possible
and will cause appropriate investigations to be made to assure itself
of compliance with the standards.
I
I Facilities are expected to be designed to meet the criteria at the critical
periods. In addition, facilities must be operated at all times at that
level of efficiency needed to meet requirements for the critical conditions.
This will result in stream quality higher than the criteria most of the time.I
I
A minimum of secondary treatment or its equivalent, is required for all
waste discharges in this area.
I
Secondary treatment is that treatment that will reduce the organic waste
load as measured by the biochemical oxygen demand test by at least 85 percent
during the period May 1 to October 31 and by at least 75 percent during the
remainder of the year based on a five consecutive day average of values;
will remove practically all of the suspended solids; will provide satisfactory
disposal of sludge; and will reduce the quantities of oil, greases, acids,
alkalis, toxic, taste and odor producing substances, color, and other
substances inimical to the public interest to levels that will not
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I
Effective disinfection to control disease producing organisms shall
be the production of an effluent which will contain a concentration not
greater than 200/100 ml of Fecal Coliform organisms as a geometric
average value nor greater than 1000/100 ml of these organisms in more




Industrial wastes are to be given treatment equivalent to the secondary
treatment of sewage. Appropriate in-plant reduction of wastes may be
applied to these requirements.
I
iv. SPECIFIC - In certain waters of this area, secondary treatment of the
present waste discharges is inadequate now, or will be in the future, if
the water quality criteria are to be met. The following abatement
requirements for tertiary treatment of wastes or other methods of advanced
water quality control are needed in addition to secondary treatment and other
minimum treatment requirements as set forth in the Department of Environmental
Resources Rules and Regulations.
I
I
The values will be used where appropriate to allocate pound
for substances in sewage and in industrial process waters.
for these substances shall be made for cooling waters.
per day limits
No allocations
A. Lehigh River Basin
I I. For discharges to the main stem of Lehigh River from BertschCreek at Lockport to the Delaware River.
I a. The 5-day BOD shall not exceed 20 mg/l.b. Amonia shall not exceed 3 mg/l as N.c. Total suspended solids shall not exceed 30 mg/l.
I II. For discharges to the Upper Lehigh River and all tributariesdowstream of 25 acre impoundments and upstream of the
Francis Walter Dam.
I a. The s-day BOD shall not exceed 25 mg/l.
b. Ammonia shall not exceed 4 mg/l as N.
c. Total suspended solids shall not exceed 25 mg/l.
I III. For discharges above impoundments in the upper, upper Lehigh
River basin from source to the dams on 25 acre impoundments.
This area is directly upstream of A-II as described above.I
I
a. The s-day BOD shall not exceed 10 mg/l.
b. Amonia shall not exceed 3 mg/l as N.
c. Total suspended solids shall not exceed 20 mg/l.
d. Phosphorus shall not exceed 0.5 mg/l as P.
I iv. For discharges to tributaries of the Lehigh River from BertschCreek at Lockport tø the Delaware River.
I a. The 5-day BOD shall not exceed 25 mg/l.b. The ammonia shall not exceed 4 mg/l.
c. The total suspended solids shall not exceed 25 mg/l.
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I V. For discharges to Pohopoco Creek watershed from source toBeltzville Dam.
I a. The 5-day BOD shall not exceed 10 mg/l.b. Amonia shall not exceed 3 mg/l as N.
c. Total suspended solids shall not exceed 20 mg/l.
d. Phosphorus shall not exceed 0.5 mg/l as P.I VI. For waste discharges in the Lehigh River basin above impoundments
with a surface area greater than 25 acres that were not
specifically covered.I
I
a. The s-day BOD shall not exceed 10 mg/l.
b. Amonia shall not exceed 3 mg/l as N.
c. Total suspended solids shall not exceed 20 mg/l.
















REPORT OF THE BUREAU OF SANITARY ENGINEERING
TO THE SANITARY WATER BOAR
RECOMMED WATER QUALITY STANARS
FOR SURFACE WATERS
I
LEHIGH RIVER BASIN AN
DELAWAR RIVER TRIBUTARIES TO TOCKS ISLA
I I. PUROSE OF THE REPORT
I
In order to control pollution and manage the quality of Pennsylvania's
waters, the Sanitary Water Board is establishing water quality standards for the
State's waters and revising existing standards where necessary. This report is a
part of this continuing program and recommends water quality criteria for a portion
of the State's surface waters. Information is provided in the report on the steps
necessary to obtain the water quality specified by the criteria. This report is
being distributed to industrial and municipal officials, legislators, organizations
and other interested persons prior to a public hearing to be held in Bethlehem,
Pennsylvania, on January 12, 1971. The hearing will give those interested persons
and municipalities an opportunity to express their views and desires related to
these criteria and plans of implementation. Based on this report and the testimony
presented at the hearing, and that received within 30 days after the hearing, the
Board should then establish water quality criteria and pollution control measures
which includes an implementation plan necessary for management of the waters con-
sidered in the report. The Board should issue appropriate orders ,as provided for





II. SCOPE OF REPORT
I This report considers the surface waters of the Lehigh River Basin andtributary streams of the Delaware River between the Lehigh River and Tocks Island.
The area is further described in Section III-A of this report. These waters include
all intrastate streams, creeks, rivulets, dams, waters, ponds, springs and all other
bodies of surface water or parts thereof, whether natural or artificial, within the
boundaries of this Commonwealth that are not a part of waste treatment facilities.
I
I III. DESCRIPTION OF ARA
I
I
A. NATURAL FEATURES OF THE AREA - There are 178 named streams and about
1,000 unnamed streams in the 1,900 square mile area considered. Streams with a
drainage area in excess of SO square miles include the Lehigh River, and Tobyhanna,
Tunkhannock, Bear, Pohopoco, Lizard, Aquashicola, Little Lehigh, Jordan, Monocacy,
Saucon, Brodhead, and Bushkill Creeks. Stream elevations vary from 160 to 2,200 feet
above mean sea level.
I
I
The hearing area mainly lies in the Valley and Ridge Physiographic provinces
with minor areas in the Appalachian Plateau, Piedmont, and New England provinces.
The area is underlain by extensive shale, sandstone, conglomerates and limestone
formtions, most of which are covered by glacial deposits. Considerable limestone
quarrying is performed. Coal mining was also performed on the watersheds of Sandy
Run, Buck Mountain Run, Black Creek, and Nesquehoning Creek watersheds.
I
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I
I
Average streamflows range from 0.98 to 2.00 cubic feet per second per square
mile (cfsm) (13.33 to 27.20 inches per year respectively). Natural drought flows
range from 0 cfsm to 0.25 cfsm and averages about 0.10 cfsm for the area. One cfsm
is equal to 650,000 gallons per day per square mile of area drained.
I
B. CULTURAL FEATURES, - The hearing area includes practically all of four
counties (Lehigh, Northampton, Carbon, and Monroe) and very small portions of five
counties (Luzerne, Schuylkill, Berks, Wayne, and Lackawanna). The area has 116
cities, boroughs, and townships. The population in 1960 was 521,000 while preliminary




The Allentown and Bethlehem areas are highly industrialized and manufactures
a wide variety of products. Steel, paper mill, and textiles are some of the
products from the hearing area.
Population in the Lehigh River Basin is mainly concentrated in the Allentown,
Bethlehem, and Easton Areas. Lesser, but some other significant population concen-
trations are located in the Boroughs of Northampton, Catasauqua, and Lehighton.
I Other population concentration areas on tributary streams include theBoroughs of Bangor and Penn Argyl on the Martins Creek watershed; Boroughs ofStroudsburg and East Stroudsburg on the Brodhead Creek watershed; and Boroughs of




Population is expected to increase and, unless adequate steps are taken now,
water pollution problems on the Brodhead Creek watershed are expected to become
more acute with the development of the Tocks Island project and the Delaware Gap
National Recreational area.
I
Steps are being taken to develop the Lehigh Gorge State Park which is on
both sides of the Lehigh River and extends from the Francis W. Walters Dam to Jim
Thorpe. The Lehigh River in this area is used by canoe enthusiasts for white water
boating. The area is high scenic. With the development of the Lehigh Gorge State
Park, recreational use will increase. The Lehigh Gorge State Park should be pre-
served as a conservation area.
I During the past two or three decades, many municipalities in the area haveexperienced population growth and industrial development which produces larger
quantities of wastes that require treatment. Some municipalities have not kept pace
with the development and have not provided adequate sewerage conveyance and treatment
facilities. This has resulted in water pollution and public health problemso In
some cases, inadequate operation of treatment facilities has caused water pollution
problems.
I
I Four tributaries of the Lehigh River--Sandy Run, Buck Mountain Creek, Black
Creek, and Nesquehoning Creek--have highly acid (pH 3.7 to 4.8) water which degrades
the quality of these four streams. The quality of Lehigh River is adversely
affected from Sandy Run to approximately Walnutport, a distance of about 40 miles.I
I
I
From Allentow to the Delaware River at Easton, the Lehigh River is degraded
by oxygen consuming materials. Sampling survey data indicated that dissolved
oxygen decreases sharply from 9.5 at Allentown to 3.6 mg/l at Easton.
I 200.
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I
I
Other smaller streams are also being adversely affected because of
inadequate treatment being provided. Examples of streams and waste discharges in
the category are: Martins Creek watershed, municipal and textile wastes; Saucon
Creek, municipal and mining wastes; and Brodhead Creek, municipal and paper mill
wastes.
I
The action program necessary to eliminate present and future water quality





In the establishment of water quality standards, designation of present and
future water uses is important since it is for the protection of designated water
uses that water quality standards are established. A major purpose of the public
hearing is to determine water uses and to urge local residents, municipal and
industrial officials, and interested persons to give their opinions on the uses
that they desire to see of the surface waters in the area. The Department of Health
has recommended certain water uses for all waters of this area. More detailed
water use descriptions are given in Appendix A.
I
I
The recommended water uses follow:
A. Water uses to be protected apply to all waters described in Section II




1. Warm water fishery
2. Domestic, industrial, livestock, wildlife and irrigation water supply
3. Recreational uses for boating, fishing, water contact sports and
natural areas.
4. Hydroelectric power generation and treated waste assimilation and
transport.
B. In certain portions of the hearing area, clean water conditions that
presently exist or that we hope to achieve will permit additional uses of the waters.
These uses apply to surface waters within the described watershed area. The areas
and the additional water use are designated below.
I 1. Group "A" - Conservation Area
a. Paradise Creek Watershed (Tributary of Brodhead Creek)
I
I
b. Pocono Creek Watershed - (Tributary of Brodhead Creek)
c. Lehigh River Watershed - from headwaters to Route 903 bridge




2. Group "A" - Cold Water Fishery
a. Brodhead Creek Watershed - (except Paradise and Pocono Creek
Watersheds)
b. Little Lehigh Creek Watershed
3. Group "B" - Trout Stocking Waters
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I a. Main Stem of Lehigh River and tributaries from Route 903 bridgecrossing the main stem of the Lehigh River at Jim Thorpe to dam
at Allentown.
I b. All tributary streams to the Lehigh River from dam at Allentow
to the mouth of the Delaware River, except the Little Lehigh
Creek Watershed.
I c. All tributary streams to the Delaware River between the Lehigh
River and Tocks Island; except Brodhead Creek Watershed since
higher water quality criteria applies.I
V. WATER, QUALITY CRITERIA
I A. PURPOSE - The purpose of the water quality criteria is to provide a basisfor engineering of pollution abatement projects. Where natural conditions preclude
achievement of the criteria, the statement "or natural conditions" is implied.
I B. GENERA WATER QUALITY CRITERIA - The general water quality criteria apply
to all waters at all times and are as follows:
I The water shall not contain substances attributable to municipal, indus-
trial or other waste discharges in concentration or amounts sufficient to be
inimical or harmul to the water uses to be protected or to human, animal, plant
or aquatic life. Specific substances to be controlled include, but are not limited
to, floating debris, oil, scum and other floating materials; toxic substances;




C. SPECIFIC WATER QUALITY CRITERIA - Specific water quality criteria are
numerical values or limits for measurable water quality indicators. The water
quality criteria listed below are of principal concern for controlling water pollution
in this area. The list of specific water quality criteria does not include all
possible substances that could cause pollution. For substances not listed, the
general criterion that these substances shall not be inimical or injurious to the
desi-nated water uses applies. The best scientific informtion available will be
used to adjudge the suitability of a given waste discharge where these substances
are involved. The specific water quality criteria designated herein are, we
believe, adequate to protect the designated uses. If investigation or further
evidence should reveal that they are inadequate to protect the designated uses,





VI. SPECIFIC WATER QUALITY CRITERIA FOR WATERS CONSIDERED IN THIS REPORT
I
The criteria recommended for streams are in all cases maximum or minimum
values that should be reached only during critical flow conditions. The critical
flow is considered as the average minimum flow that occurs during seven consecutive
days of anyone year and has a recurrence interval of ten years, whether the flow
is regulated or not. For flows lower than this, the general water quality criteria
apply. The critical recommended for lakes, dammed waters, ponds, and all other
bodies of surface waters apply at all times.
I
I
It is recommended that the Sanitary Water Board adopt the general water
quality criteria (Section VI-D) for all waters at all times and the following
specific water quality criteria for the waters hereafter considered, for the pro-





A. The following water quality criteria apply to conservation areas:
I
a. pH - not less than 6.0; not to exceed 8.5
b. Dissolved oxygen - minimum daily average of 7.0 mg/l with no
value less than 6.0 mg/l.
c. Total iron - not to exceed 1.5 mg/l
d. Temperature - not to exceed a 2oF. rise above natural temperature
or a maximum of s80F., whichever is less.
e. Dissolved solids - not to ,exceed 500 mg/l as a monthly average
value; not to exceed 750 mg/l at any time
f. Bacteria (coliform/100 fu) - for the period May 15 to September 15
of any year; not to exceed 1,000/100 ml as an arithmetic average
valùe; not to exceed 1,000 per 100ml in more than two consecutive




For the period September 16 to May 14 of any year; not to exceed
5,000/100 ml as an average monthly average value, not to exceed
this number by more than 20% of the samples collected during the
month; nor to exceed 20,000/100 ml in more than 5% of the samples.I
I It is recommended that the following watersheds be designated asconservation areas:
I
1. Paradise Creek Watershed
2. Pocono Creek Watershed
3. Lehigh River Watershed from its headwaters to Route 903 bridge
crossing the main stem of the Lehigh River at Jim Thorpe.
I
B. The following water quality criteria apply to waters to be used as
a cold waters fishery:
I
I
a. pH - not less than 6.0: not to exceed 8.5
b. Dissolved oxygen - no value less than 6.0 mg/l in flo~ng streams
and no value less than 5.0 mg/l at any point in lakes, ponds and
reservoirs
c. Total iron - not to exceed 1.5 mg/l
d. Temperature - not to be increased by more than sOF. above
natural temperature, nor to be increased above s80F.; not to be
changed by more than 20F. furing anyone hour period.
e. Dissolved solids - not to exceed 500 mg/l as the monthly average
value; not to exceed 750 mg/l at any time
f. Bacteria (coliforms per 100 ml) for the period May 15 to September 15
of any year; not to exceed 1,000 per 100 ml as an arithmetic average
value; not to exceed 1,000 per 100 ml in more than two consecutive





For the period September 16 to June 14 of any year; not to exceed
5,000 per 100 ml as a monthly average value, not to exceed this
number in more than 20% of the samples collected during any month;
not to exceed 20,000 per 100 ml in more than 5% of the samples.
I It is recommended that the cold water fishery water quality criteria be
established for the following waters:
I 1. Brodhead Creek Watershed (-xcept Paradis Creek and Pocono CreekWatersheds)




c. The following water quality criteria apply to trout-stocking waters:
I
a. pH - not less than 6.0; not to exceed 8.5
b. Dissolved oxygen - for the period March 15 to June 30 of any year,
no value less than 5.0 mg/l. For the remainder of the year, no
value less than 4.0 mg/l.
c. Total iron - not to exceed 1.5 mg/l
d. Temperature - for the period March 15 to June 30 of any year; not to
exceed a 50F. rise above ambient temperature or a maximum of 740F.,
whichever is less; not to be changed by more than 20F. during any
one hour period. For the remainder of the year, not to exceed 87oF.
e . Dissolved solids - not to exceed 500 mg/l as the monthly average
value; not to exceed 750 mg/l at any time
f. Bacteria (coliforms per 100 ml) for the period May 15 to September 15
of any year; not to exceed 1,000 per 100 ml as an arithmetic average
value; not to exceed 1,000 per 100 m1 in more than two consecutive




I For the period September 16 to May 14 of any year; not to exceed
5,000 per 100 ml as a monthly average value, not to exceed this number
in more than 20% of the samples collected during any month; not to
exceed 20,000 per 100 m1 in more than 5% of the samples.I
I It is reco~ended that trout-stocking water criteria be established for thefollowing waters:
I
1. Main stem of the Lehigh River Watershed from Route 903 bridge
crossing the Lehigh River at Jim Thorpe to the Allentown Dam on the
Lehigh River.
2. All tributary streams to the Lehigh River from the Allentown dam on
the Lehigh River to the mouth of the Delaware River, except Little
Lehigh Creek Watershed.
3. All tributary streams to the Delaware River between the Lehigh River




D. It is recommended that the following water quality criteria be estab-
lished for the main stem of the Lehigh River from the dam at Allentown to the mouth
of the Lehigh River at the Delaware River:
I
a. pH - not less than 6.0; not to exceed 8.5
b. Dissolved oxygen - minimum daily average of 5.0 mg/l with no value
less than 4.0 mg/l
c. Total iron - not to exceed 1.5 mg/l
d. Temperature - not to exceed a 5°F. rise above ambient temperature or
a maximum of 80.soF. whichever is less; not to be changed by more than
20F. during anyone hour period
e. Dissolved solids - not to exceed 500 mg/l as a monthly average value;
not to exceed 750 mg/l at any time
f. .Bacteria (coliforms/100 ml) - for the period May 15 to September 15 of
any year; not to exceed 1,000/100 ml as an arithmetic average value;
not to exceed 1,000 per 100 ml in more than two consecutive samples;





For the period September 16 to May 14 of any year; not to exceed
5,000/100 m1 as an average monthly average value, not to exceed this
number by more than 20% of the samples collected during the month; nor
to exceed 20,000/100 ml in more than 5% of the samples.
I
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rJ VII. ABATEMENT PLA
I
GENERA - Abatement requirements included in this report are an indication
of the treatment levels needed to attain the criteria. These are estimates
based on generally accepted strengths of raw sewage and on information available
for industrial wastes. Where tertiary or other advanced waste treatment is re-
quired, a specific abatement plan will define minimum treatment requirements in
terms or pounds or maximum effluent concentration. The specific abatement plan
will be developed after the criteria are established. Upon approval of the cri-
teria presented in Section V and VI, the Bureau of Sanitary Engineering recommends
that the Sanitary Water Board, in accordance with its powers under the Clean
Streams Law, issue appropriate orders, modify permits or take other appropriate
action to have all persons or municipalities under its jurisdiction abate pollu-
tion to comply with the criteria. It is recommended that the Board, in all cases,
require either immediate abatement or the submission of a detailed abatement
schedule providing for abatement within as short a period of time as is technically
possible and that the Board cause appropriate investigations to be made to assure






Facilities are expected to be designed to meet the criteria and BOD reduc-
tions accomplished to meet the dissolved oxygen goals at the critical period. In
addition, facilities needed to meet requirements for the critical conditions must be
efficiently operated at all times. This will result in stream quality higher
than the criteria most of the time.I
I
SPECIFIC - A minimum of secondary treatment or its equivalent is required
for all waste discharges in this area.
I
Secondary treatment is that treatment that will reduce the organic waste
load as measured by the biochemical oxygen demand test by at least 85% during the
period May 1 to October 31 and by at least 75% during the remainder of the year
based on a five consecutive day average of values; will remove practically all
of the suspended solids; will provide effective disinfection to control disease
producing organisms; will provide satisfactory disposal of sludge; and will re-
duce the quantities of oil, greases, acids, alkalis, toxic, taste and odor produc-
ing substances, color and other substances inimical to the public interest to




Effective disinfection to control disease producing organisms shall be
the production of an effluent which will contain a concentration not greater than
200/100 ml of fecal coliform organisms as a geometric average value nor greater
than 1,000/100 ml of these organisms in more than 10% of the samples tested.




In certain waters of this area, secondary treatment of the present waste
discharges is inadequate now, or will be in the future, if the water quality cri-
teria recommended in Section VI of this report are to be met. Abatement require-
ments for tertiary treatment of wastes or other methods of advanced water quality
(in conjunction with mine drainage abatement for some areas) are an estimate of























1. Flow Estimation for Circular Pipe Outfalls
2. Ott Meter Calibration




















FLOW ESTIMATION FOR CIRCULA PIPE OUTFALLS
A. 1.Critical Depth Method
Assumptions:
1. Pipe is partially full
2. Pipe is approximately horizontal
3. Observed depth is critical depth (~c)
E:--5/2Q = K.; d _~_ Where:
Q flow in cfs
d = pipe diameter






















v = velocity in fps
x distance out in ft
y = fall in ft








1. King & Brater, Handbook of Hydraulics, 5th Ed.






















FLUM DISTANCE 39.0 FEET DATE: 8/27/74
TRIAL TIME REVOLUTIONS REVOLUTIONS VELOCITY
(SEC) PER SECOND (N) (FEET/SEC)
1 34.55 23 0.67 1.13
2 22.19 23 1.04 1. 76
3 16.58 23 1.39 2.35
4 14.16 23 1.62 2.75
5 12.51 23 1.84 3.12
6 10.66 23 2.16 3.66
7 9.85 23 2.34 3.96
8 8.77 23 2.62 4.45
Velocity calculated from Ott meter equation
V = 1.6466 (N) + 0.046
TRIAL REVOLUTIONS VELOCITY
PER SECOND (N) FEET/SEC
1 0.67 1.15







Calibration curve on following page.





(1) Slope = 2.62 - 0.674.36 - 1.15
N = . 607V+0. 040
V = 1.6474(N)+0.066
= .607
% Difference = .607 - .587
.607
. 3.3% between manufacturer's equation
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